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19. (Continued) processing system, provided with funding from the DOD-University

Research Instrumentation Pro~iam. The Georgia State University speckle

interferometry system is used regularly at the 4-meter telescope of the Kitt

Peak National Observatory and the 1.8-meter telescope of the howell Observatory.

i The goals of these rasr programs " included: the detection of

planetary mass objects in orbit about one component of a widely separated

binary star system through the measurement of submotions in the otherwise

elliptical motion of binary stars; the observation of asteroids with the goal

of definitively answering the question of the duplicity of these primordial

members of the solar system; the resolution of suspected structure in the
nuclei of active galaxies and quasars;/the reconstruction of truly diffraction
limited images of a variety of astronomical objects; and, the generation

! Cof data applicable to a better understanding of the characteristics of
atmospheric turbulence and its effects on high resolution imaging.

During the period of AFOSR support, observations were accumulated
r ~at approximately monthly intervals on the 1.8-meter telescope and three

• " times per year on the 4-meter telescope. Speckle frames were recorded on
video tapes at the Arizona sites and brought back to Atlanta for reduction
and analysis until early 1985 when the autocorrelator was modified for real-
time use at the telescope. An upgrading of the 1.8-meter telescope control
system during 1985 improved the operational efficiency of that instrument.
Considerable effort was expended in bringing the VAX 11/750 and its
associated image processing hardware on line and in writing an extensive
software package for the interactive analysis of speckle data. Both
hardware and software oriented goals were met during late 1984, and the
new image processing system provides a powerful facility for extracting
diffraction limited measurements from speckle data. A fast background
subtraction algorithm was found to give the most satisfactory correction
for the component of atmospheric seeing which otherwise decreases the
contrast in and biases the measurement of the binary star peak. The accuracy
of measurement has been addressed through the goodness-of-fit to binary
star autocorrelogram peaks and through the repeatibility of fits to series
of data for the same object. A preliminary conclusion, subject to more
extensive testing, is that we can indeed measure the geometry of binary
stars with an accuracy approaching one tenth of a milliarcsecond, the level

* of accuracy at which one can expect a reasonable sensitivity to the
detection of planetary mass submotions of binary star orbital motion. In
connection with the problem of asteroid duplicity, we conclude that there

_are no clear examples of duplicity among this class of object. Support
from the AFOSR has now resulted in the appearance of eighteen papers in the

scientific literature from this program. These paers are included in an
appendix to this final report.
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ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS BY SPECKLE INTERFEROKETRY

A. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Between August 1981 and February 1986, speckle observations with the GSU

speckle camera system were accumulated at the 1.8 meter Perkins telescope of

the Lowell Observatory near Flagstaff, Arizona and-the 4-meter telescope of

the Kitt Peak National Observatory near Tucson. This collaboration involved

GSU astronomers and Lowell Observatory astronomer Dr. Otto G. Franz with the

following scientific problems being approached with AFOSR support:

1. The high accuracy of spatial separation measurements of the components of

wide binary star systems by means of speckle interferometry was used to

initiate a long-term search for submotions due to the Newtonian reaction

of a star to an unseen, low-mass planetary or brown dwarf companion.

Sixty-one binary stars within 25 parsecs of the sun comprise the observing

b 1!. program that was synoptically observed at nearly monthly intervals with

the Perkins telescope.

2. The diffraction limited resolution of speckle interferometry as well as

its relatively high sensitivity to large brightness differences was used

to search for duplicity among asteroids. The question of asteroid

duplicity has important implications to dynamical considerations of the

formation of the solar system.

3. Speckle observations were obtained of selected extragalactic objects with

unusually active and compact nuclei. The energetics of these active

galaxies are thought to be driven by the accretion of nuclear material by
~I
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massive black holes. The detection of structure at the diffraction limit

pof large telescopes would place important physical constraints on the

theoretical models of these objects.

4. Efforts toward the reconstruction of true diffraction-limited images of

I astronoo'cal objects including binary stars, asteroids and planetary

satellites were initiated with the addition of the image processing system

provided by the DOD-University Research Instrumentation Program in 1983.

5. Although the above programs were primarily aimed at basic research in

astronomy, the experience being gained in high resolution measurements

through the turbulent atmosphere is directly relevant to the observation

of military targets at high altitude. These observations are also

providing a significant amount of data applicable to a better

understanding of atmosphere turbulence.

!.
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B. RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS

1. Observing OpportunitiesI
Observing time was supplied by the Lowell Observatory on a guaranteed

basis to the scientific programs outlined above. During the term of this

report, time on the 4-meter KPNO telescope was awarded on the basis of a

*competitive evaluation in which these programs, as well as a major binary star

astrometry and photometry effort supported by the National Science Foundation,

have been given "long term" status on that telescope. Our observing request

to KPNO for long-term status, submitted in September 1984 was one of only

three granted by the national observatory at the outset of their policy of

giving such long-term allocations through the end of 1986. During the period

of support through AFOSR-81-0161, observing time was allocated as follows:

j 1.8-m Lowell 4-m KPNO

#Runs 9lights #Runs #Nights
1981 5 27 0 0
1982 7 39 2 10
1983 12 67 3 17
1984 11 68 4 20

- 1985 7 35 2 16
1986 2 6 0 0

The 1.8-m Perkins telescope near Flagstaff underwent a performance

- upgrading during 1984 consisting of a new microprocessor controlled driving

and pointing system. These modification were particularly important to the

planet search program with a resulting improvement in object acquisition time

through better pointing accuracy.

"4
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2. Image Processing System and Data Analysis Procedures

A remarkable improvement in our data analysis capability was made with

the installation of a VAX 11/750-based interactive image processing system

provided with funding from the DOD-University Research Instrumentation

Program. This system is described in our Final Report to AFOSR Grant 83-0257

. dated 7 November 1984. An extensive software package, written in a menu

oriented form, was made operational during late 1984. This package permits

the reduction and analysis of speckle observations through the compensation of

instrumental effects (such as fixed pattern signal, finite memory depth of the

autocorrelation function accumulator, noise spikes and dropouts) and

atmospheric effects (through the substraction of background seeing profiles by

any one of several algorithms) and finally solving for the precise double star

geometry (through two dimensional fits to image profiles). The software

permits the user to tailor the analysis to the particular requirements of an
q

observation.

The new system has increased not only our speed in handling the very

large amounts of data generated by our program, it has also given us an

increased sensitivity to the detection of faint companions in binary systems

through the use of color contouring of intensities. The eye responds more

readily to slight changes in color and intensity than just to gray levels

alone. The image processing system should decrease the frequency of missed

binaries by virtue of this trait. Other hardvired capabilities such as image

zoom, threshholding and variable contouring also increase the sensitivity to

.N binary star detection. A detailed description of the analysis procedures is

given in our Annual Scientific Report for the period 1 June 1983 through 30

November 1984.
'4
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The reduction and analysis of speckle data requires an amount of time

equal to about twice the time originally required to obtain the data at the

telescope. Thus a single night's worth of observations requires approximately

two eight hour days to completely process to binary star measurements. In

early 1985, steps were taken to routinely employ the hardwired autocorrelator

at the telescope and thus eliminate the use of video tape for other than

i'; archival purposes. This has not only significantly increased the overall

efficiency of our effors but has improved data quality by eliminating from the

S..process the effects of video tape noise and dynamic range compression.

3. Observational Precision and Accuracy

The attainment of fractional milli-arcsecond accuracy in the measurement

of the relative separations of the components of binary stars has been of

fundamental importance to the primary scientific goal of AFOSR sponsored

speckle research at Georgia State University. We have initiated an analysis

of our data in order to estimate the limiting astrometric accuracy.

A first approach to this problem was the application of repeatibility

studies of the fits to autocorrelograms calculated from the same data sample.

By using a sequence of video tape for a bright star we can be assured that

multiple replays of this data through the hardwired autocorrelator will

produce statistically independent vectorautocorrelograms since successive

integrations are unlikely to be based upon identical samples of video frames

when lists containing 1000 or more addresses are being grabbed. Fits to

. repetitions of an observational sequence are used to calculate a precision of

fit defined as the standard deviation of the mean of the measured separations.

A
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4. The Duplicity of Minor Planets

We have accumulated observations aimed at a definitive statement

concerning the controversial question of the duplicity of minor planets.

Observations vere obtained (at opposition in most cases) of the following

. minor planets: 182 Elsa, 71 Niobe, 5 Astraea, 18 Melpomene, 9 Metis, 12

Victoria, 19 Fortuna, 14 Irene, 409 Aspasia, 28 Bellona, 114 Kassandra, 145

-. Adeona, 148 Gallia, 21 Lutetia, 115 Thyra, 15 Eunomia, 10 Hygiea, 11

Parthenope, 30 Urania, 38 Leda, 52 Europa, 76 Freia, 79 Eurynome, 87 Venetia,

- 709 Fringilla, 51 Nemausa, 53 Kalypso, 3 Juno, 44 Nysa, 4 Vesta, 2 Pallas, 40

Harmonia, 532 Herculina, 54 Alexandra, 287 Nephtys, 694 Ekard, 20 Massalia,

Atalante, Hesperia, Amphitrite, Echo, Euterpe, Irene, Egeria, Ariadne, and

Prokne. For most of these asteroids, data was collected at more than one

* .! epoch.

The analysis of these data shows no evidence of duplicity for any of the

above asteroids. Our observations can set an upper limit of about 1.5

• /magnitudes on the brightness difference between primary and reputed secondary

componentssz that might escape attention. These results combine with existing

photometric studies to indicate that asteroid duplicity, if it exists in any

case, is an extremely uncommon phenomenon.
d-5
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C. PUBLICATIONS

SThe following publications were prepared with the support of AFOSR-81-

0161:

"Masses and Luminosities of the Giant Spectroscopic/Speckle
Interferometric Binaries Gamma Persei and Phi Cygni" H.A. McAlister, THE
ASTRONOMICAL JOURNAL, .BL 563, 1982.

"Speckle Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars. VII." H.A.
McAlister and E.M. Hendry, THE ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL SUPPLEMENT SERIES,
49, 267, 1982.

"Speckle Interferometry of the Spectroscopic Binary 94 Aquarii A"
H.A. McAlister and W.I. Hartkopf, PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL
SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC, 94, 832, 1982.

"Speckle Interferometric Measurments of Binary Sta-. VIII." H. A.
McAlister, E.M. Hendry, W.I. Hartkopf, B.G. Campbell and F.C. Fekel,

- THE ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL SUPPLEMENT SERIES, 51, 309, 1982.

"Speckle Imaging Through a Non-Redundant Aperture Mask" M.J. Price
and M.R. Lawler, Final Report to GSU Subcontract to Science Applications,
Inc., Tucson, Arizona, December, 1982.

"The Optical Variability and Spectrum of PKS 2155-304" H.R. Miller
and H.A. McAlister, THE ASTROPHYSICAL JOURNAL, 272, 26, 1983.

H.R- "Photometry of the Newly Identified AM Herculis System CW 1103 + 254"

H.R. Miller, MONTHLY NOTICES OF THE ROYAL ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY, 201, 21p,
1982.

"The Optical Variability of Four Extragalactic Radio Sources" H.R.
0% Miller, ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS SUPPLEMENTS, 52, 289, 1983.

"The Variability of the Spectrum of Arakelian 120" B.M. Peterson,
" C.B. Foltz, H.R. Miller, R.M. Wagner, D.M. Wagner, D.M. Crenshaw,

K.A. Meyers, and P.L. Byard, THE ASTRONOMICAL JOURNAL, 88, 926, 1983.

- "Photoelectric Comparison Sequences in the Fields of Four BL.
Lacertae Objects" H.R. Miller, T.L. Mullikin and B.G. McGimsey, THE
ASTRONOMICAL JOURNAL, 88, 1301, 1983.

"Speckle Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars. IX." H.A.
McAlister, W.I. Hartkopf, E.M. Hendry, B. Gaston and F.C. Fekel, THE
ASTRONOMICAL JOURNAL SUPPLEMENT SERIES, 54, 251, 1984.

"Binary Stars Unresolved by Speckle Interferometry. III." W.I.
Hartkopf and H.A. McAlister, PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF
THE PACIFIC, 96, 105, 1984.
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"The True Nodal Quadrant of Capella" W.G. Bagnuolo and H.A.
McAlister, PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC, 95,
992, 1983.

"Standard Stars for Binary Star Interferometry" H.A. McALister and
W.I. Hartkopf, PUBLICATIONS OF THE ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY OF THE PACIFIC,
95, 778, 1983.

"Catalog of Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars" H.A.
McAlister and W.I. Hartkopf, GSU Center for High Angular Resolution
Astronomy, Contribution No. 1, 1984.

"Photoelectric Comparison Sequences in the Fields of B2 1308 + 326
. and 1418 + 54" H.R. Miller, J.W. Wilson, J.L. Africano and R.J.
* "Quigley,

4. "The Calibration of Interferometrically Determined Properties of
. Binary Stars," H.A. McAlister, CALIBRATION OF FUNDAMENTAL STELLAR

QUANTITIES (Proceeding of IAU Symposium No. 111) ed by D.S. Hayes, et al
(Dordrecht: Reldel), 97, 1985.

"High Angular Resolution Measurements of Stellar Properties" H.A.
McAlister, ANNUAL REVIEW OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS, 23, 59, 1985.
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D. PAPERS PRESENTED AT MEETINGS

I
"Speckle Interferometry of Double Stars" H. A. McAlister,

UA/AFOSR conference on Speckle Interferometry and Speckle

Imaging, Tucson, AZ, April, 1983.

"Astronomical Speckle Interferometry" (Invited Paper), H. A.

McAlister, Joint Topical Meeting on Information Processing

in Astronomy and Optics sponsored by the American Astronomical

Society and the Optical Society of America, St. Paul, MN,

June 1983.

"Speckle Interferometry in Astrometry" (invited paper) H. A.

McAlister, International Astronomical Union Symposium No.

109 on Astrometric Techniques, Gainesville, FL, January,

1984.

U"First Results with the GSU ICCD Speckle Camera" V. I. Hartkopf,
International Astronomical Union Symposium No. 109 on

Astrometric Techniques, Gainesville, FL, January, 1984.

"Calibration in Interferometry" (Invited Paper) H. A. McAlister,

International Astronomical Union Symposium No. 111 on

Calibration of Fundamental Stellar Quantities, Como, Italy,

May 1984.

"A Speckle Search for Minor Planet Satellites: Technique and Results,"

(Invited Paper) 0. G. Franz, Symposium on New Directions in

Asteroid and Comet Research, Astronomical Society of the Pacific,

Flagstaff, Arizona, June 1985.
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R. NEW IMVENTIONS OR PATENTS

No new inventions or patents resulted from this research.

F. PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

The following personnel were associated with this research effort.

Asterisks indicates those persons who contributed to this research but whose

salaries vere not supported by AFOSR funds.

Dr. Harold A. McAlister - Principal Investigator
Associate Professor, Georgia State University, Atlanta.

Dr. Otto G. Franz, Senior Investigator - Astronomer,
Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff.

*Dr. William I. Hartkopf - Senior Research Associate,
* *e. Georgia State University, Atlanta

*Dr. Paul C. Schmidtke - Image Processing Systems Manager,
Georgia State University, Atlanta

*Dr. Donald J. Hutter - Research Associate,
Georgia State University, Atlanta

Ms. Vera Golonka - Craduate Research Assistant,

Georgia State University, Atlanta

*Dr. Tor Westin - Research Associate

Georgia State University, Atlanta

" Dr. Michael J. Price - Senior Scientist
Science Applications, Inc., Tucson.

G. REPRINTS OF PUBLICATIONS

The remainder of this Final Report consists of reprints of the collected

publications listed in Section C.
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MASSES AND LUMINOSITIES FOR THE GIANT SPECTROSCOPIC/SPECKLE
INTERFEROMETRIC BINARIES GAMMA PERSEI AND PHI CYGNI

HAROLD A. MCALISTER b)

Department of Physics and Astronomy. Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia 30303
Received 5 November 1981

ABSTRACT

Speckle interferometric measurements of the spectroscopic binaries y Per and 0 Cyg are com-
bined with the spectroscopic orbits to determine the elements of the apparent orbits and the
masses, distances, and luminosities of the four components. These two systems are of consider-
able interest because they contain highly evolved stars, and 0 Cyg is a rare example of a binary
star whose components are similarly evolved off the main sequence. The newly determined
masses of (2.50 ± 0.09)MO and (2.39 ± 0.08)MQ and distance of 71.9 ± 5.5 pc place the
G8III-IV components of 0 Cyg at the point of beginning the ascent of the red giant branch.
The orbit of ' Per is confirmed to be highly inclined, and the masses of 4.7MO and 2.8MO and
distance of 73.8 pc suggest that a classification of G811-III + B9V is more appropriate than the
existing classification of G8111 + A3V. Atmospheric eclipses may be exhibited by y Per at
periastron passages.

1. INTRODUCTION discovered to be variable by Moore (Campbell 1909a),
and elements for a long-period orbit were determined by

S .', The shortage of mass and luminosity data for evolved McLaughlin (1948) from 56 velocity measurements
stars has most recently been pointed out by Popper from four observatories obtained irregularly between
(1980), who concludes that the observational evidence, 1897 and 1947. Unfortunately, McLaughlin did not
in spite of its scarcity, indicates that red giant masses are publish a detailed orbital analysis making it difficult to
considerably in excess of IM.. This conflicts with the judge the reliability of the 14.6-yr orbital motion he de-

: "conclusion of Scalo, Dominy, and Pumphrey (1978), termined. McLaughlin's elements are reproduced in Ta-
who base their arguments on a frequency distribution ble I. In his extensive study of composite spectrum stars,
deduced from visual binary data, that the average initial Hynek (1938) included y Per and gave spectral types of
mass of red giants is in the range (0.8-1.2)M0 . Although A + cF7. That the later-type star was a giant was evi-
selection effects favor the determination of red giant dent from the very prominent contribution of that com-
masses at the high-mass end of the true mass distribu- ponent in the violet region of the spectrum. On the basis
tion, there is presently no luminosity class III star whose of multicolor photometry, Bahng (1958) classified the
minimum mass is clearly within the range given by Scalo system as G811I + A3V, while Cowley (1976) assigned

, ela. (1978). it KOIII + A2.
A high priority of the author's program of binary star Wilson (1941) reported resolving y Per using visual

speckle interferometry has been the resolution of spec- Michelson interferometry at four epochs in 1939 and
' " troscopic systems containing giant stars. Double-lined

*" systems are particularly important in such a program
since the combined linear and angular information from
the spectroscopic and speckle techniques not only pro-
vides the individual masses but also yields a direct deter-
mination of the distance to the system and hence the TANLe I. Spectroscopic elements of y Per (McLaughlin 19481.
individual absolute magnitudes if the magnitude differ- p = 5350'
ence is available. The systems y Per and 0 Cyg have now = 1465
had sufficient orbital coverage by speckle interfero- e = 0.72I T = JD 2432263
metry to warrant this kind of analysis. T 1947.209

The radial velocity of the star y Per (HR 915) was ,= 344*
=-- 164"

k, - 12.7 km/s
k2 = 21.9 km/s

.. A y = + 2.5 km/s
_ __.-_M, sini - 4.72M

"Astronomical Contributions from Georgia State University, No. 60. M ini = 2.74.€ M,/M, = 1.72
4"Visiting Astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory. which is op- a, %in i = 6.44 x 10 km

crated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, asini= . x 10 krm
Inc., under contract to the National Science Foundation.

563 Astron. J. 27(3), March 1982 (004-6256/82/030563-07S00.90 ® 1992 Am. Astron. Soc 563
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564 H. A. McALISTER: SPECTROSCOPIC BINARIES y Per AND 44 Cyg 564

measured separations averaging 0707 at a position angle of Rach and Herbig (1961).
*.. of 49". No further measurements were made until the

system was resolved in 1973 using Labeyrie's technique II THE OBSERVATIONS AND ORBIT OF y Per

of speckle interferometry (Labeyrie et al. 1974), and y Table Ill contains 13 observations of the position an-
Per has come under regular speckle interferometric gle and angular separation of r Per obtained by the use
scrutiny only since 1975. Nevertheless, a sample of ob- of speckle interferometry between 1973.4 and 1980.8. R.
servations now exists which includes periastron passage H. Wilson (1941) reported successful resolution of the
and is sufficiently large to warrant a preliminary discus- star, which was then known essentially only as a com-
sion of the relative orbit of y Per and of the masses and posite spectrum object, on four nights in 1939 using a
luminosities obtained in combination with the spectro- visual Michelson interferometer with the 18-in. refrac-
scopic elements. tor of the Flower Observatory. Wilson's observations

P The star g Cyg (HR 7478) was found to have variable were as follows: 1939.724,, 52'1, 0707; 1939.763, 63"0,
radial velocity by Plummer (Campbell 1909b), but more 0707; 1939.771, 45*9, 07057; and 1939.807, 36"7, 0" 10.
than half a century elapsed before a spectroscopic orbit These measurements show a large dispersion in position
of the system was determined by Rach and Herbig angle even though they span only 2" of mean anomaly,
(1961). The object is generally considered to have spec- and Wilson (1981) points out that, unknown to him until
tral type G8 III-IV (Roman 1952). Rach and Herbig 195.3, the Flower refractor objective was disassembled
(1961) reported two sets of nearly identical strong and in 1936 and replaced without adequate care to ensure
sharp lines and pointed out that 0 Cyg is one of a small freedom from spurious effects in interferometer mea-
class of double-lined binaries in which both components surements of fringe visibility. Wilson's measurements
are essentially equally evolved. Their spectroscopic ele- do however show the proper quadrant, and it seems like-
ments are shown in Table II ly that he did indeed resolve the system in 1939. The first

Since 0 Cyg has a relatively long period, the possibil- modern resolution was by Labeyrie et al. (1974), who
ity of direct resolution of this important system was rec- estimated a om of 1-2 mag at a wavelength of 675 nm.

ognized early in the author's program of binary star The observations obtained during the author's program

speckle interferometry, and the system was predicted to of speckle interferometry suggest a considerable de-
have a separation of 07033, or near the diffraction limit crease in Am at 517 nm and 470 nm consistent with the

S -of the 4-m Mayall reflector (McAlister 1976). The star composite spectral type arising from a cool giant in com-
was observed on four occasions during 1976-1977 and bination with a hot dwarf star. The descriptions of the

% , ;:was consistently found to be unresolved. In July 1978, circumstances of the individual speckle observations

an observation did indicate marginal resolution for the can be found in the original references shown in Table
first time (McAlister and Fekel 1980). Five additional III.
observations showing resolution have been obtained Four epochs at which y Per was found unresolved by
and reduced to date. Although the angular separation of speckle interferometry are also recorded in Table III.
the components has indeed been found to be at the dif- Wilson (1981) reported the star unresolved to his visual
fraction limit of the Mayall telescope, the small magni- interferometer on 1954.678 and Couteau (1975) found it
tude difference in the system leads to high fringe con- single in his micrometer on 1973.991. It seems likely

. trast in the composite spatial frequency power spectra of that r Per could be resolved by visual observers through
the speckle observations so that there is now no doubt as much of its orbit by taking advantage of the decreasing
to the resolvability of Cyg. Am toward shorter wavelengths.

Owing to the small number and limited distributions The new elements and their formal standard errors
of the speckle measurements available, it was decided to are given in Table IV. These errors are based only upon
adopt the spectroscopic elements P, T, and e and to use
the speckle observations to obtain the unknown ele-

-. ments i, a', and fl. A simple way to proceed is then to
use the equations TABLE 1. Spectroscopic elements of4 Cyg (Rach and Herbig 1961J.

x = AX + FY, (I) P = 434J086 ± 0O050 (s.e.)
= 1Y1885 ± OY00001

and e = 0.516 ± 0.003
T = JD 243083764 0.42

y , = BX + G Y, (2) = 1943306 + 0001
to, 216"5 f 0'6

where x =pcosO, y=psinO, X=cosE-e, and ... =36'5 +0'6
Y= I -- e2)' 'sin E. The coefficients A, F,B, andGare K' 2679- + 007km',

the Thiele-Innes elements from which the classical ele- A. = 27 88 ± 007 kmi
mentscan be determined (cf. Heintz 19781. Equationsfli 1, ,in'i j236 0021M,.

* and 12) were used to produce normal equations in a least- . iif, £. 2 26 + 0021M.
.1,. /M, 104 4 001

* . squares solution for the Thield-Innes elements This a,tn yi + 0 O .. 10' km

procedure is particularly suited It the analysis ofb C) g ,. ,in I 426 0 (),i. 1 (W ki,
owing to the very high quality of the \pectroscopic orbit

d
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TAmUi. Ill. Speckle observations of y Per.

SObs. Epoch
No. 1900.0 + p.a. Sep. Reference

1973.45 5910 0'193 Labeyric et al. 1974)
2 75.6286 83.0 0.052 Blazn et al. (1977)
3 75.7816 51.0 0.041 Blazi et al. (1977)
4 75.9561 - <0.033 McAlister (1978)
5 76.3574 - <0.035 McAlister (1978)
6 76.9228 - <0.035 McAlister (1978)
7 77.0867 - <0.035 McAlister (1978)
8 77.7339 67.0 0.054 McAlister and Fekel (1980)
9 77.7420 65.4 0.058 McAlister and Fekel (1980)

10 77.9193 65.8 0.066 McAlister and Hendry (1981)
II 78.1490 66.5 0.091 McAlister and Fekel (1980)
12 78.6155 64.8 0.114 McAlister and Fekel (1980)
13 78.6182 64.7 0.115 McAlister and Fekel (1980)
14 79.0362 64.5 0.135 McAlister and Hendry (1982)
15 79.5326 64.2 0.154 McAlister and Hendry (1982)
16 79.7706 64.4 0.169 McAlister and Hendry (1982)
17 80.7235 64.7 0.200 McAlister (unpublished)

the fits to the equations of condition (I) and (2) and do of the apparent orbit of y Per, but it is particularly im-
not reflect any uncertainties in the spectroscopic ele- portant that spectroscopists give careful attention to

• ments which were published by McLaughlin (1948) this system. The fair agreement between the spectro-
without any error estimates. scopic and the newly determined values ofw are an indi-

The residuals to the newly determined apparent orbit cation of the consistency between the existing radial ve-
are shown in Table V along with the mean and eccentric locity material and the speckle observations.
anomalies corresponding to the epochs of the observa-
tions in Table III. In Table V, the entries in the residuals i11. THE y Per SYSTEM
columns for observations 4-7 are the predicted values of
x and y at those epochs when y Per was unresolved to The very high inclination suspected by McLaughlin
speckle observers. Predicted angular separations for (1948) on the basis of large mass functions is confirmed
those four epochs are 07003, 07032, 07027, and 07013, in this analysis, and the individual masses are then
respectively. The anticipated separations for the 1976 found to be M, = 4.73MO and M2 = 2 .7 5ME. The dis-
negative results are just at and below the diffraction lim- tance determined through the combination of o and i
it for the 4-m telescope so that all of the negative speckle with the spectroscopic value of (a, + a2)sin i is 73.8 pc.

,. observations are consistent with the new elements. The The error in the distance is at least 10% owing to the
" four observations of Wilson (1941) at which he reported formal uncertainty in a 4 and leads to a minimum error

separations close to071 all have predicted separations of in the distance modulus of ± 0-. 2. The small formal
0"27 at a position angle near 6Y. Those observations uncertainty in i represents an insignificant contribution
plus Wilson's negative result for 1954, which was slight- to the errors of the masses. Since the spectroscopic orbit
ly more than one revolution later, were very near apas- is in need of reexamination, it is inappropriate to at-

... tron passages as predicted by McLaughlin's (1948) value tempt the assigning of error estimates to the astrophysi-
of T. It is likely that careful visual inspection should cal parameters of r Per which are summarized in Table
have detected the secondary, particularly in blue light. VI.
However, it should once again be emphasized that The individual absolute visual magnitudes in Table
McLaughlin's elements must be considered preliminary VI were derived after adopting the value Am,, = l.'4
and that speckle measurements have not yet covered an following the argument of Bahng (1958). The absolute
apastron passage, next occuring on 1983.9, so that an magnitudes of the components are surprisingly bright,
uncertainty larger than the error shown in Table IV is each component being more than a magnitude brighter
likely for a'. It does not seem probable that this uncer-

7. tainty can account for the discrepancy between Wilson's
observations and the predicted values of separation. The
predicted separation at the epoch of Couteau's (1975) TABLE IV. Newly determined elements ofy Per.
visual attempt is 0'16. This small separation plus the A = 0"0723 0 00035
nonzero Am is consistent with Couteau's negative F= 0'0136-0700"44resu. B = 0 1409 0'0048result. G = 00142- 00062

The residuals in Table V show clear systematic effects i - 88,0 ± 1"8
probably due to the preliminary nature of the values of a' 0 0'159 ± 0014

07 242.6P, T, and e adopted here. Continued speckle observa- 353 2
tions will certainly give definitive values of the elements

I II:~:> N~ ... I.~ ~.~- '~
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TAME V. Residuals to the speckle observations of y Per. TABLE VI. Preliminaq astrophysical parameters for y Per.

Obs. Mean Eccentric M4.73M,
No. Anomaly anomaly AX dy M = 2.75WO

d = 73.8 pc'

1 284.8 246.9 + 0.010 - 0.000 M. = -LI
2 338.4 304.3 -0.013 +0.021 M.' = + 0.3

3 342.1 310.9 +0.014 +0.015
4 346.5 320.0 (+ 0.003) (-0.000)
S 8.7 28.2 ( - 0.016) ( - 0.027)
6 10.3 32.4 (-0.014) (-0.0231 The discrepancy in the absolute magnitudes found
7 14.3 41.8 (-0.008) (- 0010)
8 30.1 68.5 + 0.004 + 0.009 here with those expected can be removed if the primary
9 30.3 68.7 +0.007 +0.012 star is assigned a classification of G8II-III (Blaauw
10 34.7 74.4 +0.004 + 0006
11 40.3 81.1 + 0.005 + 0.014 1963) and if the secondary star is actually earlier than
12 51.8 93.0 + 0.002 + 0.004 A3V or is itself also evolved. The mass of the secondary
13 51.8 93.0 + 0.003 + 0.005 does seem somewhat large for a star of type A3V when14 62.1 102.4 -0.00 -0.010
IS 74.3 112.4 - 0.004 - 0.007 compared with the results for reliable masses compiled
16 80.1 116.9 -0.003 -0.004 by Popper (1980), and the secondary does fall in the
17 103.6 133.5 - 0.010 -0.011 theoretical main-sequence mass-luminosity relation

shown by Iben (1965). Bahng (1958) found a particularly
large disagreement with the observed colors when coin-

than expected for spectral types A3V and GSIII. A dis- pared with the colors to be expected from the combina-
tance modulus of m - M = + 2m.8 corresponding to a tion G8111 + AOV. Since it is likely that the primary is
distance of 36 pc would be expected, but this would re- actually cooler than implied by the classification GglII,
quire the value of a' to be doubled. Such a very large the expected colors from the combination G811-
underestimation of a' seems unlikely even for the pre- III + AOV tend to ameliorate the difficulty of a hotter
liminary nature of this discussion. The trigonometric secondary in the multicolor photometric classification.
parallax of y Per is 0.011 (Jenkins 1952), which is very The value of M,,, found here is appropriate to a secon-
close to the parallax of 07014 resulting from this study. dary of type B9V (Allen 1973). The corresponding effec-
However, the parallax is sufficiently small so that the tive temperature would then imply that the secondary is
true error of the trigonometric parallax may make this nearing the end of its main-sequence evolution (Iben

02 agreement fortuitous. The fact that y Per has never been 1965).
resolved as a visual binary lends further support to a Ifareful spectroscopic analysis rules out the supposi-

- small value of a'. Perhaps the strongest argument tion of a secondary as hot as B9, then the star must have
against the classification G8111 and the resulting dis- already exhausted hydrogen in its core and is in the pro-
tance of < 40 pc is that the luminosity of the primary cess of evolution towards the red giant branch. Com-
would then correspond to the minimum luminosity in parison of evolutionary time scales for the two compo-

'" the post-main-sequence evolution of a 3M 0 star, a value nents argues against this possibility, however, because
far too sinai to be expected from a star of nearly 5M, (cf. the primary should have completed its existence as a red
Fig. 4 oflben 1967). On the other hand. the newly deter- giant long before the secondary ceases core hydrogen
mined luminosity does fit rather well into the expected burning. We must therefore conclude that the best spec-
location on the evolutionary log L-log T, diagram for a troscopic description for the y Per system is G8gl-
star of 4.75M,. III + B9V.

TAULE VII. Ephemeris for y Per.

1982.0 62-0 0'249 1990.0 65:6 0063
82.5 62.1 0.258 90.5 73.0 0.015
83.0 62.2 0265 91.0 240.9 0.037
83.5 62.3 0.270 91.5 245.5 0.033
84.0 62.4 0,272 92.0 45.6 0.011
54.5 62.5 0272 92.5 58.4 0.053
85.0 62.6 0.279 93.0 59.9 0.091
35.5 62.7 0,263 93.5 60.6 0.124
3"0 62.8 0,255 94.0 61.0 0.153
865 62.9 (,244 94.5 61.3 0.178
37.0 63.1 0.230 95.0 61.5 0.199
34" 87.5 63.2 0.213 95.5 61.6 0.217

.O 63.4 0,192 96.0 61.8 0.233
U.5 63.6 0,168 96.5 61.9 0.246
39.0 64.0 0. 138 97.0 62.0 0.256

19395 64.5 0 104 1997.5 62.2 0.264

. . . . -. ...... .......
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TABLE VIII. Speckle observats of4 Cy&.

Ob. Epoch
NO. 1900.0 pa. Sep Reference

I 76.301 - <00.35 McAliter (19781
2 76,4494 - < 0.035 McAlister (19783)
3 764549 - < 0.035 McAlister (1978)
4 77.7330 - < 0.033 McAlister and Hendry (19811
S 78.5412 809 0.030 McAlister and Fekel (19101
6 79.3629 68.9 0.031 McAlister and Hendry (in preparation)
7 79.5294 74.3 0.038 McAlister and Hendry (in preparation)
8 79.7725 80.8 0.028 McAiister and Hendry (in preparation)
9 80.4795 70.6 0.033 McAlister (unpublished)
10 80.7173 77.1 0.036 McAlister (unpublished)

k From the newly determined luminosities and the ef- Breckinridge et al. (1979). No additional observations

fective temperature appropriate to the spectral types have bien reported by other speckle observers.
% G0811-I1 + B9V (Popper 1980), it can be found that the The newly determined elements of the apparent orbit

* sum of the radii of the two components is approximately of 0 Cyg are given in Table IX. Table X contains the
30 solar radii. At a distance of 73.8 pc, this quantity mean and eccentric anomalies resulting from the spec-
subtends an angle of07002. The minimum separation of troscopic time elements used to determine the X and Y
the system is just under 07003, occurring at mean values along with the residuals dx and dy. The disper-
anomalies of 1 76 and 347"2 corresponding to 1977.225 sions among the residuals are o,,, = ± 0'00 15 and or,
and 1990.638. Since there is a chance of atmospheric = ± 070014. In Table X, the entries in the residuals
eclipses, a photometric monitoring for the 1990 event columns for observations 1-4 are the predicted values of
would be of interest. x and y at those epochs when 0 Cyg was found to be

The newly determined elements demonstrate that y unresolved. The predicted separation at those epochs
Per should be resolvable to micrometer observers from are 07017, 0,005, 0.*005, and 07.013, respectively. These
the present time until late 1988 when the separation values are all well below the resolution limit of approxi-
closes below 07 16. The system should reach a maximum mately 07030 of the 4-m telescope, and the negative re-
separation of 0"272 in 1984. An ephemeris through one suts are then consistent with the newly determined or-

* complete revolution commencing from 1982.0 is given bital elements.
, ?. in Table VII. Although the formal errors of the elements in Table

A third component in the system exists at a separation IX are small, it should be emphasized that this is partly
- of I arcmin and has a visual magnitude of approximate- due to the small number of observations presently avail-
- ly + !1. This corresponds to a star of spectral type K2- able. The value of w derived from Thiele-Innes con-

, K4V at the distance determined for the system. It might stants differs by 20" from that determined spectroscopi-
',.*. be pointed out that Scaloel al. (1978) mistakenly use this cally, and further observations must be accumulated

.... component as the source for the Am recorded in their before a definitive set of elements can be derived. The

4 Table I. observations in Table VIII do sample rather well mean
" anomalies between 100 and 245* including two apas-

IV. THE OBSERVATIONS AND ORBIT OF 0 Cyg tron passages, and it seems likely that the values of i and

Ten observations of 4 Cyg are shown in Table VIII. a' will not change substantially as a result of future
All were obtained at the 4-m Mayall telescope at KPNO analyses. A change in i by ± 5" will only alter the de-
using the photographic speckle camera described by duced masses by ± 5%. Popper (1980) pointed out that

0 Cyg currently is the most favorable double-lined giant
j spectroscopic binary for which masses can be directly

determined, and it seems probable that 0 Cyg will join

. the relatively select group of stars whose masses have
TABLE IX. Newly determined elements of 0 Cys. been accurately determined.

r A= -0'0063 ± 00005
*" F= +0"0068±00013

-8 5= - 00242 ±00004 V. THE 4 CyS SYSTEMO~ = + 0M851 0"0012G = 790 ± 3"2 The newly determined elements i and a' allow the

_ = 0"026± 002 direct determination of the individual masses and theII~ K,- 252"2 4-2"2
2 7'0 ± 2*2 distance to the system when combined with the spec-

troscopically determined mass function and (a, + a2)

Z
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TABLE X. Residuals to the speckle observations o(t Cy$.

Obs. Mean Eccentric
No. anomaly anomaly Ax Ay

I 274"5 247'1 [ + 0"003) + 0"017)
2 319.2 291.5 ( - 0.0051 (- 0.010)3 320.9 293.6 ( - 0.005) { -0.002)
4 3"A.0 335.8 ( -0.0051 - 0.012)
5 232.8 215.5 - 0.00D + 0.000

40 6 121.7 140.6 + 0.002 +0.001
, 7 172.1 174.8 0.000 -0.001

3 245.8 224.8 + 0.001 + 0.001
9 99.9 124.5 -0.001 +0.001

10 172.0 174.7 - 0.002 - 0.002

sin i. The masses are found to be M, = (2.50 ± 0.08)Mc TUBLE XI. Astrophysical parameters ford Cyg.

and M = (2.30 ± 0.08)M , and the distance is M,=(2.50 ±.09)M

71.9 ± 5.5 pc corresponding to a trigonometric parallax M =(2.39 ± 0.oswe
of0014 ± 0001. There is probably a small but nonzero = 71.9 ± .5
magnitude difference as implied by the observation of . = 001.39± 00011
Rach and Herbig (1961) that one component has slightly M.. = + 1.11 ± 0.17
stronger lines than the other. However, we shall adopt
here a value Am = 0 until future observations with
speckle cameras using linear detectors are available for
photometric as well as astrometric use. The absolute vi-
sual magnitudes are thus M., =M, = + 1.1 ± 0.2,
adopting m. = + 4.64 as the combined apparent mag- of the atmospheric abundances of certain elements to
nitude. These parameters are summarized in Table XI. convective mixing at this stage of stellar evolution, de-

An effective temperature of 4800 K is chosen as being tailed spectroscopic analyses would be quite interesting.
consistent with the GgIII-IV classification for 0 Cyg In the meantime, 0 Cyg joins Capella as the only other
(Allen 1973), and leads to a bolometric correction of double-lined spectroscopic binary containing nearly
- 0.31 so that the components have absolute bolome- equal giant stars for which the masses can be directly

tric magnitudes of + 0.80. Comparison with Fig. I of determined and now provides the coolest giant stars
Iben (1967) shows that the components lie slightly above with reliably known masses.
the evolutionary track for a 2.25M 0 star at the base of
the red giant branch. A nonzero Am will tend to raise The support of the National Science Foundation
the primary component in the direction consistent with through NSF Grant No. AST 80-15781 and of the U.S.
an evolved star whose mass is between 2.25MD and Air Force Office of Scientific Research through Grant
3.00M., as predicted by Fig. 4 of lben (1967). No. 81-NP-014 are gratefully acknowledged. The au-

Thus the components of the 0 Cyg system have thor also wishes to thank Dr. R. H. Wilson for his corn-
crossed the Hertzsprung gap and are just beginning the ments concerning the early visual interferometry of y
ascent of the red giant branch. In view of the sensitivity Per.
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ABSTRACT
Two hundred ninety-five measurements of 201 binary stars observed by means of speckle

interferometry with the 4 m telescope at KPNO are presented. Binary stars directly resolved for the
first time are HD 12483, HR 763 (31 Ari), HR 1043, HR 1411 (0' Tau), HR 1569 (6 Ori), HR 1808
(115 Tau), HR 1876 (37 Ori), HR 2002 (132 Tau), HR 4365 (73 Leo), HD 163640, and HR 8119
(I Cep).
Subject headings: interferometry - stars: binaries - stars: vsual multiples.

I. INTRODUCTION using the KPNO photographic speckle camera. The 790

This paper continues the series presenting the results sets of observations contributing to this paper represent
from a program of binary star speckle interferometry 39,500 exposures on 35 mm Tri-X film and were re-
based upon observations made at Kitt Peak National duced to composite spatial frequency power spectra in
Observatory. (Paper VI is McAlister and Hendry 1982.) the normal way. We have followed the procedure
The previous papers in this series have presented 1138 adopted in Paper VI of measuring binaries with separa-
measurements of binary stars, including the first direct tions in excess of 0A by means of the composite auto-
resolution of 33 systems. Many of the objects which correlation. All transformations using the coherent image
have been observed at every opportunity since late 1975 processor were carried out by the second author, while
are showing significant orbital motions, and a number all measurements of power spectra and autocorrelations
of resolved spectroscopic binaries are now amenable to were made by the first author using the two-coordinate
combined spectroscopic/speckle interferometric studies. Grant comparator at KPNO. The calibration for posi-
This kind of analysis, which has been a primary goal of tion angle and angular separation was obtained using
this program since its inception, offers a direct method the double-slt mask in the manner described in Paper I
for determining the masses of the components of a (McAlister 1977) and leads to error estimates of :t0.2
system, the distance to the system, and thus the luminos- and - 0.6% for systems with separations exceeding
ities of the components if the object is a double-lined - 0'12 and -- 20 and ± 5% for closer systems.
spectroscopic binary. Such analyses have most recently Table I contains 295 measurements of 201 binary
been completed for the giant system # Cyg with a stars, including the I I newly resolved systems HD 12483,
composite spectrum of G8 III+G8 III and for y Per HR 763 (31 Ari), HR 1043, HR 1411 ($| Tau), HR 1569
whose primary is concluded to be of type G8 11-111 (6Ori), HR 1808 (115 Tau), HR 1876 (37 Ori), HR 2002
(McAlister 1982). A review summarizing the properties (132 Tau), HR 4365 (73 Leo), HD 163640, and HR 8119
of the systems first directly resolved by speckle inter- (I Cep). The entries for each system in Table I include
ferometry is in preparation. the ADS number, the discovery designation, and the

1900.0 coordinates on the first line, and the epoch of
observation, the position angle in degrees, and the angu-

-ii THE oDSsEvAToINs lar separation in seconds of arc on subsequent fines.Reference to a note is given by a number to the right of
The observations presented in Table I were obtained the identification line.

by the authors at the 4 m Mayall telescope on eight
nights scheduled among four observing runs during 1979

The authors are grateful to the staff at Kitt Peak
'Astrvowaacl Conbutio.' from Georgia Saite Universit., No. National Observatory for their continuing support of

59. this work. We gratefully acknowledge the support of the
21ifVisstn Astronomer. Kit Peak National Observatory. KPNO National Science Foundation through NSF grant AST

is operated by the Association of Universines for Research in
Astronomy. Inc.. under contract with the National Science Foun- 80-15781 and of the US Air Forc Office of Scientific
datio Research through grant 81-NP-014.
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6.0 Nor".- I. HD 12483 SAO 110295 is directly resolved for the first time. The duplicity was noted by Edwards etal. 1980 who found a
vector separation of 0.'028 in direction 22705 on 1978 November 13. The present speckle observation is nearly perpendicular to the

4%4 occultation vector separation and projects a separation of only 0'.'008 into direction 22705. Thus, the system has probably undergone some
orbital motion in the year between the speckle and occultation measurements. Edwards eta. 1980 report a magnitude difference of 1.0-+0.2
mag in the blue, increasing to 2.0+-0.3 mag in the red.

2. HR 763 = 31 Ari is directly resolved for the first time. Africano et al. 1978 detected an occultation secondary at a separation of 0'.'02 I
in the direction 265*7 and noted a small magnitude difference. Fekel 1980 has detected the secondary spectroscopically and is accumulating
observations toward a spectroscopic orbit. The system is of spectral type F7 V.

3. Residuals to the combined spectroscopic/interferometric orbit of McAlister 1978 are +0*4, +0.'002.
4. A combined spectroscopic/interferometric solution is in preparation and yields an inclination of 880 (McAlister 1982)
5. Residuals to the combined spectroscopic/interferometric orbit of Bonneau 1979 are +5*0, +0"016 and - 3?7, -0006.
6. HR 1043 = HD 21427 is resolved for the first time. This is a new component in the system ADS 2563 in which the AB separation

exceeds 2". Abt and Biggs 1972 record one report of variable radial velocity. The power spectrum of this observation indicates a magnitude
difference exceedinp I mag, and this system should be a challenge for visual observers.

7. HR 1411 = 0"Tau is directly resolved for the first time. Occultation detections of the secondary have been reported by White 1979,
Beavers and Eitter 1979, and Peterson etal. 1981 a, b. The latter authors derive colors consistent with a G2 V companion to the KO IlIb
primary and found AV= 3.5-0.1 mag. Peterson etal. 1981a reconstruct actual 0, p measurements from two different observations to give
9 = 160*0 I 21 and p = 0'082 0Y'004 on 1980 January 27. Peterson e al. 1981 b deduce considerable orbital motion from a second
occultation observation on 1980 August 5. The two speckle measurements do suggest appreciable orbital motion, but further observations are
required to see if these results are consistent with a 6000 day period suggested by Griffin and Gunn 1977 from radial velocity measures. The
speckle observation on 1979.0364 is rather poor and results in considerable uncertainty in that measurement. Continued spectroscopic and
interferometric measurements are clearly important.

8. HR 1569=6 Ori is reported as resolved for the first time, although Morgan and collaborators have apparently obtained a previous
observation in 1978 (see A-A.O. Newsletter, No. 8, 1979 January). Abt and Biggs 1972 record two reports of variable radial velocity for this
system.

9. Residuals to the interferometric orbit of McAlister 1981 am + 1?7, +0.002 and -0?5, +0"001.
, ;.2 .. 10. HR 1788 = q1 Ori is a long period spectroscopic binary which appears to be closing toward the diffraction limit of the 4 m telescope.

II. HR 1808 = 115 Tau is directly resolved for the first time. Africano et al. 1978 report an occultation observation clearly showing a
secondary at a separation of 0'Y.099 in direction 9871 on 1978 February 17. The present speckle observation projects a separation of 0.'090
onto that direction. Africano etaL. 1978 report a magnitude difference of 1.1-0.1 mag at 423 nm, decreasing to 0.9-0.1 mag in the red.

12. The new companion to 8 Ori was first discovered by Heintz 1980 who found 1978.10:14773, 0.'15, and 1979.06:137?0, 0'16.
13. HR 1876 = 37 Ori is resolved for the first time. The object is a spectroscopic binary with P = 8.4 yr and spectral type BO IV.
14. HR 2002= 132 Tau is directly resolved for the first time. The star is of spectral type G8 11.
15. HR 2130= 64 Ori has moved through 10° of position angle since its first resolution during this program on 1977.18. Fekel 1980 has

found a period of - 13 yr, and it is probable that spectroscopic system is that which is resolved by speckle interferometry.
16. ADS 5103 seems to be gradually opening and may now be resolvable to visual observers.
17. HR 2425 = 53 Aur continues to show rapid orbital motion having moved through 600 of position angle in only 3 yr.
18. ADS 6185 has no visual orbit. The separation has increased from 0.'046 to 0" 131 in 3 yr with little change in position angle. The orbit

is probably highly inclined.
19. HR 3880= 19 Leo continues to open and may now be resolvable to visual observers.
20. HR 4365 73 Leo is resolved for the first time. Griffin 1966 suggested a period of a few years from spectroscopic observations and

proposed, on the basis of colors, a secondary of type Fl V in addition to the K3 III primary. The magnitude difference for such a system
- would be AV= 2.9 mag and A8= 1.9 mag The contrast in the power spectrum suggests a smaller Am at 470 nm than that due to a secondary

of type Fl V, and it may be that the secondary is hotter still than that suggested by Griffin 1966. Griffin also noted that the system would
project a maximum separation of 0'06.

IP 21. HR 46 89 = il Vir has moved through 90* of position angle in 3.3 yr and is perhaps now closing in.
22. HR 4963 = Vir has shown surprisingly little motion in 3.5 yr.
23. HR 5747=0 CrB should have undergone periastron passage in 1980.181 (Neubauer 1944). Speckle observations are providing

excellent coverage of this event.
24. The observation of HD 163640 reveals a newly resolved close companion to ADS 10905.

*25. ADS 11060 underwent periastron passage on 1978.438 according to the new spectroscopic/visual orbit by Batten etal. 1979.
Residual to that orbit are -4*3, +(Y'006 and - 307, +0"0.11

26. Residuals to the combined spectroscopic/interferometric orbit of McAlister 1980b are +300, +0'001; +203, +0'.003; and - 1?0,
+ 0'003.

27. Batten 1981 has suggested that a revision in T from 1979.0 (Baize 1950) to 1980.7 better represents the spectroscopic observations.
Using this revision to the elements of Baize, the residuals to this speckle observation are improved from - 15?2, +0'.'024 to +0?9, +0"007.

28. A combined spectroscopic/interferometric study of the masses and luminosities of this double-lined giant system has been completed
by McAlister 1982.

29. Fissen 1937 predicted T = 1978.95 from which residuals of -30.9, -0.'015 are found.
30. HR 7963 = A Cyg has moved through 20* of position angle in I yr.
31. HR 8119= 1 Cep is resolved for the frust time. This is a new companion in the system ADS 14749.
32. Speckle interferometry has now followed this system through periastron passage.
33. Residuals to the orbit of McAlister 1980* are + 173, +0.006; - 175, +0'009; and -2*4, -0.'003.
34. HR 8704 = 74 Aqr has moved through 40* of position angle in 2 yr.
35. HR 8866=94 Aqr Aa has moved throush 150* of position angle in 3 yr. The spectroscopic system analysed by Sarma 1961 has a

period of 6.4 yr.
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SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY OF THE SPECTROSCOPIC BINARY 94 AQUARII A'
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Five years of speckle observations of the spectroscopic binary 94 Aqr A are analyzed to determine the visual orbit of
the Aab svstem. Eleven observations of angular separation and position angle yield the elements: P = 6Y216 ± 07080 T
= 1980.840 ± 0.024. e = 0.185 ± 0.012, a = 0:180 ± 0003, i = 47*6 ± 1"7, , = 209*8 ± 1*9. and 12 = 170"3 ± 1.*9.

P ~The new elements agree resonably well with Sarma's (1961) spectroscopic elements, and combined with the trigonometric

parallax of 0"033 yield masses of 3.0 "T'o and 1.2 1110Q and absolute magnitudes of +3.1 and +4.6 for the Aa and Ab com-
ponents. respectively. Some inconsistency exists between the parallax-implied and published classifications of the B com-

ponent, and a definitive study of the system must await the improvements offered by parallax determinations from space.

Key w-ords: binary stars-interferometry-stellar mases and lmninositie

I. Introduction dicated 94 Aqr A to be a promising candidate for direct

The star 94 Aquarii (HR 8866; a,819W = 2 3 h13 T8 . resolution by speckle interferometry (McAlister 1976),
- 14"00') exhibits a separation of approximately 13 arc and the system was thought to have been first resolved in
seconds. The components are thus sufficiently separated late 1976 from speckle photographs obtained at the 4-
to be individually observed and have been classified as meter Mayall telescope (McAlister 1978). It was later

. - G5 IV and K V (Batten, Fletcher, and Mann 1978) with found that the first resolution actually occurred earlier
V magnitudes of 5.21 and 7.60 (Blanco et al. 1968). in 1976 from 2.1-m telescope speckle data that were giv-
Campbell (1922) pointed out the variable velocity of the en lower priority than the 4-m observations and were

"-'.A component, and a long-period spectroscopic orbit was not reduced until 1981 (McAlister and Hendry 1982a).An l i r oEleven speckle observations of the system Aab have
*/, determined by Sarma (1961), based upon 32 spectro-

grams obtained between 1917 and 1958 at Lick Observa- now been obtained and are recorded in Table II.
. tory. Sarma found what he considered to be an unusually The observations on 1976.6137, 1977.6350, and

large probable error for a single velocity of ± 1.2 km 1977.9190 were obtained with the 2.1-m telescope while
sec- t , and although the spectroscopic observations cover all others are from 4-m telescope speckle photographs.
more than six revolutions, Batten et al. (1978) consider Since these measurements span nearly one revolution
the orbit poorly determined due to the unexpectedly c e rogram a I
large scatter about the radial-velocity curve. Sarma Peak has now ended, it seems appropriate at this point
(1961) suggested that there may be a second velocity to compare the speckle observations with the spectro-
variation in the system but made no attempt to verify scopic elements of 94 Aqr A.

this possible explanation for the large velocity residuals. The measurements in Table II were all reduced by the
Inspection of Sarma's residuals does leave the impres- standard procedures of speckle interferometry

sion of systematic effects in the velocities. For example, (McAlister 1977). Composite spatial frequency power
the twelve observations between 1942.94 and 1949.70
have mean residuals of + 1.1 ± 1.3 (s.e.) km sec-I while
the seven determinations between 1949.70 and 1953.90 TABLE I
have mean residuals of - 1.2 ± 0.8 km sec - t . The time Spectroscopic Elements of 94 Aqr Aa (Sarma 1961) ' em

, scale implied by this trend is too long for a hierarchical If

addition to the system and would thus hint that in- P a 6.362 ± 0.044 (s.e.) years 0- ]
.-. strumental effects of some kind may be present in the K +5.5 ± 0.6 km/sec
* 'observations. The elements of Sarma (1961) are repro-

duced in Table I where his probable errors have been y - +10.8 km/sec
converted to standard errors.

e a 0.08 ± 0.08
II. The Observations and the Apparent Orbit

225:7 ± 66!4
The 6.4-year period of its spectroscopic orbit in-
", To  1939.12 ± 0.09
*Astronmptuil Contributionsm frnnot Georgia State Uniurrvit. No. 6 1.0
tVisting Astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory. KPNO is op- a sin i - (1.75 ± 0.19) x 108 km

crated lv the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy.

1. Inc., under contract with the National Science Foundation. f(N) = 0.040 ± 0.013
,* 832
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TABLE I I

Observations and Residuals

Epoch

1900.0+ e P Ae Ap Source

I. 76.6137 155!8 0.'212 -2!3 +0.019 McAlister and Hendry 1982a

2. 76.8569 164.7 0.216 -1.1 +0.013 McAlister 1978

3. 77.4819 182.5 0.207 -1.3 +0.001 McAlister 1979

4. 77.6350 187.4 0.228 -1.0 +0.026 McAlister and Hendry 1982a

5. 77.9190 196.4 0.183 -1.2 -0.007 McAlister and Hendry 1982a

6. 78.6179 233.5 0.151 +5.6 +0.001 McAlister and Fekel 1980

7. 79.5299 289.9 0.153 -2.1 +0.023 McAlister and Hendry 1982b

* - 8. 79.7702 310.7 0.158 +1.9 +0.021" McAlister and Hendry 1982b

9. 80.7232 359.8 0.142 -4.2 -0.000 McAlister et al 1982

10. 81.4738 70.9 0.092 +2.6 -0.015 McAlister et al 1982

II. 81.7007 90.0 0.111 -2.5 -0.000 McAlister et al 1982

spectra of the speckle photographs have consistently TABLE III
1P' shown low fringe contrast and imply a Am of 1-2 magni-

tudes in the Aab system. The accuracies of the individ- New Elements for 94 Aqr Aa,b

ual measures in Table II are therefore rather poor corn- P = 6.216 ± 0.080 (s.e.) years
pared to similarly obtained measurements of systems
having small magnitude differences. The negative result T = 1980.840 ± 0.024
obtained on 1976.9224 (McAlister 1978) is probably e = 0.185 ± 0.012
also due to the large value of Am. No additional observa-
tions of 94 Aqr A have been reported by other speckle a = 0.'180 ± 0003
observers, and even though the separation sometimes ex- = 476 117

i ceeds 0.2 arc second it is not likely that the fainter Ab
component could be detected by visual observers. = 209!8 ± 19

Elements of the apparent orbit were determined from
standard equations of condition in rectangular coordi- = 170!3 ± 19

nates (cf. Heintz 1978, eq. (36)) to iteratively solve for the A = +0"1644 ± 0"0024
Thiele-Innes elements A, B, F, and G simultaneously
with the elements P, T, and e. The new elements along F = -0"0705 t 0.40030

.y with their formal standard errors are given in Table III. 0331 ± 00024
The mean residuals from the newly determined orbit for
the eleven observations are <AD> = -0:50 ± 2*80 G +0'1190 ± 0.0030
and <Ap > = 0.'007 ± 07013. Individual residuals are
shown in Table II.

The new elements agree reasonably well with the HI. Discussion
spectroscopic elements of Sarma (1961). The inter- It is not possible to accurately determine the individ-

ferometric period is 0.146 ± 0.091 years shorter than ual masses and luminosities of 94 Aqr A because the sys-
the spectroscopic period, leading to an increase in the tern is not double-lined, but the trigonometric parallax of
mass sum of somewhat less than 5%. The orbit, shown in 07033 (Hoffleit 1964) is marginally significant and war-

Figure 1, also appears to be slightly more eccentric than rants a preliminary discussion of the physical parameters

indicated by the radial- elocity variation, of the components. The distance combines with the an-

- q
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to the published K2 V classification. The absolute magni-
tude ofM. = +6.5 appropriate to K2 V leads to the un-,1--2 reasonably small mass sum of 'llA4 + 11 ^b 0.7 7
however, it may be that the visual secondary is itself a
close binary containing two nearly equal K dwarfs.

Although considerable uncertainty presently exists in
+ -the masses of the components of 94 Aqr A, the luminos-

+10 ity of the star Aa agrees well with the value of M VA& =
+3.2 found by Roman (1952). Further progress on this
system must await improvements in both the spectro-
scopic and interferometric orbits as well as in a redeter-

qmination of the parallax. Astrometric measurements
from the Hipparcos satellite are very important for the

t. complete elucidation of this system as well as for many
other resolved spectroscopic binaries.

The authors gratefully acknowledge the support of the
Natiorjhl Science Foundation through NSF Grant 80-

- 94 r Aa(b 15781 and of the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific Re-
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ABSTRACT
Six hundred measurements of 331 binary stars observed during 1980 by means of speckle

interferometry with the 4 m telescope at KPNO are presented. Thirty-two systems are directly
resolved for the first time. Newly resolved spectroscopic binaries include HR 2001. 53 Cam,
HR 6388, HR 6469. 31 o2 Cyg, HR 7922. and a Equ.

Subject headings: interferometry - stars: binaries - stars: visual multiples

This paper continues the series presenting the results TABLE I

from a program of binary star speckle interferometry OBSERVING SUMARY

based upon observations made at Kitt Peak National
Obseratorv. (Paper VII is McAlister and Hendry 1982.) Number

The previous papers of this series have presented 1433 UT Date Obserations Ohbscner
measurements of binary stars, including the first direct
resolution of 44 systems. 1980 Feb 26 126 C

The observations presented in Table 3 were obtained 1980 Feb 27 153 C

during 1980 at the 4 m Mayall telescope as shown in 1980 Feb 28 149 C
.€1980 Jun 23 148 M/ H

Table I The 1920 sets of observations contributing to 1980Jun 24 163 M/H
this paper represent 96.000 individual 35 mm Tri-X 1980 Jun 25 158 M/H
frames and were reduced to two-dimensional spatial 1980 Jun 26 135 F

frequency power spectra and autocorrelations in the 1980 Sep 19 192 M

manner adopted in Paper VII. The speckle photographs I980 Sep 21 -0 M
, 'here normally taken at a wavelength of 470.5 nm. 1980 Sep 22 152 F

Thirty-two systems directly resolved for the first time 1980 Sep 23 119 F

during 1980 are shown in Table 2. Specific notes con-
cerning these newly resolved binaries may be found C-B(iC. F-FC F.H-ELMH.M-H
under their entries in Table 3 Table 3 contains 600 A McA

.5 measurements of 331 binary stars. The entries for each
system in Table 3 normally include the ADS number, quent lines. Alternative names are given for non-ADS
the discovery designation, and the 1900 coordinates on systems. Reference to a note is given by a number to the
the first line and the epoch of observation, the position right of the identification line.
angle in degrees, and the angular separation on subse-
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4.I

TAIIIE 2

NLwi Y RLSOI v! si BINAR'N STARS

Name HR HD a (140) 8 p Tvpc

178 3883 oh0o'63 + 2°4'05" 0'17 2
55 Cas .... 640 13474 0 20 66 -+6 603 0.08 2
41 An .... 838 17573 0 24 41 +2 651 0.30 5
36Tau 1252 25555 0 35 94 +2 350 0.04 2.3.5
T Tau...... 1497 29763 0 43 63 +2 246 0.17 3

" 2001 38735 0 54 28 - 1 034 0.16 1
40Gem ... 2605 51688 0 65 33 +2 603 0.08 3

-4 63Gem ... 2846 58728 0 72 18 +2 1 39 0.04 3
' 68Gem ... 2886 60107 0 72 79 + 1 602 0.18 3

53Cam 3109 65339 0 75 32 +6 036 0.04 1
4544 102928 1 14 59 -0 447 0,17 3.5

126269-70 1 41 94 - 1 644 0 05 2.5
* 13t40 1 51 54 1 501 037 3

144641 I) 18 2 109 0.12 3
6053 145997 1 6) 89 I 8 17 0.09 3

155095 70 44 I 9 19 0 13 3
6388 155410 1 70 93 .4 054 0.04 1
6469 157482 1 71 85 +4 004 004 I
6560 159870 1 71 19 + 5 7 38 0.16 5

171347 3 82 93 I 659 0.16 2

5 Aql 7059 173654 1 84 13 0 104 0 13 2.5
17452-3 1 %A) 36 - 1 206 0.12 2
184467 1 42 95 +5 824 0.33 2
190429 1 95 98 - 3 545 0.12 6

31 Cyg 7735 192577 2 03 05 -4 626 004 1.4
23Vul 7744 192806 203 16 - 2 730 0.24 6

. 196088-9 2 03 00 *4 929 0.06 2
. 79221 197226 2 03 73 -3 843 012 1

aEqu. 8131 202447 2 II 08 +0 405 010 1
8485 211073 2 20 96 +3 913 052 5

215318-9 2 23 92 +8 052 017 2
- peg. 9064 224427 2 35 27 - 2 4 35 019 6

'(1) Spectroscopic bmnar. (2) comp xitc sp<.trum hin.ar. (3) occultation binary. (4) eclipsing
binarn. (5) variable ra" elocitN, (63 previousIN unknhn binary
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NoTEs TO TABLE 3

I HR 178 - HD 3883 is directly resolved for the first time Hynek 1938 listed the object as having a composite spectral type of A + F. The
star is now generally classified as Am.

% 2. HR 233 - HD 4775 has moved through 40' of position angle since its first resolution on 1978.615. A spectroscopic orbit with a period
of 2 2 5 d7 has been determined by Hendry 1981 who assigns a classification A + F2 V and points out that the system resolved by speckle
interferometry probably is the composite spectrum pair. The 225d7 motion observed in the F2 V spectrum is therefore due to an unresolved
third component in the system.

3. ADS 1473 - HO 311 may be approaching periastron. The system has not had an orbit determined.
4 HR 640- 55 Cas is directly resolved for the first time. Hynek 1938 classified the composite spectrum as A2 + F2 V. No velocity

anation has apparently been observed
5. HR 763 - 31 Ari has moved through 900 of position angle since its first resolution on 1979.533, and speckle and spectroscopic

-observations suggest a period of 4 yr.
6. HR 781 - r Cet - , 312 has now been observed by speckle interferometry for two resolutions. The residuals to the orbit of Finsen 1970

are (+ 4'3, + 0"0010), (+ 5?9. + 0.'009), and ( + 2?9. + 0.009) and indicate that minor revisions to Finsen's elements may be appropriate.
7. HR 788 - 12 Per is a spectroscopic binary with a period of 331 days. The elements of the apparent orbit have been determined by

McAlister 1978a, and residuals to those elements are ( + I'9,0'.'000).
8. HR 838-41 Ari is directly resolved for the first time. The star is classified as B8 V, and Abt and Biggs 1972 note that the radial

velocity is variable.
9. HR 915 - y Per is a spectroscopic binary with a period of 14.6 yr. An analysis of this G8 I-ll1 + B9 V system has been published by

McAlister 1982 who found an inclination of 880 for the apparent orbit.
10. HR 936 -,8 Per ABC has elements for its apparent orbit determined by Bonncau (1979) from which the present observation shows

residuals of ( - 2?4, - W.'003).
I I. HR 1252 - 36 Tau is directly resolved for the first time. The spectrum is a-composite A+ F5 (Hynek 1938), and Abt and Biggs 1972

record one note of variable radial velocity. Occultation observations by Dunham el al. 1973 and by Eitter and Beavers 1977 combined to give
a true separation and position angle of 0!'033 0".'002 and 1420 ± 30 on 1973 January IS. Thus, it seems likely that the component resolved

6P here is the occultation secondary and that some orbital motion has occurred.
12. ADS 3064 - A 1938 has been observed through 250* of position angle since 1975.959 by speckle interferometry.
13. HR 1331- 51 Tau is a Hyades spectroscopic binary which has moved through more than 2000 of position angle since its first

resolution on 1975.716.
14. HR 1391 - # 342 is a close visual binary in the Hyades. Speckle and occultation observations should permit the accurate determination

of the apparent orbit in the near future.
15. HR 1411 - 0' Tau is a Hyades spectroscopic binary which is exhibiting significant orbital motion.
16. ADS 3391 - A 1013 is a slowly moving visual binary which has closed from 0.5 to less than 0':1 since 1905.
17. HR 1497 -,r Tau is apparently directly resolved for the first time. This B3 V star is a member of the Cassiopeia-Taurus group. Jeffers.

van den Bos, and Greeby 1963 list a companion at 0.'1 observed on four occasions between 1899 and 1909 by G. W. Hough who gave its
magnitude as 8.6. Speckle interferometry would not routinely detect a companion with a Am in excess of 4 mag. Dunham 1975 records that
astronomers at the Cracow Observatory reported a secondary event observed visually during occultations in 1937 and 1947 giving a vector
separation of 0.I at an assumed position angle of 900.

18. HD 29961-2 - Don 75 is a close visual binary probably coinciding with Hynek's 1938 composite spectrum system of A3 + F5.
19. ADS 341 - a Aur Aa - Capella has a new apparent orbit determination (McAlister 1981) from which the present observations have

residuals of ( + 0? 1. + 0"'002) and (+ 009, + 0'.'001).
20. ADS 4229- Bu 1240 AB is a rapidly moving visual binary which is being followed through a previously unresolved segment of its

*. ~orbit.
21. HR 2001 - HD 38735 is directly resolved for the first time. Andersen and Nordstrim 1977 found the system to be a spectroscopic

triple with the long-period system apparently resolved here
22. HR 2425 - 53 Aur has moved through nearly 900 of position angle since its first resolution on 1976.860.
23. HR 2605 - 40 Gem is directly resolved for the first time. A visual occultation observation by .. Kharadze on 1971 April 2 indicated a

companion with a vector separation of 0':4 at a position angle of 200 (Dunham 1977b). The star is classified as B8 III and has no reported
velocity variation (Abt and Biggs 1972).

s, 24. HR 2846- 63 Gem is directly resolved for the first time. Eitter and Beavers 1977 report an occultation secondary with a vector
separation of 0'047 at a position angle of 3040 on 1972 November 24. This is likely to be the same object as is reported here. The star is
classified as F5 IV-V and is a known quadruple. The companion described here and by Eitter and Beavers 1977 makes the system quintuple.

25. HR 2886 - 68 Gem is directly resolved for the first time. Dunham 1977a records that R. Sandy detected a secondary with a vector
separation of 0'.'15 at a position angle of 2360 during an occultation on 1976 October 16. The star is classified as AI V.

26. HR 3109 - 53 Cam is directly resolved for the first time. The star is a peculiar A star and a spectroscopic binary with a period of 6.5
W! yr (Scholz 1978). The companion reported here is very likely the spectroscopic binary.

27. ADS 6825 - A 550 is a visual binary whose separation has closed below 0' .1 The orbit of Baize 1980 predicts values of 311* and 0' 113

at this epoch.
28. HR 3650 - , 347 is a rapidly moving system now observed by speckle interferometry for more than two revolutions. The orbit of

Finsen 1966 predicts values of 220*5 and 0'.'066 at this epoch.
29. HR 4365 - 73 Leo has moved through 200 of position angle since its first resolution on 1979.362.
30 HR 4544 - HD 102928 is directly resolved for the first time. White 1982 reports an occultation secondary with a vector separation of

0'.'035 at a position angle of 8875 on 1974 May 30. The star is classified KO IV. and Abt and Biggs 1972 record one report of variable radialKvelocity.
31 HR 4689 - l Vir has moved through 1400 of position angle since its first resolution on 1976.036.
32. HR 4963 - 9 Vir continues to show only marginal motion since its first resolution on 1976.036.
33 + 1602624 - HD 126269-70 is directly resolved for the first time The star is a composite spectrum system with types AO + F5 (Hynek

1938). and Abt and Biggs 1972 record one report of vanable radial velocity.
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"34. 14 4182 - ll) 136406 is directly resolved for the first time. Ewards etul 1 90 report a possible secondar with a vector
p"separation of 0' .246 at a position angle of 3 10*9 during an oc,.cultation on 1978 June 18. T'hey, estimate that A1m = 1. 1 4 0.5-

35. - 2164279 = 111) 144641 is directly resolved for the first time. Oliver and Maolne 1975 report an occultation ,condarN which
combined with an obvto aation b Africano et.at 1976 to ge a tru separation of 0078 at 1505 on 1975 May 25. Africano et a 1976
deduce a Am of 1.4 +03 in the red and d.u± 0 1 in the blue If the prculton wcondar, coincides with the crnpamoni reported here. linthe system has shown significant orbital motion since 1975.

36. HR 60153 - HD 145997 is directly resolved for the first time. Dunham 1977c records that R Noltheus observed an occultation
secondary with a vector separation of 0'3 at position angle 324' on 1977 JulM 26. The star is of spectral type K2.37. HR 6148 -,P Her has been unresolved during the course of this, program on numerous occasions (McAlister 1978h;' McAlister and

Hendry 1981. The system is a spectroscopic binary with a period of I I r and wotn as first resolved by Blazit etal. 1977 who meau d 78 0, :and 0'.043 on 1975.627 and reported a large red Am.

3 R. - t9'4547 - HD 155095 is directly resolved for the first tim. Dunham 1977 rc ords that R. McNaught reported an occuatior
secondary with a vector sbparation of n.'1 at a position angle of 334 2 R dn 1977 March 12.

39. HR 6388 - HD 155410 is directly resolved for the first time. The obct is a spectroscopic binary of type K3 III (Griffin 1978) %th a
period of 2.40 yrs

40. HR 6469 - HD 157482 is directly resolved for the first time. Bohon and Lons 1992 report that this star is a spectroscopic triple
system with the long pe riod being -5.3 yr.

41. HR 6560 - HD 159870 is directly resolved for the first time. The star is of spectral type F2, a AbS and iBigs 1972 rcord one report,of variable radial velocity..:

ds42. HR 6927ie X Dra is a spectroscopic binary with a period f 280'5 Residuals to the apparent orbit of McAlister 1980h are, (+ 15*4, + 0'.''016), ( - 3*6. + 0"0111, ( - 453. + 0'.:010), and (- 352, + 0'.'009). "

43. - 175245 = HD 171347 is directly resolved for the first time. The star is acomposite spectrum object of type A2+ F (Kuhi 1963) andis noted by Schmidtke 1979 as being susceptible to lunar occultation.I

44. HR 7059- 5 Aq is directly resolved for the first time. The star is a composite spectrum system of types A+ F2 (Hynek 1938,
Although there is no note of variable radial veloity, the two measures recorded by Abt and Bitis 1972 differ by 33 km s co

45. + 123818 - HD 178452-3 is directly resolved for the first time. The star is a composite spectrum system of types A2+ 5 and is
described by Hynek 1938 as having the colr of a KO V or cr0 7 star. "-i

46. + 5801929 = HD 184467 is directly resolved for the first time. This star was placed on the observing program at the suggestion of
5 3 C i t ltBatten 1980 who pointed out that the star is an IAU standard velocity object whose spectrum is composite.yg

an47. HR 7478 30 Cyg is a double-ined giant system whose masses and luminosities have been determined by a combined
spectroscopic/interferom oetric analysis (McAlister 1982)ato48. ADS 12973 - ACYC I I AB apparently underwent peria-stron passage in mid- 1980. The system has a period of 22.8 yr with an orbital
eccentricity of 0.85 (Finsen 19371. Speckle interferometry ha., now covered the orbit through 170* of position angle. "

49. + 353930 HD 190429 is directly resolved for the first time. This neof component in the known quadrupb d system ADS 13312rt e
aprobably belongs to the A component in the 2" separation AB syste.
50. HR 7735 = 31 02 Ca g is directy bnave whc hs bee resakiron 1978 pointed out that this star is often mistakenly called oF Cgand that historically 30 Cyg and 31 Cyg have been referred to as ol Cyg and o: Cyg This well-known astrometric, spectroscopic, and eclipsing
Aur type system hasictim'nponents of spectral type K4 IV and B4 V. A separate analysis of the star is in preparation.

i 51. HR 7i44 - 23 Vul is direcd)N resolved for the first time. The star is of spectral type K3 III. and Abt and Biggs 1972 report no velocityi
variations.

52. HR 7776 = P Cap is a spectro~scopic binary which has been resolved with speckle interferometry by Blazit et at. 1977. Evans and Fekel
1979 determined elements for the apparent orbit from occultation measurements and classified the system as KO II-I11 + B8 V. The speckle
measure of Blazit etal. 1977 showed significant disagreement from this orbit, and the observations presented here have residuals of
(+ 202, +0"018), (- 10. + 0'.'01 4

1. and ( +4?8, +0"005).
53 +49*33 10 = HD 196088-9 is directly resolved for the first time. The star is a composite spectrum system of types AO + G (tnek

1938).
54. HR 7906 - a Del Aa has moved through nearly 700 of position angle since its first resolution by Wickes 1975 with a modified

Michelson interferometer on 1974 65 The system continues to slow ly close in separation.
55. HR 7922 - HD 197226 is directly resolved for the first time. The star is a spectroscopic binary of types B6 IV + B6 Ill with a period of

10 6 d3 (Hube and Wolff 1979). Establishing the correspondence between the component reported here and the spectroscopic systems will
require additional speckle observauons.

56. HR 7963 -A Cyg has moved through more than 400 of position angle since its first resolution on 1978.618.
57. HR 8059 - 12 Aqr has moved through more than 900 of position angle since its first resolution on 1978.618.
58. HR 8131 - a Equ is directl' resolved for the first time. The star is a double-lined spectroscopic binary of types G2 IIl + A5 V having a

period of 99 days (Stickland 1976). The correspondence between the component reported here and the spectroscopic system will require
M". additional speckle observations.

59. HR 8417 - J Cep Aa is a spectroscopic binary with a period of 2 25 yr. The elements of the apparent orbit have been determined b,
McAlister 1980a and rem.duals to those elements are ( - 102 -0007). ( 0-7. - 0'.'002), and (-6'3. - 0'.005).

60. HR 8485 - HD 211073 is directly resolved for the first time. The star is classified K3 Ill, and Abt and Biggs 1972 record two notes of
variable radial velocity.

61. + 80"0731 - HD 215318-9 is directly resolved for the first time The star is a composite spectrum system with types A5 4 F8 (Hvnek
1938).

62. HR 8762 - o And Aa has been resolved on two occasions by Blhuit et al. 1977 but has not been previously seen on any of the 21 other
measurements secured in this proram. The observation reported here only marginally implies the presence of this component. The star
o And is a Be star exhibiting a hiol) variable shell spectrum, and it is of considerable interest to know whether a close companion, such as
that discussed here, might contribute to the shell episodes. It is here onls a.sumed that this component is Aa and not Ba.

63. HR 8762 - o And AB continues to exhibit marginal orbital motion with onl% sery small changes in 0 and p.
64. HR 8866 - 94 Aqr Aa is a spectroscopic binary with a period of 6 4 yr A cxmbined spectroscopic/interferometric analysis has been

completed by McAlister and Hartkopf 1982
65. HR 9064 - Peg is directhN resolved for the first time The s stelm i% of spectral type N13 Ill

% l1.
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Photonletr of the BL_ [accruec object PKS 2155 - 304 has demonstrated that smiall-amplitude
color variations accompany long-term trends m~ thle optical variations of this object These variations
are similar to those found for the opticall violent variable quasar 3C 446. These %artations have
been compared and found to agree well with a recent model suggested by Marscher. Spectroscopy

-. of PKS 215i- '304 has failed to confirm the identification of the [0 fin] features and the redshift
reported by Charles, Thorstensen. and Bowver.
Subje': he'idinq 131- Lacertae objects

1. IN iOtDt CtI N graph. located at the Cassegrain focus of the telescope.
IL Lacertae objects are characterized bN rapid. large- was used to obtain a spectrum of the object with a

amplitude optical variability. significant polarization of reciprocal dispersion of 285 A mm - . A well-exposed
their optical flux, and an absence of discrete features in spectrum was obtained with an exposure of 200 s The
their optical spectram. PKS 2155 -304 has been useful range of the spectrcigram is approximatelN
Suggested as a possible 131, Lacertac object on the basis 35(M 6500 A. The filux levels have been calibrated
of the presence of a featureless optical spectrum relative to observations of thle standard stars of Oke

*obtained by Wade. Szkodv. and Cordosa (1979). This (1974). and the wavelength scale calibrated by corn-
classification i,, supporied by the observations of parison with standard Hie and Ne sources. The spectrumi
Schv~artz t it (1979) in which thle soft \-rav source, of PKS 2155-304 is shown in F-igure 1. We find no
H2 155 - 3 04. was identified with this object. Giriffiths evidence for the lines of 10 fit]J 14959 and 5007 at abe atui (1979) have detected both rapid optical variability redshift of: = 0.17 which have been reported by Charles.
and %ariability of' the optical polarization for PKS Thorstensen, and Bo\%\er (1'471)), A single possible
'I5 is- 104. The \variability of PKS 2155s - 304 has been emission feature is observed Ii the spectrum of PKS
confirmed by Urrv and Mushotskv (1981 ) who interpret 2155 -304 at a wavelenoth of 5175 A. However this
their results' to imply the presence of relativistic jets
associated with this object. Charles, Thorstensen. and
Howvver (1979) have obtained spectroscopy of PKS
2155-- 304 and have detected a weak [0 i] emission
feature at a redshift of 0.17. Maraschi et al. (1980)
tentatively confirm the existence of this [0 ttt] feature in
unpublished spectra which they have obtained. Howvever.
ofde et al. (1980) have recently obtained a spectrum

ofPKS 2155- 304 at higher resolution than that
obtained by Charles. Thorstensen. and Bowyer (1979). ~N
They find no evidence for discrete features in the
spectrum, in agreement with thle earlier results of Wade,
Szkody. and Cordova (1979). The purpose of the present

I paper is to present new photometry and s pectroscopy
*of PK S 2155-304.

IL. OHS[-H VAIION ANtD RFSVI Y%

PK S 2155 - 304 was observed 1980 June 7 with the / NS

Palomar 60) inch (1.5 fill telescope. The SIT spectro-

iS.X' 4OcDC A.,,V '1A\ .0 O
,Atronica~ l ( ontrihuccon of (ocoriviz ia i t t ccmersit,, No ~ 5 \i
( puici in~ecigmicr. Palomic hcr o
Vc'.cccng Astroncomer. Killc Pleak Nm.ic'ccc 0b)hcic .cor. hich I, IcI I Spectrunm of t'.KS 'i ',1 o4 obtin~ed wcith Ii Sti

olcraicct h\ the \-,c'cition tlit I c, T cmcict tot Research li s~wci graph ind t 3 Ic c'l wi i a ccc ()hscrc a dir occ l15c/
\c ronoicic , In unde - onii taiicci nl 11Ciiic N.11i"11c11 N'Icc tI cuccdaiccic Jici ' F-eacutcc markedl N\. c icjc to lcptoper/ sichiracced night

oicci )hcerc I ~ I i/ycrc~ai, k line,
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PIKS 21", 104

feature is only ,neaipall -igniican .nd no chablc I5 %hen I 13.2h, B- 1 =0,30 and B =B 0 70ide.ntification can bc nllatde lkfargon (1981) 1h.1, also I)ht',lograiphic obscrvamtons of PKS 2155 304 indicat.',

ohtained a spectrum of PKS 2155 - -1 using the S In that short-term variations on the time tt ale of weck,
Hale telescope on 1980 July 12 and ha% found no dIs creic with a t. 'pical amplitude of At I 0.25 irag are super-
features to be present in his spectruin oJ this object. posed on the long-term %ariation in brightness (A (
Thus we are unable to confirm tile redhilt obtained b Smith. private communication)
('harles. Thorstensen, and Bowyer (1979) for PKS The photornetricobserations in lahic I indicate thai

16 2 155 -- 304. color \ariations accompany tile long-tern changes in
Photometric obsersations of PKS 2155 -314 liege lunminosiy. The mean color indices in 1979 September

1 been obtained using the No 2 'A) cn and 1 3 in were (B -I ) ..... =035 and (U -B) .... = -073 In
telescopes at Kitt Peak National ()bscrsator) A 19S I June, the object was - 050 mag fainter, and the

- standard tBV filter set was used ith the automated color% had changed to (B ) .....- I = 0.29 and
filter photometer equipped wkith a 1P21 photomultiplier (I - B).. = -0.79. Thus the obects colors and
for the observations made with the A) cn telescope. becone buer in both (B- V) and It - B) as it faded in
The Mark 2 computer photometer equipped with a IP21 brightness. The most recent obsertations in 1982
photomultiplier and standard UBV filters was used for Nosenber show the object to have brightened by
the observations made with the 1 3 in telescope. The -0.60 mag and the colors to hase become (B- I) =

extinction was determined each night ard the transfor- 0.36 and (I- B) = -0.70: i.e.. it became redder a% it
mation to the standard LBI system was made using brightened.
the standard stars of Landolt (1973). The standard error Sandage, Westphal, and Strittnatter (1966) and Miller
for each observation of PKS 2155- 304 was <0.01 nag and French (1978) have obsersed the opticalls stolent
in the V band and <0.02 mag in both B- I and t B. %ariable quasar 3C 446. an object which has man,

The results of the photometric obscrsatlons of PKS properties in common with tie BIL Lacertac class of
2155-304 are summarized in Table I In colunn (1) objects, and ha%e found that the contrast betw4een the
is the date (UT) on which each obseration was made: emission lines and the continuum ,aries significantl.
column (2), V magnitude of PKS 2155 - 304; column (3). W hen the object is bright, the spectrum of 3( 440
B - V" color index: and in column (4). the I- B color rcenbles that of a BIL Lacertac object. due to the fact
index. The photometric obsersations of iIKS 2155 - 304 thait (le contInuum is much brighter and there is little or
indicate that this object is variable on tine scales rangitg no contrast betCen tile e1111sion line1S and the
from days to years. Obsersations maide oti 1979 continuutn [Howeecr. when 3C 446 is faint. tie
September 9 and 13 show the object to hae I 13.37 comnuun ).s much fainter, aid tile enission line,, are
and color indices of B - ' = 0.35 and I . = -0 73 clearlk sisible and the object has ;a "' %pical'" quasar
A general decline it brightness is obscrsed to occur for ,pectruni Sandage, Westphal. and Strttinatter (1960)
thi, object from 1979 September to 1)l June , ith the pointed out that color ,ariations also accompanied the
obiect achie ing a nuintm obser\ed magnitude of oserall ,ariations in brightness for 3( 446. Recentls

= 13.86 and colors of B - I : 0 2S and t - B Miller 11981) also obsersed and studied the optical
-0.77 on 1981 June 7. PKS 2155-304 has been sariabilit of 3( 446. Sandage. Westphal, and
gradually brightening from 1981 June through the most Strittmatter (1966) and Miller (1981) both found color
recent obseration of this object made 1982 Nokeiber variations for 3C 446 similar to that reported in the

present paper for PKS 2155 - 304. i.e., the colors became
redder as the object brightened.

TAHL I Marscher (1980) has proposed a model for optical
Pimrmiti tRY oF PK , 

21 4t4 \ .triations observed in quasars and actie galactic nuclei
-- in %% hich enhanced regions of synchrotron emission arc

at , tI I B produced b radiative thermal instabilities in relativistic
(1(21 flos. The rapid %ariability of PKS 2155 - 304, such as

1979 Sep9 t i l , i tie 0.08 mag variation obser\ed between 1980
1979 Sep [I I 3 0 14 0 '4 September 22 and 24, suggests that tile motion of tile
1979 No% I I 3 o o 11 1) It, particles in the source region is likely to be relativistic. -

1979 No 2 H 52 I11 : M NIarscher's model predicts that as the luminosity of the
__ 1951 Jun 73 51

1980 Sep 22 (363 0 1ll source increases. the nonthermal continuum should
190 Sep 24 H 71 0 .1) 76 become steeper. i.e., the colors should become redder.
1991 Jun 6 HS6 0.11, 0-" This is what has been observed for PKS 2155- 304
1981 Jun7 t 1 t W lit, Marscher's model predicts flux sariations and the
195 tSep 2 tI I ° forniation of knots in relativistic flo\s which are
1951 No% 19 1 i I Ii

195t No\ 21 I 1t 1 01 thought to occur in quasars and actise galactic nuclei
1952 ct.o I ihe model also predicts that the knots can be
192 No% I I IN ' U " ,.sponible for the apparent superhlmiral motion

- . _ otscr\ ed ii compact radio sources. Thus, V 1.111 obser\,-
l'Iihll Clnl.IlC' t10ns of 15KS 2155 - 304 during any radio es ct .wIch

o,,
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ma% b. related to the present mild outlburs at optical I he authors thank I)r A Sm lith. Bi Iargoli.
\,aeIcngIths, \ ould lie importall inI orkA:r to test this A Marsher. and J luchra tr reults prior to publicai-
model ti11 and h.CIptull dilscLssionS. Kitt Peak National

The simlari es f- meten IPKS 2i5 304 and 3( 446 ()bhrtator%. Lo.oell ()h,rsalor ' and Palomar
LIggsts 1hat ail tOptilmumi time it) attenpt to detect ()bser, atop\ for obsring time. and (altech for the

discrete qmission features in the spectrum of PKS use of their comiiputing faclities in the reduction of the
2155 - 104 is \klhen it is faint Thus w. Nspe ct rosco 1,.s oI sp ctrosco pic o bhscr\ t Iiin., Th I, ork \A, , s upported h
PKS 2155 - 304 when it is 14.0 rnag or fainter would the Dean Rescarch Fund at (jeorgia State TnUimcrsit%
seem to haw " the greatest ChatCe f successul', and the (I.S Alt Iorce ()tlice ol Scient ific Research.
determining the redshift for this obtect grant XI-0l6I
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.% Summary. Photoelectric photometry (UBV) is reported for the AM Her type
system CW 1103 + 254. Rapid variability, superimposed on a 113-min
periodic variation is detected.

CW 1103 + 254 has recently been identified as a new AM Her variable by Stockman etal.
(1982). This identification is based on the object having an emission-line spectrum which
is similar to that of other AM Her systems, to the presence of linear and circular polarization

which varies throughout each cycle, and to a light curve which is similar to that of previously
identified AM Her systems. A finding chart for this object is given by Shore et al. (1982).
The purpose of the present paper is to present the results of recent photometry for this
object.

The photoelectric photometry was obtained using the 1.3-m telescope at Kitt Peak
National Observatory. The Mark 2 computer photometer equipped with a IP21 photo-
multiplier and standard UBV filters was used in the sky chopping mode for all the obser-
vations reported here. The observations have a minimum time resolution of I min in each

pcolour. The extinction was determined each night, and the transformation to the standard
UB V system was made using the equatorial standard stars of Landolt (1973).

CW 1103 + 254 was observed on the nights of 1982 April 19, 20 and 21. The results of
those observations are shown in Figs 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The observations on each of

% those nights covers significantly more than one cycle of the object's variability. A period of
113.416 ± 0.002 min for this system was found based on the three night's observations
shown in Figs 1-3. This period is in reasonable agreement with the period determined by
Stockman et al. (1982) of 113.885 min. The slight difference in period may be either due to
a real change in the period or due to the fact that the present period is determined from data
obtained over a shorter time base than that of Stockman et al. Additional observations
should clearly indicate whether a true change in period has occurred.

CW 1103 + 254 varies from a maximum of V=- 15.25 and fall to a minimum of V-, 17.00.
The range is considerably smaller in the B-band (AB -0.75 mag) and the U-band
(AU - 0.5 mag). Considerable colour variations are also found to occur throughout the

%:.' 113-min cycle. Near maximum light, B-V - 0.9 and U-B - -0.85, while near minimum
light, the colours are B- V. 0.0 and U-B= -1.0. These colours are in excellent agreement

o*.1
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with those reported by Stockman et at. (1982) of B-V = + 1.0, U-B -0.8 in the bright
phase and B - V = - 0.1 and U- B = - 0.9 in the faint phase.

The bright phase has a duration of 30-40min which is a much smaller fraction of the
total 113-min cycle than that observed for the bright phase of other AM Her systems, e.g.
2A 0311 - 227 (Warner 1980; Bond, Chanmugan & Grauer 1979). The maximum brightness
achieved by the object is not rigorously repeatable, cycle to cycle, and may vary by as much
as 0.25 mag in the V-band (see Figs 1 and 3). In addition, the faint phase achieves its

15.00 *
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Figure 1. Light curve of (W 1103 + 254 on 1992 April 19 with I -mi time resolution.

•minimum brightness at the end of the bright phase and exhibits a gradual brightening trend
of typically At' -~ 0.25 mag as one approaches the onset of the next bright phase. Similar
gradients are also easily detectable in the B- and /-bands.e

Rapid short-term tlckering with an amplitude of up to 0.5 mag is observed superimposed
W on the I 13.ntin cycle. Occasional 'glitches' in the variations are observed such as that found

near 0538 UT, 192 April 19 (Fig. I ). This phenomenon has also been etected by G.
Scbmidt (private communication) in his photometry of wW i103 + 254. This effect ts
present in all three colours and is presumably due to inhoogeneities present in the
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accretion rate in this system. Additional observations of the 'glitch' phenomenon observed
in this system should provide a better insight into the details of the physical processes
producing this effect.
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Figure 2. Light curve of CW 1103 + 254 on 1982 April20 with 1-mi time resolution.

a finding chart. The author thanks Dr Gary Schmidt for permission to quote his results
* prior to publication. The author also expresses his appreciation for useful discussions with

Drs C. Foltz, G. Schmidt and H. Stockman. The author thanks Kitt Peak National Obser-
vatory for observing time. The work was supported by grants from the Dean's Research
Fund at Georgia State University and the United States Air Force Office of Scientific
Research, Grant 81 -NP-0 14.
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@Z
Suniary. - The optical variability of four extragalactic radio sources has been studied using the archival plates at the
Harvard College Observatory. Three of these sources, PKS 1123 + 264, B2 1132 + 303, and 4C 18.36, were conclusively %
found to exhibit significant optical variability. No conclusive evidence was found for optical variability for B2 1128 + 315
with a range am < 0.3 magnitude, based on a limited number of plates.

Key words : radio sources - photometry.

1. Imtrodection. - Variability in the optical flux of curve for each plate measured using the iris reading and
quasars and active galactic nuclei is a well-known the B magnitudes of the stars of the comparison sequence.
property of this class of extra-galactic objects (e.g. The rms scatter of the comparison sequence about the
Pollock et at., 1979 ; Pica et al., 1980 ; Gilmore, 1980). calibration curve may then be used as an indication of the
The optical variability can provide an important insight reliability of the magnitude for the source determined
into the nature of the physical processes responsible for from that plate. Typically, the scatter of the comparison
the high luminosity and rapid variability observed for sequence about the calibration curve was -0.1-0.2 mag-
these objects. The time scale of the variations (assuming nitudes. The accuracy of visually interpolated magnitudes
relativistic effects are negligible) place constraints on the has been determined previously (Miller, 1975, 1977) by

i size of the active source region. The structure and shape comparing the magnitudes obtained for an object using
of the light curve for these objects (i.e., periodic visual estimates with magnitudes determined using the iris
behavior, or comparison of the rate at which an object photometer. The standard deviation of the difference
flares to the rate of decline) suggest or limit possible between these earlier visual estimates and the magnitudes
mechanisms which may be responsible for the activity. In determined using the iris photometer was 0.16 magnitude.
order to study the optical variability of an object, it is The results of an earlier study of the differences between
important to obtain data on its brightness over as long a visual estimates and magnitudes determined using the iris
time base as possible. The archival plate collection of the photometer yielded a value of 0.19 magnitude for the
Harvard College Observatory contains photometric plates standard deviation. This value is slightly larger than that
covering most areas of the sky which were obtained begin- determined in the present investigation. However, this is
ning in the 1890's and continuing until the early 1950's. in good agreement with similar investigations by Pollock
Since the early 1950's, the survey coverage has not been (1975) and Angione (1973). Therefore, the typical
continuous. The purpose of the present investigation is to uncertainty in the visual interpolated magnitudes
determine if the radio sources PKS 1123 + 264, B2 is -0.2-0.3 magnitude.
1128 + 315, B2 1132 + 303, and 4C 18.36 are optically

€-. variable, and if so, the nature of the variability. 3. Results. - The results of the present investigation
are summarized in table 1. The objects are listed with their

2. Data reduction and analysis. - The optical data for 1950.0 coordinates and the total range in brightness (Am)
these four objects was obtained from a search of high- determined from a combination of archival plates and
quality patrol plates (i.e., the RL, RH, RB, and BM values previously published in the literature.
plates series which utilize telescopes with apertures of PKS 1123 + 264 was identified with a 17.5 magnitude
three and four inches) taken between 1928 and 1952. object by Hoskins et al. (1974). This object is of

Magnitudes for these objects are determined either by particular interest since it is an example of an object at a
* iris photometry of the object and nearby comparison stars moderately high redshift (z = 2.341 ; Peterson et al.,

or by visual interpolation between comparison stars 1978) which exhibits significant optical variability. The
located near the objects. The accuracy of the iris light curve for this object is shown in figure 1. This object
photometry was determined by constructing a calibration was detected on a total of nine plates. The maximum
____brightness observed was 15.8 which, when compared with

the estimated brightness of the object on the Palomar Sky
() Astronomical Contributions from Georgia State Uni- Survey print, yields a total observed range of Am > 1.7

versity, No. 67. magnitudes. The time scale for the most rapid significant
A.flroomy and Astrophy -ss rl
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variation observed was -I year. This suggests an upper 17.5 magnitude source by Wills el al. (1973). Wills and
limit of - I Lyr on the dimensions of the source region Wills (1974) have determined a redshift of z = 1.689 for
assuming no relativistic motion of the material in the this object. This object was included in a survey by
source region. These observations suggest that this object Uomoto et al. (1976) attempting to detect variable
was in a brighter phase in the late 1930's than was quasars. This object was found to be variable. A search
observed during the mid to late 1940's. However, detailed of archival plates indicates that this object has twice in the
trends are difficult to determine since the object was past been as bright as 16.1 magnitudes. Comparison of
fainter than the plate limit throughout much of this time. these observations with the object's brightness on the

The optical counterpart for the radio source B2 Palomar Sky Survey (17.5) indicates a range of Am i 1.4
1128 + 315 was identified by Fanti et al. (1975). The magnitudes. The historical data does not indicate that
object has a redshift z = 0.289 (Wills and Wills, 1976). A large-amplitude rapid variability on the scales
search of archival plates provides no conclusive evidence significantly shorter than three years are present.

, for variability for this object. The total range for this However, additional observations are necessary in order
object based on archival plates is Am = 0.30 magnitudes to confirm this behavior.
(see Fig. 2). However, since this object is below the plate
limit for a large number of plates, one cannot necessarily 4. Conclusion. - Two new optical sources, PKS
conclude that the object is not variable based solely on 1123 + 264 and B2 1132 + 303, have been found to
these archival plates. exhibit significant optical variations. In addition, the

The quasar B2 1132 + 303 was identified by Sandage optical variability for a previously detected variable

et al. (1%5) with an 18.24 magnitude object. A redshift of quasar, 4C 18.36, has been observed in more detail using

z = 0.614 was determined for B2 1132 + 303 by Lynds archival plates, confirming the earlier detection of

et al. (1966). The object was detected near the plate limit the optical variations. Additional observations of B2
on a single plate taken in 1939. The estimated magnitude 1128 + 315 are necessary in order to define the nature of

- of the image on this plate is - 17.0 magnitudes. The the variability for this object.
uncertainties of this estimate are significantly greater than
the typical uncertainties of most measurements discussed
here. However, assuming that this estimate is reasonable, Acknowledgements. - The author thanks the Harvard
this object has a range of Am > 1.25 magnitudes based College Observatory and Dr. Martha Liller for their
on the comparison of this plate and the Palomar Sky hospitality. This work was supported in part by grants
Survey print. Current observations are necessary in order from the Dean's Research Fund at Georgia State
to confirm that this object is variable. University and the United States Air Force Office of

The radio source 4C 18.36 has been identified with a Scientific Research, Grant 81-0161.
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FIGURE 1. - The light curve of PKS 1123 + 264 from 1928 to FGURE 2. - The light curve of B2 1128 + 315 from 1928 to
1952 determined from plates in the archive collection of the 1952 determined from plates in the archive collection of the
Harvard College Observatory. The symbol (( v n indicates the Harvard College Observatory. The symbol < v , indicates the
plate limit when the object was too faint to be detected. plate limit when the object was too faint to be detected.
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FIGURE 3, - The light curve of 4C 18.36 from 1928 to 1952
determined from plates in the archive collection of the Harvard
College Observatory. The symbol " v ,, indicates the plate limitwhen the object was too faint to be detected.
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ABSTRACT

New spectroscopic and photometric observations of the variable Seyfert I galaxy Arakelian 120
are presented. These data are supplemented with published data from other sources. It is
shown that Akn 120 exhibits both short-term and long-term variability, as do other Seyfert
galaxies. The flux in the broad HIfl emission line closely follows the optical continuum flux,
which provides strong support for photoionization models and implies that the broad-line
emitting region is very small (less than -0.04 pc in extent).

I. INTRODUCTION used to determine the velocity field in the broad-line
emitting region.

The Seyfert I galaxy Akn 120 was first identified in a For a number of reasons, Akn 120 is an excellent can-
search for high surface brightness galaxies (Arakelian didate for a detailed study of spectral variability:
1975). It has been recognized as a highly variable source (I) Large amplitude changes in the brightness of the
almost since its identification as an active galaxy (Lyutyi continuum source occur on a short time scale (less than
1976). Miller (1979a) has examined the archive plates of several tens of days).
the Harvard College Observatory and has determined (2) Even at minimum brightness, Akn 120 is bright
that Akn 120 varies over a range AB> 2.1 I mag. enough to he accessible to telescopes of modest aperture.

Moderate resolution optical spectroscopy has re- (3) The underlying (or host) galaxy is comparatively
U vealed that the permitted-line spectrum changes with faint and the line-emitting regions are unresolved (Whit-

time (Foltz et al. 1981; Kollatschny et al. 1981; Schulz tie 1982) so aperture effects should be negligible (Peter-
and Rafanelli 1981). This is not surprising if the broad- son and Collins 1983).
line emitting region responds fairly rapidly to changes in (4) The permitted lines are particularly broad (full
the output of the nonthermal continuum source, which width at zero intensity greater than - 1.O-1.5X 104
is presumably the principal source of ionizing radiation, km s -), so that some of the details of the line structureand if the light-travel time across the broad-line region is can be observed even at rather low resolution.
less than the characteristic time scale for variability of (5) It will be shown here that the broad emission lines
the continuum source. Indeed, in general permitted line respond rapidly to changes in the continuum flux, so it
fluxes do seem to be correlated with changes in the con- may be possible to determine the velocity field of the
tinuum flux (Cherepashchuk and Lyutyi 1973. Peterson broad-line emitting region from a series of high-quality
et al. 1982). observations obtained in a single observing season.

SThe response of the broad-line components of the In this contribution, new photometric and spectro-
emission lines in active galaxy spectra is of great interest scopic observations of Akn 120 are presented. These
for several reasons: (I) A close correlation between emis- data, together with other observations taken-from the
sion line and continuum fluxes argues very strongly that literature, show that Akn 120 exhibits both long-term
the emission-line region is photoionized. (2) The time and short-term variability. The observations are found
scale for response of the emission lines to changes in the to be consistent with a very small (less than -0.04 pc)
continuum flux sets significant limits on the size of the broad-line emitting region which is photoionized by a
line-emitting region. (3) In principle, the temporal devel- variable continuum source which dominates the bright-
opment of the changes in the broad emission lines can be ness of the galaxy.
926 Astro3.. J. 8 (7), July 1983 - 004-6256/93/070926SS00 90 (K) 1983 Am. Astron. Soc 926
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TABLE I. New UBVrmeaurements

Julian

date Aperturc
" UTdate (2440000+ 1 Tec,,,ope (arcsecl V 8- V U-B

I1) 12) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

1979 Apr 4 3967 0.91-M 15.5 13.52 0.42 -0.76
1979 Sep 13 4129 0.91-rn 15.5 14.04 0.57 -0.74
1979 Now II 4188 1.3-m 14.2 13.79 0.38 -0.82
1979 Nov 14 4191 i.3-m 14.2 13.63 0.39 -0.79
19 @0 Jan 17 4255 0.91-m 15.5 13.69 0.37 -0.75
1980 Feb 23 4292 1.3-M 14.2 13.18 0.38 -0.83
1991 Mar 30 4693 1.3-m 14.2 13.21 0.44 -0.76
1981 Sep 21 4868 0.91-m 15.5 13.55 0.37 -0.75
1991 Sep 24 4871 0.91-m 15.5 13.59 0.40 -0.72
1981 Sep 26 4873 0.91-m 15.5 13.54 0.42 -0.72
1981 Nov 19 4927 1.3-m 14.2 13.49 0.39 - 0.80
1982 Apr 18 5077 1.3-M 14.2 1 .66 0.35 -0.79

o t
11. PHOTOMETRY OF AK N 120 the effect of the underlying galaxy has been applied. The

a) Nw Mesureentscorrection is derived from multiaperture observations of
a) Nw MesureentsLyutyi (1976, 1979). On the basis of Lyutyi's measure-

Photoelectric photometry was obtained on several oc- ments through apertures 13.5 and 27 arcsec in diameter
the 13-i and 0 telescopes at Kitt made on nine different nights, it is found that the contri-Pakion a witbthe.3-mandy.9m T elMark p photometer bution of the underlying galaxy is V= 15.80 ± 0.35P eak N ational O bserv ato ry.* T he M ark 1 h t m t r m g 6 6 I0 5 a , a d U = 1 . 7 + 1 7

was used for observations on the 1.3-m telescope and the mag, 8= 16.65 ±-0.59 mag, and U= 16.37 + 1.77
Automated Filter Photometer was used on the 0.91-m mag in the annulus bounded by the apertures. This con-
"telesco .p. A IP21 t-,, ,,oomut er and standard UBV tribution, which is assumed to be constant as the active

filters were employed in all cases. Instrumental calibra- nucleus changes, is subtracted from the 27-arcsec aper-
tions are based on Miller's (1981) photoelectric sequen ture measurements of Lyutyi (1976, 1979) and from the

in the field of Akn 120. Integration times in each filter 25-arcsec aperture measurements of Dibai, Doro-sum~ent"., , lon tat hefratinaleror =rtaL shenko, and Terebizh (I1978), and Doroshenko and Ter-
were sufficiently long that the fractional error = [(gal-theorrction
axy + sky) + (sky)] t12/[(galaxy + sky) - (sky)] was e bc applot
than 0.01. large aperture measurement is small (less than 0.25 mag

""Measurements obtained on 12 nights are gven in Ta- in V, less than 0.20 mag in B, and less than 0.15 mag in
Meaureent obaind o 12nigts re ive inTa- U), since the brightness of the active nucleus over-

ble I. The UT date of observation is given in column (1) whelins the brightness of the outer parts of the galaxy.
* and the Julian data is given in column (2). The telescope easureents o tha oe so ae al-

employed is given in column (3) and the projected diam- Measurements from more than one source are avail-

eterof the entrance aperture is listed in column (4). The able for only four nights, and unfortunately the mea-
measured values of V, B - V, and U - B are given in surements are not in good agreement, particularly in the
" olumns(1), (6), and (7), respectively. No corrctions for U bandpass. In some cases, the differences may be at-""cgalum ins (5),h(6),a(7),esecve ly. Ntributable in part to the use of different apertures. It isgalactic extinction have been applied., suspected, however, that the differences are due primar-

b) Photometryfrom Other Sources ily to slight differences in the transmission curves of the
nominally identical filters used by different observers.

In addition to the new measurements reported above, Clearly this is a strong possibility in U for those mea-UBV measurements from other sources have been col- surements in which the atmospheric cutoff defines the

lected. These are listed in Table 1I. Column (I) gives the short-wavelength limit of the bandpass. In the case of
Julian data of observation. The projected diameter of the V and B filters, minor variations in the filter trans-
the aperture through which the observations were made mission in the vicinity of 5000 A, where both filters
is given in column (2). The measured values of VB - V, transmit more than - 30% of the incident light, can
and U - B are listed in columns (3). (4), and (5), respec- have a pronounced effect on the flux measurements be-
tively. The source from which the measurements are cause of the presence of the strong (equivalent width
drawn is indicated in column (6). -100 k) redshifted HF6 line. Broadband photometric

In the cases where the measurements were made measurements of emission-line objects are always sus-
through relatively large apertures, a small correction for pect because of such systematic effects and therefore

_comparison of data obtained with different systems
'Kitt Peak National Observatory is operated by the Association of must be viewed with great caution; it is assumed, how-
Unvaeruties for Research in Astronomy under contract with the Na- ever, that the data from individual sources are internally
tmal Science Foundation consistent.

i,
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TABLE 11. UBV measurements from other ources.

Julim Aperture
date Aperture correction
12440000 +) (arcsec) V B - V U-B Source' made

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

2392 27 13.45 0.40 - 1.04 1 X
2396 13.5 13.54 0.35 - 0.98
2415 27 13.63 0.29 - 1.03 I

* . 2476 13.5 13.73 0.35 - .11
2685 13.5 14.06 0.53 -0.79
2689 13.5 14.05 0.55 - 0.80
2718 13.5 14.05 0.53 -0.95
2723 13.5 13.96 0.60 -0.92
2745 13.5 14.03 0.53 - 0.99 1
2813 13.5 14.02 0.54 -0.80
2870 13.5 14.00 0.65 - I
3079 13.5 14.13 0.57 - 0.85:
3110 25 14.02 0.64 - 0.74 2 X
3112 25 14.10 0.60 -0.58 2 x
3131 25 14.27 0.51 -0.62 2 X
3131 13.5 14.11 0.64 -0.78 1
3131 25 14.30 0.55 - 0.50 2 X
3159 25 14.16 0.51 -0.48 2 X
3159 13.5 14.05 0.56 -0.75 1
3164 10 14.42 0.39 -0.45 2
3164 13.5 14.01 0.62 -0.71 1
3167 (0 14.48 0.48 - 2
3426 13.8 13.63 0.56 -0.77 3
3427 13.8 13.64 0.56 - 0.80 3
3429 13.8 13.65 0.53 -0.75 3
3490 i8 13.92 0.38 -0.77 4
3496 10 13.88 0.54 -0.97 1
3509 18 13.91 0.47 - 0.83 4
3571 (0 13.79 0.37 - 0.57: I
3571 15.6 13.33 0.57 -0.74 3
3573 10 13.73 0.41 - 0.88 I
3775 14.2 13.86 0.66 - 0.78 3
3776 14.2 13.86 0.65 -0.78 3
3778 14.2 13.88 0.66 - 0.77 3
3967 15.5 13.52 0.42 -0.76 3
4226 25 13.72 0.29 - 0.53 5 X

'Sources- (I) Lyutyt (1976. 1979); (2) Dibai. Doroshenko, and Terebizh (1978); (3) Miller (1979b); (4) Puscbell (1978). (5) Doroshenko and Ter-
ebizh 11981)

c) Results pronounced as the active nucleus decreases in bright-
ness. The U - B index is probably more strongly affect-.T h e Vt, B , an d U m easu rem en ts listed in T ab les I an d d b sy t m ic e r s, ut q a t t v ly h se a a

S1 are plotted as a function of Julian date in Fig. I. If the edbytsystematic errorsabUt qualitatively thesedata
show the same behavior as the B - V data. It thereforemeasurements from each source are indeed internally does not appear to be necessary to require a change in

consistent, then it is clear that short time scale (tens of the power-law index of the nonthermal continuum
days) variations occur. Even if there are significant sys-
tematic differences among the various sources, it is still the as the broabn d colo indes.' -"the changes in the broadband color indices.

, -apparent that long-term variations (i.e., over a time scale
of several years) also occur. This result is not particular-
ly surprising since variability on multiple time scales has II. SPECTROSCOPIC OBSERVATIONS OF AKN 120

4. been reported for other Seyfert galaxies (Lyutyi 1977; a) IDS and Reticon Obseraions
Lyutyi and Oknyanski 1981).

The B - Vand U- B color indices are plotted as a Scans of the spectral region around H,6 have been
function of Julian data in Fig. 2. Despite the apparently made on several occasions since the end of 1980. Our

* •large systematic errors in these data, it is nevertheless first few observations revealed that the Hl6 profile had
clear that Akn 120 is about 0. 1-0.2 mag redder in B - V undergone a dramatic change since the November 1976
when the active nucleus is particularly faint than it is at observations by Osterbrock and Phillips (1977) and the
other times (see Fig. 1). The color difference is consistent decrease in the equivalent widths of the [0 11] AAI 4959,
with the relative contribution of the underlying galaxy 5007 lines implies that the optical continuum flux had
(which is assumed to be a normal spiral) becoming more increased by a factor of about 4 (Foltz et al. 1981). These

4 . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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• FiG. 2. The B - Vand U -B color indices are shown as a function of

3" " "L" Julian date. Symbols are defined in Fig. I

trum which is then subtracted from the galaxy spec-( I __ , ttrum. Standard stars were observed to determine the
2000 3000 4000 5ooo wavelength-dependentsensitivity of the detectors; accu-

Jo (2440000)* rate spectrophotometry was not attempted, however,
since in several cases the aperture size is approximately
the size of the seeing disk and since some of the observa-

Fit;. I. V B. and Umagiiudes ofAkn 120 are shown as a function of tions were made under conditions of variable transpar-
Julian date. Open circles are frtwn Lyutyi 11976. 1979); crosses are ency. It should be noted, however, that aperture effects
from Dibai. Doroshenko. and Tereblzh 11978); closed squares are should he negligible in the case of Akn 120 because the
from Doroshenko and Terebizh (1981); closed triangles are from Pus- line-emitting regions are unresolved (Whittle 198 1), and
chell (1978); closed circles are fron Miller (1979b) and this work. the brightness of the active nucleus dominates the light

from the galaxy even through latrge apertures (cf. Peter-
son and Collins 1983).

spectral changes were concurrently discovered by Kol- The appearance of the spectrum in October 1982 is
latschny etal. (1981) and by Schulz and Rafanelli (1981). shown in Fig. 3. The two strong features on either side of
Monitoring of the spectrum has been continued in order 1".,6 are the Fe lt A 4570 and Fe it AA 5190. 5320 blends.
to determine more about the response of the broad-line The 11/3 line appears to be asymmetric, with a broad low
emitting region to changes in the continuum source. shelf on the red wing; this shelf is probably due to Fe it

Most of the new observations reported here were ob- A 4924 and Fe II A 5018 rather than to excess li8 emis-
tained with the Ohio State University image-dissector sion at large relative redshift (Osterbrock and Shuder
scanner (IDS; Byard et al. 1981) on the Perkins 1.8-m 1982). No attempt is made to subtract the possible con-
reflector of Ohio Wesleyan University and Ohio State tribution of Fe* emission from the H,8 line. though the
University at Lowell Observatory. Three additional weak, unidentified line at - 5050 A (rest) has been ex-
spectra were obtained with the Boiler and Chivens spec- cluded.
trograph 'equipped with a photon-counting Reticon de- The (0 nlt AA 4959, 5007 lines are superposed on the
tector on the Steward Observatory 2.3-m telescope on broad red wing of the 11l feature. The flux in these lines
Kitt Peak. Both detectors are dual-channel devices, al- is meastured by interpolating the H,8 profile underneath
lowing simultaneous ob rvations of the night sky spec- each of these emission features with a straight line and

l. %
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% AA 5190 5320; it is therefore believed that this nterpola-
tion provides an adequate and repeatable representation

of the continuum.
Relative line strengths (i.e., F(H) = 1)and equiva-

lent widths are given in Table Ill. Column (I) contains
F, the UT date of observation and the Julian date is given in

column (2). The telescope and instrument used are listed
in columns (3) and (4), respectively. The projected size of
the entrance aperture is given in column (5), and the
aperture geometry is also noted. The equivalent width of
the H feature in the rest frameofAkn 120(z = 0.0325,

0 as determined from the centroids of the [ 111] AA 4959,
o0W sow 60o0 5007 lines) is given in column (6). The fluxes of [0 I1]

AA 4959 and [0 t11] A 5007 relative to the .i6, flux are
given in columns (7) and (8).

. FIG. 3. An average of five scans of Akn 120 obtained over a two-week The IDSdata obtained on 1981 January II and 1981

period in 1982 October with the Ohio State University IDS. These March 9 have been previously published (Foltz et al.

datarepresentatotalintegrationtimeofapproximately7.Shours. The 1981) and the Hf? line profiles from these nights and
data are plotted in relative energy units per unit frequency interval from 1980 November 9 are shown by Capriotti, Foltz,
lenergy s-'cm- Hz-'I in the ret frame of Akn 120. and Peterson (1982). The line strengths and equivalent

widths have been remeasured choosing a continuum as
described above and the values given here differ only
slightly from those reported by Foltz et al.

W then measuring the total flux above the interpolated
profile. The flux and equivalent width of the Hf? feature b) Spectroscopic Observationsfrom Other Sources
are measured by identifying the lowest points of the de-

* pressions between the Fe it A 4570 blend and Hf? and Spectroscoric observations ofAkn 120 have also been
between -[fland the Fe i AA 5190, 5320 blend as contin- published by other investigators. These measurements
uum and interpolating between those points with a are listed in Table IV. The date or dates of observation
straight line. The total flux above this interpolated con- are given as UT dates and Julian dates in columns (I)
tinuum, except for the flux in the (0 iitj lines, is then and (2), respectively. The rest-frame equivalent width of
measured. While the true featureless continuum may lie Hfl and the relative strengths of [0 til] AA 4959 and
below this level, it is found that in those observations [0 ti] A 5007 are given in columns (3H5), and the pub-
which cover a large spectral range, this interpolated lished reference is noted in column (6).
continuum (which corresponds to a power law) also in- The data reported by Dibai, Doroshenko, and Tere-
tersects the lowest points in the spectrum shortward of bizh (1978) are based on 24 image-tube spectrograms

* Hy. between Hrand Fe iiA 4570. and longward of Fe iI obtained during December 1973 and November-De-

TABILE Ill. New spectroscopic measurements.

Julian F([O tmiiA 49591 F([O llA 50071
date 14,(hI1 F(H3l( FIH( i

UT date (2440000 + Tcles-'ope Instrument Aperture (Al
(2) 13 141 151 61 17) 18)

1Q80 Nov 9 4552 Perkins IDS 3"- quare Q4 0.041 0.122
l.8-rn

1911 Jan 10 4614 1.8-n IDS Y-square 89 0.025 0.089
1481 Jan II 4615 1 8-ni IDS 3-square 86 0.017 0.084

. I981 Mar 9 4672 I 11-0 IDS 3-square 88 0.017 0.059
* 1981 Dec 29 4967 Steward Reticon 2.5"-round 70 0.024 0.102

2.3-m

112 Feb 22 5022 2.3-m Reticon 2 5"-round 76 0.020 0.066
1912 Mar 28 5056 1.8-m IDS 3-square 118 0.020 0.056
192 Aug 27 5208 1.8-m IDS 7.5"-round 121 0.019 0.050

4 19112 Sep 19 5231 1.8-m IDS 75 -round II0 0.024 0.072
1982 Oct 9 5251 1.8-m IDS 3. 5-round 135 0.012 0.088
1992 Oct 10 5252 1.8-m IDS 3.5-round 129 0.023 0.097
1982 Oct 15 5257 1.8-m IDS 3.5"-round 138 0.022 0.085
1982 Oct 19 .5261 1.8-m IDS 35"-round 127 0.030 0.099
1982 Oct 23 5265 IL8-m DS 3 5"-round 141 0.012 0.075
1982 Dec 27 5330 2 3-m Reticon 25"-round 110 0.030 0.083

,- .-.-- L--...b-1- -. , -,- - - - - -
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TAIE IV Spectroscopic measurements from other source

F(fO it ,1 49591 F(1O tt 1A 50071

UT da t2440000 + I W4H1 FII I FIH,61 Source'
III (2) (31 (41 (5) (6)

7N 1974 Dec-1975 Dec 2382-2777 57 0.07 0.13 1
1976 Nov 22 3104 190 0.035 0.11 2
1979 Oct 22 4168 0.038 0.115 3
1980 Mar 11-15 4309-4313 112 0.043 0.12 4
1910 No 2 4545 0.054 0.161 3

*() Dibai Doroshenio, and Terebizh (1978; (2) Osterbrock and Phillips (19771. (3) Kollatschny etal. 11981); (4) Schulz and Rafancli 1198 1).

cember 1975. These authors claim that no significant An estimate of the magnitude of the internal errors
spectral variations were detected during this time. can be miade by examining the five spectra obtained

The equivalent width of H,6 is not given by Kol- within a two-week period in October 1982. Random er-
latschny el al. (1981) for either of their observations rors can be estimated by assuming that no real changes
(these authors do, however, quote absolute flux mea- in the spectrum occurred during this period; since real
surements, changes may indeed occur on a time scale of two weeks,

the error estimates derived in this way may be too large.
b IV. ANALYSIS OF SPECTRAL VARIATIONS The October data indicate that the continuum is mea-

sured consistently to within - 1I% (rms) and the H,6
a) Line Measurements and Internal Errors flux is measured to within - 16%. Measurement errors

In general, no attempt has been made to obtain accu- duetouncertaincontinuumplacementhavebeenesti-
Ir rate spectrophotometric observations of Akn 120. How- mated by repeated measurement of individual spectra

ever. it is possible to determine the behavior of the opti- by different observers, and these errors are smaller. For

cal continuum if it is assumed that the flux in the [O 111] example, the F([O nI])/F(H.8) ratio is measured consis-

AA 4959, 5007 lines is constant over several years. The tently to better than - 4%-I 1% and the H.8 equivalent

low-density narrow-line emitting region is thought to be width is repeatable to better than -7%; this implies

of order 100 pc in diameter (Walker 1968; Osterbrock that the errors determined from data taken on different
1978), and thus changes in the continuum flux will only nights are not too large an overestimate of the internal

affect the narrow-line region on a long time scale (Ca- errors.
priotti and Foltz 1982); it is therefore reasonable to as- An additional consistency check is provided by the

* sume, as a first approximation, that the forbidden line fact that both the IDS and the Reticon scanner are dual-

fluxes are constant over the time scales of interest here. c' innel devices. Thus, each observation provides two

This assumption is used frequently (Phillips 1978; Os- intependent scans, which are reduced separately and

terbrock and Shuder 1982; Peterson et al. 1982). treated as independent data until the last step in which

The forbiddenO + lines lie on the red wing ofthe H,6 the two flux-calibrated scans are averaged. Measure-

feature, but the equivalent widths of these lines must be ments of the equivalent widths and line strengths in the
referred to the featureless continuum. A calculated separate scans are found to be identical to within the

-0 ill] " 4959, 5007 equivalent width, measurement errors quoted above.

= Wo(Hli) F([O iii mA 4959 + F([ O I1]A 5007) TARu t. V Calculatced (Oti .A 4959, 5(X)7 equivalent widths.
• .. F( Hf)

F(-' Julian Julian
is therefore used (Peterson et al. 1982). Values of date date
W, (10 Ill)) are given in Table V for all observations in 424440000 + 14 ([0 roll 24440000 + ', ((0 1ail)
Tables III and IV, except for the data obtained by Kol-
"tchny et al. (1981L since no equivalent width mea- 232-2777 14 2 5056 6.57•ash " (18),euvaet5208 8 35
surements are available. 3104 27 6 5231 106
If it is aumed that the [0 ill] AA 4959, 5007 flux is 4309-4313 181 5251 13.54552 15 3 5252 154

%.- constant. thenchanges in thestrength of these lines rela- 4614 101 5257 14.7
tive to H,8 indicate changes in the lHO flux. The sum of 4615 8 70 5261 163
the independent flux meastrements of [0 Ill] AA 4959 4672 6 69 5265 12 3

4967 8 78 5330 12 4
and (0 nil A 5007 (hereafler referred to as F([O 1ill is 5022 6 54
used to improve the statistical accuracy

-

I.
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, ~ ~~~The internal errors derived from the October 1982 -',----- ----

data are probably appropriate for all of the new data 2
presented here. Although Akn 120 was relatively faint
at this time. the integration times were long (typically --6000 s). ...

b) Results

The continuum brightness as determined from the ,o.
calculated [(0 in equivalent width W.([0 ill]) and ex-
pressed in magnitudes relative to the November 1976
data of Osterbrock and Phillips (1977) is plotted as a K - ,
function of Julian date in Fig. 4. Comparison of these lo so , O sow

data with the photometric data in Fig. I reveals that

long-term trends seem to be reproduced-this gives us a FiG. 5. The flux in the H line is plotted in magnitudes, referred to the
great deal of confidence both in our assumption that the [O in) AA 4959. 5007 flux, as a function o(Julian dale. The probable

#-10 i m] , 4959, 5007 flux is constant over several years erroris determined from the October 1982 obaervations ise text). The
and in the integrity of our reduction and measurement closed trianglks represent data from KoUastchnyeraL.(19$lk the oth-
procedures. er symbols are as defined in Fig. 4.

, ,.In Fig. 5, the 1,8 flux expressed in magnitudes rela-
tive to the [0 ml] flux is shown as a function of Julian relatively high flux in Hl is presumably because the de-
date. These data show basically the same trends as the crease in the continuum had not been communicated to
photoelectric photometry and the continuum measure- the entire broad-line emitting region when the Lick ob-
ments from the spectra, particularly in the later data. servations were made. This probably explains the ex-
The earliest spectroscopic data shown here (Dibai, Dor- traordinarily large H, equivalent width which, if tem-
oshenko, and Terebizh 1978) do not seem to fit the gen- poral variations are ignored, is apparently inconsistent
eral pattern at all, but these data are suspect in this con- with photoionization by a simple power-law spectrum
text as they represent the average values determined (Puschell 1978). The inclusion of the Fe i1 AA 4924 and
over thirteen months of observation. The 1, flux at the Fe in A 5018 flux in the H6 measurement also probably

* time the galaxy was observed by Osterbrock and Phil- contributes to the large value of the H8 equivalent
lips (1977) seems inordinately high compared to the con- width.
tinuum magnitude determined from the same data, but It is possible to obtain an estimate of the size of the
this can be explained by the fact that the continuum broad-line emitting region by comparing the line mea-
rather suddenly decreased in brightness at about the surements plotted in Fig. 5 with the continuum mea-
time the Lick observations were made (see Fig. I). The surements plotted in Fig. 4. However, a longer temporal

", baseline is necessary for an accurate determination of
- - the delay between continuum and emission line

changes. It is nevertheless clear that the broad-line emit-
S-] ....... ting region responds very rapidly to changes in the con-

e - tinuum level, and an upper limit r< 50 light days (- 0.04
pc) seems consistent with all of the data (compare this to

- Miller's [1979b] upper limit of 0.02 pc for the size of the
continuum source). On the basis of similar consider-
ations, Cherepashchuk and Lyutyi (1973) derive sizes of

Pt

*" p.- "15-30 light days for the line-emitting regions in NGC
4151, 3516, and 1068, and it would not come as a sur-

o prise if future data reduce our upper limit of - 50 light
L -_days by a factor of 2 or more.

100 01-0 , The amplitude of the Hi6 variations (>1.3 mag) is
'= close to the amplitude of the continuum variations

4 um (- 1.8 mag) detected over the same time interval. This is
:widt ofI 10 oinuurAA 49 gnud, S and referred o the eb uialnd indeed strong evidence that energy input to the broad-

line emitting region is via photoionization. The ampli.- ' Phillips f 1977) observation~s. are plotted as a function of" Julian date. tude of the line variations is expected to be smaller thanThe probable error hown is derived from the October 1982 data, as pected to s ler th
explained in the text The cloed circles represent new data presented tie alitde o t ontinuum variations unless the
in this pape, the cloed quar is from Schul andR l hsgreatly exceeds the
open circle is ftnm Omerbrock and Phillips (1977), and the horzonal light-travel time across the line-emitting region.

bar represents the average value given by Dtbas. Doroshenko, and Finally, tt is noted that while detailed profile informa-
Terebizh 11979) tion is generally not available, there are two peaks in the

I!1
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H,0W profile located at approxinmately 4- 1800) km s for an accurate determination of the delay between coil-
and - 1300 km s 'relative ito the rest system defined tinuum and broad-line changes, but it is estimated that
by the 10) iiij lines. These peak%~ are apparently station- the delay is less than -50 days, indicating that the size

,tin wavelength. though their relative strength of broad-line emitting region is less than 0.04 pc.
changes with time. This doe% not appear to be consistent (5) While the broadband photometric measurements
wvith the ballistic outflow model )Capriotti. Foltz, and are plagued by systematic effects, it is nevertheless clear
Peterson 1982), and our preliminary conclusion is that that the continuum of Akn 120 is redder at minimum
this particular model does not apply in this case. light. The changes in the broadband colors are attribut-

able to the contribution of the underlying galaxy, and it'4V. SUMMARY does not appear to be necessary to require a change in
On the basis of the new spect roscopic and photomet - the spectral index of the nonthermal source as the

ric measurements presented here and other measure- brgnesothsucehae.
* dments from published sources, several conclusions can (6) Data obtained thus far are insufficient for deter-

be made: mination of the velocity field in the broad-line emitting
(1) The optical continuum flux, as determined from region. However, the fact that the two prominent peaks

the equivalent widths of the [0 111) AA 4959, 50()7 lines, in the H,6 line are stationary in wavelength on a time
shows variations which appear to be consistent with the scale much longer than the light-travel time across the
flux variations determined from broadband photome- broad-linie region argues against the specific ballistic
try. This supports our assumption that the forbidden- outflow model discussed by Capriotti, Foltz, and Peter-
line fluxes are constant over several years and that those son (1 982).
lines may be used as a flux benchmark in spectroscopic
variability studies. The authors wish to thank Drs. E. R. Capriotti, G. W.

(2) Akn 120 exhibits both short and long time scale Collins I I, and D. 0. Lawrie for helpful discussions. Dr.
variability, as do other Seyfert galaxies (Lyutyi 1977; R. J. Weymann is thanked for making time available for
Lyutyi and Oknyanski 198 1). the' Steward spectroscopy. Mr. Ray Bertram is thanked

(3) The flux in the broad HI.? line varies with the opti- for capable assistance at the Perkins telescope. This re-
cal continuum flux. The amplitutde of the H.8 variations search has been supported by the National Science
isonly somewhat smaller than the amplitude of the con- Foundation under Grants AST80-19025 and AST81-

% tinuum variations. This argues, very strongly in support 17095 to Ohio State University and Grant AST8I-
of photoionization of the broad-line emitting region by 09025 to Steward Observatory, and by the Air Force
the continjium source. Office of Scientific Research under Grant 81-061 to

(4) Changes in the H,8/ flux closely follow changes in Georgia State University. For this support. the authors
- .. the optical continuum. The exis.ting data are insufficient are truly grateful.
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ABSTRACT

Photoelectric comparison sequences in the fields of four previously identified BL Lacertae
objects have been calibrated in order to encourage long-term photometric studies of these
objects.

I. INTRODUCTION Table I contains a list of the four BL Lacertae objects

Rapid and large amplitude optical variability has and their 1950.0 equatorial coordinates.

long been established as a property of the BL Lacertae 11. OBSERVATIONS
class of objects (Stein, O'Dell, and Strittmatter 1976).
The optical variability is a property which has impor- The photoelectric photometry was obtained at Kitt

" tant implications for the physical nature of the nonther- Peak National Observatory using the 0.9-m telescope
mal energy source associated with these objects. Thus, and the 1.3-m telescope. The automated filter photome-
in order to encourage long-term monitoring and to pho- ter equipped with a refrigerated I P21 photomultiplier

U tometrically calibrate speckle interferometric observa- tube was used with all of the observations obtained with
tions of these objects, photoelectric comparison se- the 0.9-m telescope. This system uses a standard UBV
quences have been established in the fields near four of filter set with a pulse counting system.
these objects. The Mark 2 computer photometer equipped with a

o The optical counterpart of the radio source 1P21 photomultiplier and standard UBV filters was
0109 + 22 was identified by Owen and Mufson (1977). used in the sky chopping mode for all observations ob-
Wills and Wills (1979) classified this object as a BL La- tained with the 1.3-m telescope. The extinction was de-
certae object on the basis of the presence of a featureless termined each night, and the transformation to the stan-
optical spectrum. A search of archival plates at the Har- dard UB V system was made using the equatorial
vard College Observatory (Pica 1977) showed that this standard stars of Landolt (1973). The standard error for
object has a total range of more than 3 mag. Recent each observation of each star in each color is <0.0 I mag,
photographic monitoring of this object (Pica et al. 1980) except when the tabulated value in Table II is followed
has demonstrated that this object is variable but with a by a colon. If this is the case, then the standard error is

* range of less than 1.0 mag. <0.03 mag.
Kinman (1976) classified the radio source OF 038

(0422 + 004) as a BL Lacertae object. Eachus and Liller III. RESULTS
(private communication) examined archival plates at the The comparison stars which were measured in the
Harvard College Observatory and found that this object fie opthese B ta objct are lised in t efields of these BL Lacertae objects are listed in Table 11.
has a range in excess of 3.0 mag. Recent photographic Column I lists the star designation; column 2, the V
monitoring of this object (Pica et al. 1980) has shown magnitude; column 3, the B - V color index; and col-

-, that it has exhibited a range of approximately 2.0 mag umn 4, the U - B color index. The finding charts for the
since late 1976.

Te c.1comparison sequences appear in Fig. 1. These charts
were taken from the 0 prints of the Palomar Sky Survey.identified by Tapia et al. (1977) on the basis of the pres-

ence of a high percentage of linear polarization in their The sequence star were chosen solely to provide an ade-
optical flux. A search of archival plates at the Harvard quate range in brightness without regard to color. The

- College Observatory (Baumert 1980) demonstrated that

both of these objects exhibit significant optical variabil- TABLE !. Equatorial coordinates for the BL Lacertae objects for

ity with time scales ranging from a few days to several which photoelectric sequences were determined."" decades.
deads.Source R.A. (1950.0) Dec. 11950.0)

% " As tronomical Contbution of Georgia State University, No. 68. 0109 + 22 0 1h 09" 24-0 + 22 28' 445
- OF 038 04h 22" 12.9 + 00" 29' 00"0

Visiting Astronomer. Kitt Peak National Observatory, which is op- 01 090.4 0 7h 54- 226 + 1" 04' 387

erated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, 0 - 131 0 8 " 18" 36,2 - 12'49' 249
Inc. under contract with the National Science Foundation.

1301 Astron. J.U 19L September 1983 0004-6256/83/091301-03500.90 © 1983 Am. Astron Soc 1301
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I.
i TAHII 1. 11 Standard stars in the field% (if III, I-acer-tae objects

Star ' 1 I' U B

0109 # 22

A 1158 0 56 0.08
B 113 7 0.07 0.14

SC 14 15 0.75 0L13
D 14 26 0 81 0.41

6PE 15 14 062 002

F 15 47 ( 55 003
G 15 75 0 57 003
tt 15.74 0.87 074

I 12 37 074 020

OF 03

A 12 51 068 0.12
* B 13 96 062 0 13

C 11 16 0 54 0.07
E 15 05 065 009
F 14.75 0.70 0.08
G 11 84 062 0 12
H 13 50 0.49 0.

01 090.4

A 1444 049 0.06
B 12 96 063 009
C 14 71 081 0.45
D 15.87 0.49 0.08
F 1591 0.74 0 14
G 13 21 0.67 032

fil 01-131

A 15 43 059 0.31
C 12 12 068 0.30
[D 14 31 038 0.05
E E 16 68 048
F 14 19 065 013
'I 15 l ( 53 0.25
I 16 I9 I 0s ..

- sequence stars designated "A" and "B" in the field of The author is grateful to Kitt Peak National Observa-
SOF 038 have also been observed by Kinman (private tory for observing time. The author is also grateful to

communication). Ourobservations ofthese two stars are Dr. T. D. Kinman for communicating results prior to
in excellent agreement with his values for these stars publication. This work was supported in part by grants

- which are: for star A: V= 12.51, B - V = 0.66, from the Research Corporation, the Dean's Research
% U-B= +0.12, and for star B: V= 13.97, Fund at Georgia State University, and the United States

B - V = 0.64, U - B = 0. 11. Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Grant 81-0161.
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SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRIC MEASUREMENTS OF BINARY STARS. IX.1
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ABSTRACT
Four hundred forty measurements of 232 binary stars observed during 1981 by means of speckle interferome-

try with the 4 m telescope at KPNO are represented. Newly resolved-systems include ' Cet, p Her A, HD
187321, and 59 Cyg A.
Subject headings: interferometry - stars: binaries - stars: visual multiples

This paper continues the series presenting the results from a spatial frequency power spectra and autocorrelations in the
program of binary star speckle interferometry based upon same manner as in Paper VIII (McAlister et al. 1983).
observations made at Kitt Peak National Observatory. The Table 1 contains 440 measurements of 232 binary stars with

ill previous papers of this series have presented 2033 measure- references to notes concerning certain systems. The table also
ments of binary stars including the first direct resolution of 76 contains the first direct measurements of the systems Cet, p
systems. Her A, HD 187321 and 59 Cyg A. The entry for each systemThe observations presented in Table 1 were obtained during in Table 1 normally includes the ADS number, the discovery
1981 at the 4 m Mayall telescope with the photographic designation, and the 1900 coordinates on the first line, and the
speckle camera described by Breckinridge, McAlister, and epoch of observation, the position angle in degrees, and the

j Robinson (1979). The 1111 sets of observations which were angular separation in arc seconds on subsequent lines. Alter-
accumulated for this paper represent nearly 56,000 individual native names are given for non-ADS systems. References to
35 mm Tri-X frames and were reduced to two-dimensional notes are given on the identification lines.

r The support of the National Science Foundation through
'Astronomical Contributions from Georgia State Unversitv, No. 66. NSF grant AST 80-15781 and of the US Air Force Office of
2Visiting Astronomer, Kitt Peak National Observatory KPNO is

operated by the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy, Scientific Research through AFOSR grant 81-0161 is grate-
Inc.. under contract with the National Science Foundation. fully acknowledged.
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1 BINARY STAR MEASUREMENTS 257

* Noii.s i) I I Il
1. ADS 49) 110 212 AB is being followed spectroscopicallk by one of us (F C F), and a preliminarN spectroscopiL orbit indicates I 19)0 2
2 1HR 649 - Cet is a (6 11-11 star for swhich Griffin 1979 reported a prelininar' period of 1644 d for the spectroscopic orbit Appleby 19 )included

the star in his list of objects thought to be double on the basis of noninstantaneiis disappearance during visual observation of a lunar occultation event
The object is directly resolved here for the first time

3. HtR 763 = 31 An may have completed one revolution dunng the 2.2 Nr since its first resolution, and the quadrant adopted in these measures reflects
this supposition.

4. HR 788 = 12 Per is a resolved spectroscopic binary with a period of "11" Fhe residuals front the combined spectroscopic/interferonetric orbit
(McAlister 1978) are( - 13. O"(X)2)

5. HR 6237 HD 151613 is a spectroscopic binary with a period of 3 y r that was first resolved by this program on 1977.4813:51'8, '(041 It was
unresolved on 19793625 and 1979.5291

6. HR 6469 HI) 157482. a system first resolved by this program on 1980.4766, shows rapid orbital motion consistent with the 5.53 yr spectroscopic
Pperiod determined by one of us (F.C.F.).

7. HR 6485 p p Her Aa is directly resolved here for the first time The system is the primary component of the visual binary ADS 10526 and has a
spectral type of FO IV.

8. ADS 10531 = HU 1179 appears to have passed through periastron during 1981 and may now have sufficient separation to be measured by visual
observers. The observation on 1981.4706 is at the diffraction limit of the Mayall telescope and may have errors as large as ± 50 and ± 0'.'005.

9. HR 6697- liD 163840 was first resolved by this program on 1976.2965 and has been unresolved on eight occasions since that time. The object has
been observed spectroscopically and astrometrically since it was reported as a previously overlooked nearby star (McAlister and lanna 1974). and a
preliminary study of the system has been made by Culver, lanna, and McAlister 1980.

10. HR 6927 = X Dra is a resolved spectroscopic/astrometric binary with a period of 280.%. The residuals from the combined spectroscopic/interfero-
. metric orbit (McAlister 1980a) are (-4*1, +0016), (-4o4, +0'011).(-2?4 + ' '01a), 20- ,'.'017).and(+ 8"2,0'.'000)

11. ADS 11698 = Bu 971 AB is a difficult visual system, due to a Ant of - 2 mag, which recently has been rarely observed. Thus. it is uncertain whether
the several runs of negative results reported at various times after its discovery in 1879 imply a relatively short period, a rather eccentric orbit, or simply
reflect its difficulty of measurement. Speckle observations during the pa.t 4 yr show a constant position angle with a slow increase in separation.

-. 12. HR 7417- # J Cyg continues to show marginal orbital motion since it was first resolved by this program on 1977.3676: 186'2. 0-444.
13. HD 184467 = + 5801929 has moved through more than 1200 of position angle since its first resolution on 1980.4797: 7402, 0.117. The pair resolved

here probably corresponds to the spectroscopic system of McClure 1983. having a period of 492 d.
14. HR 7441 - 9 Cyg is a single-lined spectroscopic binary classified as F5 + AO, with a period of 215d5 (Hendry 1978). Previous measures of the

resolved system have shown appreciable orbital motion, but it does not yet seem possible to determine the compatibility with Hendrv's orbit. The system
was last resolved on 1979.3601, and was definitely unresolved on 1979.1699. To be consistent with the observed trend in the motion, we have assumed a

.. quadrant reversal between 1979 and 1981.
15. HR 7478 = Cyg is a double-lined spectroscopic binary with components of spectral type G8 III-IV The residuals from the combined

spectroscopic/interferometric orbit (McAlister 1982) are ( + 87, 0'.'005).
16. HD 187321-2 = + 1804252 is a composite spectrum binary (Htynek 1938) which is here directly resolved for the first time. The system has a spectral

type of 6O+ A. and Hynek noted the "star has the color of a giant G3."
17. HR 7735 - 31 Cyg was first resolved in the preceding paper of this series. The observation presented here is at the resolution limit of the Mavall

telescope, but the composite power spectrum convincingly exhibits the expected appearance of a just-resolved binary.
18. HD 196088-9- +4903310 is a composite spectrum binary which has moved through nearly 100 of position angle since its first resolution by this

program on 1980.4797.
19 HR 7922 = HD 197226 was first resolved by McAlister et aL 1983. The system measured here is probably not the 106d3 spectroscopic binary of

Hube and Wolff (1979), although it cannot be ruled out that the quadrant is actually reversed from that adopted here since the spectroscopic system would
have gone through 3.41 revolutions in the time between the two observations reported in this scries.

20). HR 7963 - X Cyg Aa continues to show significant orbital motion and has moved through nearly 700 of position angle in 2.9 yr
21. HR 8047 - 59 Cyg Aa is a BI.5 Ve star which has exhibited a remarkable series of shell episodes (see Underhill and Doazan 1982) The companion

"- measured here has not been previously reported.
22. HR 8059 - 12 Aqr has moved through nearly 2200 of position angle in the 2.9 yr since its first resolution by this program.
23. HR 8119 - I Cep has shown no significant orbital motion during the 2.2 yr since its first resolution by this program.
24 ADS 14839 - Bu 163 AB continues to decrease in separation. However, the rate of decrease in this highly eccentric system (e = 0 88) continues to

he slower than predicted by the orbit of Heintz 1%9. Thus, periastron and the nearly coincident nodal passage will occur later than 1985.5 by at least 1 yr.
* 25. HR 8417 - J Cep Aa is a double-lined spectroscopic binary with a period of 2.25 yr. The residuals from the apparent orbit determined from previous

speckle observations (McAlister 1980h) are ( - _.7, + 07015) and ( 4 005. 4 0"(X)3).
-26. HR 8629 - Kui 114 apparently underwe'nt periastron passage earlier than 1981.6 as predicted by Baize 1976 We found the system to be unresolved

on 1980.49 and 1980.73. implying separations less than 0'.'030. The separation was increasing again between the two observations presented here
27. HR 8866 - 94 Aqr Aa is a single-lined spectroscopic binary with a period of 6.36 yr. The residuals from the combined spectroscopic/interferometnc

orbit (McAlister and Hartkopf 1982) are (- 180'.'000), ( + 109. + 0'002) and ( 25, 0.019).
28. HR 9003 - And A is a resolved composite spectrum system for which the Aa pair has been measured on numerous occasions since its first

"- resolution by this program on 1976.8596. The measurement of a possible third Ab component reported here for the first time must be considered tentative
since no other speckle observations, including the one on 1981.6980, have shown evidence for this component. The composite power spectrum for
1981.4738 does, however, rather clearly show two sets of fringes

.I
00........ I
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BINARY STARS UNRESOLVED BY SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRY. III*

WI'LL1IAM I I IIART'K(P WIN1)1 H AROLD.1 A. 'sHAIISTEI~t

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Georgia State University, Atlanta, Georgia :30:303

Receii-esl 19.3 Octobler 17

Thle epochks of 1164 speckle observations. obtained witl, the 4-mneter Mavall telescope at KPIN( diiirrroz 1975-hl. are

given for 469 u~nresolIvedl known or suspected Ihiniarv stars.

Kecy ncords: binars %tars - speckle interferoinet rs'

This is the third in a series of papers reporting obser- Stars (IDS, Jeffers, van den Bos, and Greeby 1963), the
vations of binary stars unresolved by speckle inter- Newv General Catalogue of Double Stars (ADS, Aitken
ferometry. All observations were obtained with the pho- 1932), and the two earlier papers in this series. Occulta-
tographic speckle camera attached to the 4-meter tion data were taken from lists provided by David Dun-
Mayall reflector at Kitt Peak National Observatory (ex- ham and Nathaniel White, unless otherwise noted.
cept as noted). As in the earlier papers (McAlister 1978; W rtflyakoldetespoto h ain

Mc~lste an Hedry198), oly bsevatonsof de- al Science Foundation, under NSF grants AST-78-0 1743
quate exposure time and atmospheric dispersion corn- and AST-80-15781. Thanks also go to Kathleen A.
pensation are included. D~oa rni .Fkl abr .GsoadEan

The observations reported here were obtained over six D.endrya frnci C.Feel Barra e Gearstn, bain Eane
years of speckle work at KPNO between September M edyfrterhl vrteyasi bann n
1975 and September 1981. The stars included in this pa- reducing speckle data.

per include visual binaries with eccentric orbits, occulta- REF'ERENCES

tion binaries, astrometric binaries, Hyades stars of known Alit, 1-. A., and Biggs, E. S. 1972. Bibliography of Stellar Radial Ve/oci-

or suspected duplicity, and many long-period spectro- ties (New4 York: I Aitharn Proce- Corp.)

scopic binaries. In total, some 1164 observations of 469 Abt, Hi.and Levy' , S. G. 1974, Ap. 1. 188. 291.

objects are tabulated below. Aitken, R. G. M932, A'ei G;eneral Catalogue of* Double StarA tCarnegie

The esoltionlowe liit aopte by s isthe Inistiturtion of \Nashirigtori Publication No. 417).
The esoutio loer lmitadoped y usis he Haize, P. 19. J. Obsert aiengrs 33, 129.

Ravleigh limit of 1.22 AI~D, where X is the passband cen- Baize, P. 1976. Astr.Ap. Srsppl. 26. 177.I ter and D the telescope aperture. Several different filters Hlazit, A., Bonneuu. 1), Kiiechliri, L., and Labevrie. A. 1 977a, Alp. I.
have been used over the course of this project; the ap- (Letters) 214. 1,79,

propriate resolution limit is given for each observation in Blazit, A ., Bonnicai, ID., Kocchlin. L.. LabeYrie, A.. arnd ()neto. J. L.

Tabl I.197 11), Ap. I. (1.eticrs) 217, 1.55.

Table I is arranged rather differently from tables in oCet. ). 197, Aet. So(. .%spr. ettar. 33, 171
earlier papers of this series, in order to include informa- Oliver, R. B., larina. VI.mid MlcAlister, Hi. A. 19M)1, 1111,1 -A.S. 12.

Stion from past speckle observations. The first column 8.50.

contains three rows of information for each star-two E''eni1, 0. J. 1946, Asp 1. 52. 82.

names, plus the the strsposition freoh10..Te Evans. D . S. 19M.. l.A.U Col(/oqiumrr No. 62. 11. S. IHarrinsgton and (1

second column also sotas fhe ors eoch 1900.0.ion Th Franz eds., Lowell Otis. Bull. No. 167. Voliirie 9. Numbnler I
contans tree ows f inormaion- Evans, D. S., and Edwards, 1). .%. 19N), ()bseristoruj 100. 2%~

identification codes for binary types (defined at the end Fine, W. S. 1937. (liori Obs Cic 4, :19.

of the table), the range of dates for any published Finsen. W. S. 1977 (private com ririrnicat ion).

speckle observations, and the number of such observa- Firusen. W. S., arid Worlesy, C. E. 1970,. Republic 0/is. Jirharnrnesbnsrg

tions (an asterisk following this number indicates that the Cjrc. No. 7. pi. 2M1.

starhasnevr ben esovedby pecle ntefermety). liege. E. K.. Hubbard. E. N., Cocke. W. J.. Striltimatter. P) . XWor
sta ha neer ee reolvd b spcke itereroetr). den, S. P., and Hadick. It. R. 1983, lAs.U (oleiiirrr Nos 62. R, S

Numbers in parentheses refer to notes following the Haringtonu arid 0. G. Friiiiz. eds.. Lowell Ohs. Bull No 167. vol

table. Finally the third and fourth columns give the litle 9, numbler 1.

epoch of each unresolved observation and the corre- Iloffleit. D)., aild Jaseluek,. (92. Brig/it Star Cata/iigrw Ness hlas'eii

sponding resolution tipper limit in arc milliseconds. Yale Univ. Mls.).

Infrmaionin he ote, ules oterwse tatd, as Jeffers. IL M., van dcii Bit%, WV. II., arid Greelu. F MI. 1(K0 Put) Lick
Infomatin i thenots, ules othrwie stted was (Vi. 2 1. Part I.

taken from the Bright Star Catalogue (BSC, Hoffleit and Isurechlir. L, Hooircai, ID., rail Valili, F 197!) . f \Itr s l.ettrs) 80.

Jaschek 1982). the Index Catalogue of Visual Double 1,13,
ialucvre, .Huoiciati. 1) , Stachruu. . . arid (.,arn, 1) ) 1474, .\1

~.struonttica (:irtritirris ftaua Georgia State ( rni ersity. Nio. 76. J. ('Letters) 194, 1.147,
'Visit inmg Ast rironmer, Kitt Peak Nat ionral ( )lsersators . operated liv 1iuvl"teo. W. j., ant l tigl rise V. (; 193-4, Psub I fliie-sNit of \fill

tite \x iratioii of Unisersities for Research rim Istriimuiuu. Ilic., minu, riesoui C )/ No 1

-111-tra -t ss tl e Nationral Science l'otiniatisn. \IcA iter. 11 .A Pub5 Ans ' S P' 90, 2."
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bin.-r, dtrsnr,. b, Sp1,Kl nte.r...try

MID 443 AS 78.618 30 HR 427 38 78.618 30 HR 619 OC 79,7'3 30
'64 0003 75.7-76.9 38 Ca' 76.0-76.9 81.704 30 HD 13016 80.7.1 30
00039-6432 3 01238"6945 3' 02023-1733 (131 80.723 30

HR 130 ORVAR 78.615 30 HD 9j13 So 77,733 35
a Cia '15 0227 79.7"3 30 MR 622 O8.mY 80.726 30
00273-6223 01266 1532 PTri

02036'3431

HR 154 S5 77.733 35 HD 9811 SP 80.723 30
A nd 7,.-76,9 18.615 30 '66 O002 HR 643 S5 76.85- 35

00315.3310 4' 79.770 30 01308'6414 60 And 76.923 35
80.718 30 02069-4346 77.734 35

81.704 30 HR 458 A SB 77.733 35 80.723 30
L, And 76.9 '6.9 78.615 30

HR 163 80.726 30 01309'4054 2' 80.723 30 HR 645 S _ 79-7-) 30
•Ad6 Per '6.9-'6.9 80. 7: 31 "

00333-2846 HR 464 80. 76 3c 
0
2069'503r 7' 80.220 6

5, And 80 s. 3
HR 165 SB 77.733 35 01319"48C7 HR 649 SB.oC 76.85' 39

6 And 76.9-76.9 78.539 30 1 Cer 82(. 4 -8 7 6.923 35
00340'3019 3' (1) 79.770 30 HR 469 SR 76 .RS 35 79.1'3 3

80.718 30 X And 76.923 35 80,7 30
80.726 30 01333'4 353 7734 390.75 3
81.704 30 80.723 303c

HR72 673P00 093

HR 664 SB 80.,;E 30
HR 215 VAR,SB 80.726 30 HR 489 80.'26 30 P T7And A a' Psc 21432

00420'2343 01362'04S9 2114-3323

HR 222 SR 75.960 33 HR 493 5 5.962 3lR 6 76 SP80. S 3-NO 4628 107 .623 HD 14262-3 80. 3*HO 4628 7 $ 2324

00432-0445 0 Ps, - 2:.3'2242
13 70: 94 t

MR 224 SB 80.726 30 4D 840 69 30 81.'> 3
Ps¢ @ Per-5 " '6 78.b!5 3 : 8 ' t

00435°0702 C 4"534 I 10,':92r 0
5:: 4. '736, 30 4

HR 225 S 80.483 3C 0.7 30 HP '33 OR '.6:3 3
64 Pic A 90.718 30 MR 6 26'6 :5, 80.'>5 3'
00437-1624 8C.723 3C c. 3.

0 Psc

HR 233 P 80. e8 30 3 i ' .a
HO 4775 '8.691.' 80.72. 3> HA '63 58,C 78.6:: 3-
00446'6342 4 (2. 81.704 30 HP 51. . AS 92.721 33 3 An 79.0-01.7 '8.6:5 3

HD 7c ', .5 86t 32 3

MR 244 OR ' >j 35114'036 3

Ho 5015 76.9- 6.9 -9. 1 5 80.72 3
HJ7-0313 R 5 34 So5 8:7 3:0.2 30001'6035 2' 3, 8 .23 3 54 Ce" 80.729

MR 265 WS 8C. '26 i, t:45r " - ' .6439 C 81.7 .7_285Cas 3, 52 ."
HR S2 S! 8 ;8 9

* ~ b 29 HR81 '" 56.9 3'11 : -i 300507"5839 Ce, " " '.9 8 .2 . :233"':.::

HR 27: SB 8 7 :4b- 64 R9, SB.Oc 80.48H t3
And AR 75.b-79.8 80.78 3FAnd 1 0.6' .9 30.7:8 3

00519'2253 a 3t'.93 12 '17) 80.'2: 3c

HR1 294 CC 911 3 80.7 26 3:
* Psc 60.'23 30 HR 54' SB'.'P 3 '"
00577'0721 8.'26 30 Y' At H 04 NS ,'21 3

MR 337 $8 80.726 30 .4-

I And 3413505 4. 4t S8 AF

0Y0'ArI H4 B.3 SB,3CVAR 71.734 30

MR 343 so 77.733 1. 949 40Cr 75.7',6.9 77,742 35
75.7-79.9 78.615 30 2t q' ( 78.61 3001050*5437 4' 9.770 30 HR 544 SB 3€2 3079153

'9. 3' 3'60 4 7.710 30 34 35
90.72 34 80. 1 30

R 3 8 VIS t7533 3 0 3 3 AD 245 6 SP 80.718 30

D4 5' t90. '2 3NO 315 76._q'9.8 60.718 C24:0'4351
01056'3712 4' 05 91. '4 3HP 5 8'.P - -

HR 351 '6.90' 35 06, HA 324 60 .72t6 30C

S s: 1:430(4 AT.q' 8 3: 2420"285(,

01061' 2030 4

HR 352 SB '6.860 30 "3 ,446 e9.
T Psc )5.923- 3 A "3 31 J 042
01062-2934 77.733 30 I A6 A ., : ,"

'9.773 30 01519'' 2 1. i[I '8" , HP 828 -,5 6 .':.
80.7183 '' U 9 : A' 'A T
90. '23 1 A 39 24;1':52'
80.726 1 3 . ' N

81.,701 30 040 VAR
HR 613 08 f9 3 P 40 V

HIk 360 OR '695 35 4 An . r

* * parc 76.860 30 5'> 4 5
01083'2403 163 '6.923 30 l 84 %AP A,' '2t

80. 318 30 
-6S742SR A

80 .'26 37 3 31 14'k 4 4, p99>

MR 383 HR 30.'26 3 H61 S6 ' .4.0.., .3' 9.63.

U Plc (I Ar
011402644 2015'22 5

U'



BINARY STARS 1(07

1% TABLE I (Continued)

Ia -.. .... ... . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . ..

HNR 669 0 '8.M16 30 HR 1152 OCSB 80.718 30 HD 27149 sam 79.773 30

p* 66I 76.9-76.9 '9.773 30 22 Tau e0.724 30 ! 23 36.9-76.9 60.196 30

025081 1
r  

2' 80.718 30 03401.2413 (3' 04122-1800 1

81.701 3r HD 23568 Ix 80. '24 0 HR 1339 SP 80.721 30
HR 915 S!.VIS 76.860 35 °24 0562 76.3 3.9 53 Tau 76.0-76.9

" Per 73.4-80.9 03411.2403 3 38, 04135-2054 3.

C2575-5301 23 (22) HD 23643 'b.8b( 35 HD 21397 HY.VAR 76.039 33

"1 936 56.A0 80.718 30 *23 0539 *13 0663

ra 0Per 68.0 '3.4-80.2 80.726 30 03415.2322 0*414'1348
#0 03007-403H 18 (233

0 HR 1065 OVAR' '9.'. j. HD 21429 MY 76.039 33

HR 938 X.SBVAR 80.721 30 17 Tau '5.0-76.9 80. 78 30 18 0624

53 Ari 03415-2348 4 " ( 9 8C.724 30 14 4 1830
030080' 30 (24)

HR 17 Dc.S' 8C. -18 3f M4D 27859 HM.VAR 76.039 33

MR 941 SBHY 76.857 35 HD 23753 8.24 30 14 0682

K Per 76.860 35 03424"230' 4'. 04149-1450

C3028-4429 (25) 76.923 35
79.771 30 HD 23822 D(C '.'3 30 HD 27524 MY 76.039 33

80.718 30 23 0556 '6.9-76.9 80.,20 30 20 0740

80.724 30 034322334 i" 1. 80.724 3(0 041562048

HR 948 IC 81.?01 30 HR 0201 HY,'AR' 76.039 33 HD 21534 MY 76.039 33

NO 19698 HD 24357 "18 0629

4 :002-130 03475.1702 041571800

MR 952 X 81.701 30 HR 1206 SP 8C.l20 30 HD 2756. 8Y 76.039 33

V4: 19789 HD 24497 14 0687

C3059-1246 03487-1844 04059-1410

4p (4 958 SP 79.771 30 HR 1233 HY,VAR 76.(39 33 HR 0373 8B,Hy.VAR 76.039 33

7HD 09926 80.'21 30 HD 25102 6 Tau 78.9-78.9 76.860 35

-3071.0617 80.24 30 03542-1003 04172-1 '18 1 (49) 76.92335
77.734 35

HR 965 SP 80.721 30 HR 1238 HY.SB 76.039 33 79.773 30

H (D 20084 HD 25202 80.156 30

2086-8433 03551.1750 80.718 30

H 996 VAR '5.960 33 HR 1252 0-.SP 77.742 30 HR 1375 OCVAR 17734 35

K1 C7e 36 Tau '6.9-8..- 79.771 30 HD 27742 80.721 30
23141.0320 03584-2350 4 42 04176-2045 (50)

lip 123C S0 9.77 32 HR 12'9 '20. Y 76.C 33 MR 0380 HY,SB 76.039 33

014. '6. TOt 80 .15t 30 HD 26C01 64 Tau

6 15.4. *80.121 30 04020-1454 ;3 24 63-:'13RO.'24 30

MR 1281 10 80.'11 3C HR 1385 HY,88 76.039 33

H SB 7 .734 35 HD 26C38 HD 2,901

T '80.118 30 04023-'04 44 r'419 -849

H2!B0923 2b HD 26345 HY '6-39 33 HR 138- O,HY.S8 76.039 33

Hq 1048 1(,8 79.773 30 18 0T9O 77.734 35
Ut A: 80.724 30 0404918'1, 04194-2204 (51) 80.721 30

HD 26380 2. '9..'4 3C HR 1388 HYVAR 76.039 33

HP 1026 SBOc 77.742 35 -15 0592 80.721 (2 K' Tau

4 '.' 79.111 30 '4052-1541 85 4295-2058
" 3254-123 5 28. 80.156 30

80.'21 30 MR 1292 HY.SB- '6..'3 I3 HR 1389 VIS.HY,S8 76.039 33

45 Ta, 6' Tau

t Z196 c I 79.73 04060-051 t 24197-1'42 (52)

-.6 0458 80.718 30

-32'3-1616 329) '4R 1303 S!,S'.. 30 ~ HRl 0392 0(40Y,58 76.039 33
. .Per A ' ' c. .1 5b 30 U 76.860 35

HR 1084 AS 80.721 30 04076-4809 4" 846 . '21 30 04203"2235 (53) 76.923 35

f Er1 75.6-77.1 80.724 30 80. '26 30 79.771 30

03282-0948 6 (303 80.721 30
HR 1336 586 5 '5. .(

-17 0593 IC 80.721 30 52 Pe r . ' > lls 30 HD 28033 HY 76.039 33

SAO 93525 0081-414 " 8 . 721 3r -21 0644
03322-1506 5 . ( 24204-2115

48 lilO OC 80.724 30 HD 26'3' 6b '.,3q 13 HR 1394 SB,C,H 76.039 33

Lc 22695 22 065' 71 Ta, 76.9-37.1 39.036 30

23338-1613 i30, 04,86-2212 74206-1523 3 354) 39.771 30180.156 
30

MR 0140 ).VAR7 77.742 35 HD 26874 -Y '6.867 (5 80.718 30
:6 Tau i5.7-769 79.71 30 Hy 161

03389-2359 4. 1323 80,318 30 04098-2034 HR ;199 O.VAR 77.734 35
'2 Tau 80.721 30

48 10142 OC0,8 77.742 35 MR 119 Hy B 'tC39 33 04213-2246
S. Tau '6.0-76.9 39.771 30 48 Tla

.3389-2348 3' 1333 g0.118 30 010-15:5 HR 1403 O,47.$8 76.039 33

S80.724 30 HD 2822b 36.860 35

H8 1(14 5B 4y. VA ' '3 ) 04221-2124 (55) 76.923 35

MR 1144 so0S 80.'18 30 t Per 1. 1 .. .. 42 37 79.771 30

:8 T u 60.724 30 94107.5! ." 79.71 3r 80.721 30

C3392-2431 (34) 60.729 30 80.i56 3c
HR 0407 0(.HY.VAR 60.721 30

R, 48 1045 .S3 79.'o 30 HR 1(25 588VA 75.bC 33 75 Tau

19 Tau '6.9 '6.9 80. 18 30 0, Fr; '422'10608 (56)

'3393.2409 2- '35) 80. '24 30 24105 15':
HR 1408 HY.VAR 76.039 33

MR 1049 SB.OC 79. 771 30 4R 1329 5B, x '''42 3C 76 Tau

Cou 560 '6.0-36.9 s0.718 30 TOu " .'-'6 9 '9.036 30 04227-1431

C3399-2403 3. (36) 80. 24 30 04114-2020 4. 48, 80. 721 30

K".. -" --' -"--' ~" -" -, -.'"""'.-" ." ' " --"•- -""•.--'" ' .•.-."
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TABLE I (Continued)

MR 1409 Hy 76.041 35 HR 1872 VISSB 80.159 30 HR 2854 SB 70.146 30
74 T U S'T 110 76.9- 79.8 Y CI 76.0-76.9 80.159 30
042281857 05290"0342 2- (67) 07227-0908 3. 80.729 30

HR 1413 SR.OC.HY 76.041 35 HR 1937 so 79.771 30 HR 2861 SR 76.858 35
' Tau AS 79.0-79.9 76.860 35 49 Or. 65 Get 78.1-79.8 76.923 35 %

04229-1544 1 (57) 76.923 35 05340-0716 07236.2807 2 (80) 80.154 30
80.159 30

HR 1412 SR,OC.Hy 76.041 35 MR 2013 8C.SB 79.774 30 80.721 30
#1 Tau 78.7-78.7 80.718 30 HO 39004 80.729 30
04230-1539 1. (58) 0544/-2756 (68) HR 2902 OROP 80.156 30

HR 1414 HOVAR' 76.040 35 HR 2047 OCVISAS 75.960 33 BoRR 1985 76.3-77.1

79 Tau )(' Or, 79.771 30 07292-1418 2.

04232.1250 05484-2015 (69) 80.159 30
80.718 30 HR 2938 OC,SB7 80.159 30

HR 1422 HOSe 76.041 35 74 Gem

80 Tau HR 2130 0(5B 80.718 30 073371754 (81)
04244+1525 (59) 64 Or, 77.2-79.0 80.726 30

055's51942 4 (70) HR 2943 NS 75.960 33

HR 1428 HYVAR? 76.041 35 a CM'
81 Tlu HR 2148 SB,VAR 79.036 30 07340-7528 !82)

04249-1528 17 Lep 76.0-76.0
06005-1629 1. KR 3003 SB.OC 76.861 35 -

HR 1430 MYVAR 76.041 35 81 Gem. 77.087 35

83 Tu HR 2172 8 80.726 30 07403-1845 (83) 78.149 30

04250-1330 HD 42083 76.9-77.1 79.036 30

06037-5240 2' - 80.154 30

HR 1444 SBHY 76.041 35 80.159 30

p Tau 76.0-76.9 79.774 30 HR 2175 HY 76.860 35
04282-1438 3- 80.156 30 41 Aur HR 3104 OC 80.159 30

80.721 30 06039-4844 HD 65257
07528-1647 (84)

HR 1454 SW.A5 79.774 30 HD 42417 VIS 80.156 30
58 Per 76.0-76.0 80.156 30 MLR 316 HD 65736 OC 80.159 30
04298-4104 1. 80.721 30 06054-6610 "18 1816

07549-1831 (85)
HR 1472 HY,VAR 76.041 35 MR 2298 SB 78.149 30
89 Tau E Mon A 76.0-76.9 80.156 30 HR 3149 SB 76.858 35

04324-1550 06185-0439 2' (71) X Gem 76.923 35
07574-2804 77.087 35

MR 1478 SE,HY? 79.774 30 HD 44780 58 76.860 35 78.147 30

a'Tau 76.9-76.9 80.156 30 +25 1255 '1.087 35 80.156 30

04334-1536 2' (60) 80.718 30 06186-2506 HR 3209 HO 76.858 35

HR 1528 OP 79.774 30 HR 2304 o0.s5 80.729 30 (nc c 76.9-76.9 78.149 30
HD 30453 80H.21 30 MD 44927 76.9-79.8 08065-1757 1'04428-3225 06195-2323 4 (72)

HR 3215 sR 78.147 30
H 1543 S8.VAR 75.960 MR 2356 SBV15 79.771 30 15 Cnc 79.036 30HR 5Oj 5 33 Mon A 80.159 30 08069-2957 80.156 30

04444-0647 06240-0658 (73)
HR 3222 OC.IB 80.159 30

MR 1560 so 80.156 30 HR 2421 S8,AS 78.149 30 HD 68461
'YGem 76.0-76.9 8016008073-1649 (86)Eri 76.9-76.9 80.721 30 06 980.156 300

04470-0537 1. 06319H 31629 3R
HR 3;79 SB,5P 78. 149 30

HD 31855 SP 80.724 30 HD 48394 VIS 80.156 30 HD 70442 76.0-76.9 80.156 30 * -
J45 1024 BAL 1018 08169-:94b 3'

04540-4544 06381-0005
HD 70923 VIS 80.156 30

HR 1605 SP,SBVAR 79.771 30 HD 48953 OC,5P 76.86C 35 B 2527
eAur 76.0-76.0 80.156 30 -16 1273 03805-0049 87)
045484341 1. (61) 80.724 30 06410-1653 74 )

HR 33.. so 78.149 30

MR 1612 S3,VAR 80.724 30 HR 2506 So 76.860 35 23 Cnc A
rAur 76.0-76.0 80.726 30 18 Mon 78.149 30 0820°-271 (86)
04555-4056 1. 80.729 25 06426-0231 80.156 30

HP 331, 80.156 30
MR 1620 OC'HY 80.721 30 -32 1424 VI5 80. 15b 30 24 Cnc A
iTau COu 1552 08207-2452 89)
04571-2127 (62) 06460-3255 HR 335' 0(5S' 76.858 35 0

H CDc 76.923 35

MR 1637 SB 79.771 30 HR 2631 OC 80.159 3, 082591826 (90) 78.147 30

9 Aur 80.153 30 HD 52554 8.149 30

04588-5128 80.718 30 06566-1754 (75) 80 159 30

HR 33 n OC 80.159 30 _

HD 32656 OC 79.774 30 MR 2650 OC,5B 80.159 3C HR 72505 81

'26 0783 Ge A HO2

04597.2618 (63) 06582.2043 (76) 8'9

HO 14986 c 80. 159 (0 Hr 73660 OL 76.923 35
MR 1656 NSVIS 77.742 30 5.40 c 78.149 30

104 Tu 76.0-79.8 79.036 30 7 1518 0834472019

05015*1831 5. (64) 80.153 30 07060-1709 (77)
8072 30 155 OC 78.147 30 ")

80.726 30 HR 2763 N5,O,S8 80.159 3C 16 18278.14
80.729 30 54 Gem

HR 1660 O( 3S 80.721 30 07123-1643 (181 8313-IbO

105 Tau HR 3450 SBOC.Sp 78.147 30050192134 HR 2777 NSAC 78146 30 45 (nc 76.0-77.1 79.037 30074(Ge A 6.9-7'.; '9.036 3 4 (92) 80.156 30

MR 1698 SD 79.771 30 07142 "21c 7' I 9 80.159 30

Ori 76.0-77.1 80.153 30 80.729 3C HR 3462 78.147 30 %
05081*0245 2' HD 58061 16.86C 3' 6 (mc Aa 76.9-76.9 79.037 30

VY CM 08390'183. 1! (93)
HR 1788 SR 80.726 30 07189-2534
10ri Asb,c 76.0-79.8 MR 3510 oC 76.861 35
05194-0229 10 (66) 54 Cnc 76.923 35

08454-1543 (94) 80.159 30

. . ., . . . .' "



TASLt I (Continued)

M " R 3563 ViS769 . 60.156 30 Hit 429, 0>C,Ss? 80.1V 30 HRU4805 VA,575..?. 80:9154 30

2.O25 8 e 19-5630 7 (125) 81.467 30
008512-303? 2 (9V1 .0554-0409 12496

Hit 3626 so 80.154 30 MD 95,15 AS 79.359 31 HD -12515 SP 80.157 30
•61!32

75 Cn¢ $0.159 30 LA' 2.185 .2622-466;
0 90 29-2702 IC578"3634 "

H I 3627 OCVjSS8 79.037 30 MR 4365 so 76.,924 35 MR 4963 So? 76.040 33 i

WRK 16 76.3-78.1 60.156 30 '3 Iec 79.4-8c.2 81.473 30 0 ¢om 76.299 35

09036-2227 4. (96) :106".35.' 2 (113) 3 222

MR 3640 OC .IS S B 80.156 3C MR 4374 so 76.040 33 "R504 V: $ so. 159 30

WP.M 27 76.3-76.9 5STF 1523 8 77.4157 35 Fin 35' 76.37. 80.476 10 C
1709046-2224 3. (97) '...28 32C6 (.',4, 80.484 30 "3.24 0'09 9 1.26, 8C.482 30

MR 3690 58 8C. 156 3' MR 4315 SB,AS 16,041 3 3 B..473 3

38 Lyn STF '523 A 76.0-7l.: MR 5055 SB'AS 76.299 35
.09126-3713 (98) i:122-32-t 5"s 3: M 76.924 3S

13199-5527 11273 77.008 35
MR H 3782 OC 80.159 30 MR 44- DcSBI 0. 3' 78.I50 30 ,

.t Leo "9L 8C.476 30
09265-1144 099) :.:89"., so. 8.465 25 *

81 467 30 "
MR 380G 78.147 3C H 443' SB ?9.,32 Ill i
1" 0 LMi 76.9-76.9 79.037 30 C D 99967 6,

7 .
. 8014 F7 1 34 Ns 8C.157 30 4

."09281-365C 1- (100) 80.154 30 _125C-4-:2 3' CL 526
. 80.159 3c C134 08-,525

H . 3 v s 8G.1.56 30 -
MR 3805 so 8C..56 3C HU 1; 34 '6. 3-19. 4 8C. 4 8 5 30, HD 1209CI so 7.487 35 "
HD 82674 i1269"34 2" D. V~r 78 ..50 30i
09284-0645 13472-1813 80.159 30

pp 44"4 S8 7.08- 3- 8C.485 25
M. R 3815 NSSB7 75.963 33 'DL;I 9.351 3 c 81..473 3C"

', 11 LMl 76. 301 35 312 -2 . r0i 4 3
S09296-3616 (101) 76.923 35 4"2099 7t856 35

78.147 3G ; 49C se 15.90b 3J 3. 48
-L IMa 16.142 3p, 13O 47 680

ML R 3 8 2 7 s o 7 6 .8 5 8 3 5 3 8 -4 ' 6 .3 1 I s1 4 6 " 6 8"

10 Leo 76.924 35 MR53 8N5 .93
09319-0717 80.156 3 C H 454, S8 '5.963 33 853 6i.9. 6293

VLr? 0004 18 .B 0-" . 78.15C 30
MR 3852 S9.OC 78.147 30 V122r 8.936 '3499-1654 4"01979."360 30

• LeO A 76.9-76.9 80.159 30
09358-1021 1- (102) MP 455C 5S.VA8 903C 3 80.482 30 i I

H C3:9 81.4'1 30
"' D 83822 OC '6.861 35 : 415-362.

0 2. 0 2226 76.924 35 MR 5323 870. 15C 30
#-.09359 .01127 (103) 80.159 3C ip 45

p
s 58.OC 'S.D 7 30 14 Boo v6.3? 79. 36 C 3 0

I V:: -1 9. 362 3r 14C93- 2 4" BC. 154 30
MD 67473 VIS 80.156 30 112- 6 4 ~ A bc.159 3C 8026e.129 30
CCU 1569 80.476 30

"" 0000."41 M:) .05509 DC 80..15" K 0.482 30
-CC.29C2 8:.473 30

MR 3975 VI$,$BOC 76,861 35 :20 ,3-CE12
WRN is 76.3-76.4 78.147 30 HD 125229 58 80.154 30
10019-1715 2 (104) 79.037 30 F.D 106384 Oc 80.159 30 -5 , 1 499

80.159 30 -C435 4' 295I

°% HD 08230 ASNS 76.042 38 10102 19

GRB 1618 80.159 30 HR 4668 SB,VAR 78. 150 30 MS 5 1 58T AR 7.487 305.

k', 1001-4957 HD 106760 76.0-l'.. 79.360 30 IV;-,1 ,23 0482
I so.233 1" 0.54 30 14 3 -81 2 ) 80.W 2

HD 88923 SP 80.159 30 80.159 3Q MD 126269-0 SP B: .4"- 30 "
-46 1609 So.482 30 .16 2642 81.2-8L.5
1 0103-4556 81 .467 30 ' 4194 -164 4 2 ( 129)

•.MR 4055 Vis 79.037 30 MR 4680 SPSB 80.157 30 HR 5435 58 79. 037 3C
"RST 3608 HD 107054-2 80.482 30 'Y Boo 'S.4-19.5 80.156 30 ''

10144-1202 12,35-3048 81.467 30 14280-3845 9 (1i30 80.476 3C .

MR 4101 SD 79. 362 3C HR 4695 XC.S51 78.150 30 8 1.4 030
45 Leo 80.159 30 .6 V- 79. 359 30 81 .473 30 "

"'.10224-1016 (105) 42153-C352 1: 80.157 30""

"80.4?9 30 HR 5412 WS,S 8C.16C 30
,"MR 4132 SB 79.037 30 11HD 129132 16.1-E4.5 80.485 25

HD 91312 76.0-77.1 80.156 30 MR 4'C' SB ?486 35 145*24 1 !
10274-4056 4. (106) 12 Co 76.0-'9. S 79. 3 59 3 0 4522

12175-2624 5. (_2'. 80,154 30 MR 5475 HY.SB 76.299835i
""MR 4201 OC'.SB 79.W3 30 80. 159 30 W, Boo ,
•.36 SFE 79.362 30 14360"1651 (1321

1 0400-0301 (107) 80 .157 30 MR 4719 VIsBs 80 .1 30,
NO H 10800 8 1,.467 30 HR 5487 58 77 .467 35

MR 4249 so 79.037 30 12194-260e (.22 4 V'r 76.3-77.1
HD 94363 80.159 30 14378-0513 4-

.,10403-0143 (108) HR 4785 SB.VAR 78.150 30

0 CVn 76 .0-'9 .5 80.159 30 MR 5506 $8 79. 53230
RR 42S3 VI SS? 79.037 30 12290-4.54 8 (2 3 80.479 30 36 Boo A 80 . 54 30 e
me l&l 5 1.i79.4 0.5 3081:67 014406-2730 [13 3 81.470 30 e
10406-0135 3- 1109) 81 .4,3 30_

HD9SI 0.5 3 R 86 B78.15HR 5531 GC ,SB 79. 517 30
HD9415 Oc 80170H 86 58 1 30 a' Lib 80.485 25

-: 06 2368 80.485 25 MD 112048 80.,54 10 14453-1539
'10496-0623 (110) 12485-0341 80.1519 )c

8C.479 10 HR 5538 SB 19.166 57

R l D 9 4 7 3 s O c 8 0 .1 5 7 3 0 3 9 B o o
-01 2502 HR 49C. O<:7936 30 14463"4908 (134)

12492-C90C 5" ti24'
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TABLE I (Continued) 4.

H4 554 4 MS 76.299 35 HR 6046 VI$,SB 76.457 35 HR 6497 SP 77.481 35
I Boo A WRH 21 76.3-79.5 77.487 35 MD 157978 76.3-79.5 77.457 35
14468-1931 (135) 16082"3641 3" (144) 78.617 30 1'215"0741 3* (156) 77.735 30

79.360 30 78..50 30
Hi 5544 3SAS 76.040 33 79.363 30 78.538 30
f boo 5 76.0-81.3 76.299 35 79.529 30 78.6'5 30 -A
14468-1931 5* (136, 78.150 30 80.157 30 78.6:' 30 .1

79.360 30 80.160 30 79.363 30
81.468 30 80.725 30 79.532 30

81.473 30 80.4-' 30
HR 5553 SBHy 79.532 30 80.485 25
GL 567 79.5-79.5 80.485 35 HR 6053 OC 80.485 30 80.'20 30 -"

14488-1933 1. 81.470 30 HD 145997 81,4'0 30 80.7:3 30
16089-1817 145) 80.725 30

HR 5568 HSSD 76.299 35 81.468 30
RID 131977 HR 6064 N 80.15' 30 81.1- 30
14517-2059 a137) 0 CrBB 8.4-81.4 80.:60 30

16109"3407 1- 146, 8C.4'S 3 HF o524 VIS.SB 80.4'' 30 *

MR 5633 VIS.SB 80.157 30 80-'25 30 HO .5683- 76.5-I.5 BC.':3 30
RD 134064 76.0-79.5 80.479 30 91.468 30 :'pb4"C248 6- (15', 8-.468 30
15028-1850 9- (138) 81.470 30 A43 30 80.0 30

HD 134700 OC 81.470 30 HR 6103 HY HAM6588 VIs08 78. 47 30
-15 4 Her 75.6-79.5 78 538 30-t 04 CrB l-366-4604 4 1158) 78.6.9 30
15062-1547 (139) 16182-3108 78.65 30

78.6C 30
HD 135204 NS 77.481 35 HR 6117 VAR '5 '6. - 5 80.-60 30
-00 2944 76.3-79.4 80.160 30 wHer 80.1'2 30
15088-0058 4. 140) 80.476 30 16208-1416 iC4' 80.4 30

81.468 30 81.468 30
81.470 30 HR 6129 V:S.SB '9.3. 30 81.4'1 30

u Oph 81.4,3 30
HR 5676 SDI 77.48' 35 16224-0809 0148)
IBoo HR 6661 S8,VAR 80.-'25 30

15103-2932 HR 6148 58 .Y 0h
OHer 1, . I'00

HD 135774-5 SP 80.15- 30 16259-2142 0 114q 1.4 Z5
"10 2818 80.476 30 0' HZ 163640 78.6. 30"
15118-1005 81.468 30 8 3500 79.4-8-.5

"520-1821 5
HR 5723 5B 79.360 30
C Lib 76.3-76.5 80.16C 30 HR 6692 OC 77.4S' 35
15188-0958 3 HR 6168 5P 0 ,63685 80.482 30

a Her 72.3- 523-2845 (159)
HR 5774 VISSB? 77.481 35 16309-4239 24 15,,
P, 3oo 75.6-81.5 78.147 30 HR 6697 SB 79.529 30
15282.4114 8 (1413 78.614 30 HO 150365 O 60.48 33 HO 163840 76.3-81 . 80.4- 30

-17 4616 530-2400 12 1(60) 8C.4-9 30
HR 5834 13 76.296 35 16355-1752 .15 80.482 30' CrB 80.405 25

15356-3658 (1423 HR 6237 $8 850 8C.'21 30
HD 151613 76.3-8.. 9 ,.61 3

HD 139691 VIS 80.154 30 16434-5658 5 352, 2 HR 6'29 SB' 77.487 35
WAR 1 CE 78.1-78.1 80.160 30 5.4e- 25 95 Her B 80.482 30 "
15343.3624 1" (143) 8 . 1 5 3-2136

HD 140671 VIS 80.482 30 HR 6243 SB .;c HR 6734 45.SB 80.4'' 30
S2367 20 Oph 76.3-'6.5 '9.5f 30 Oph A
15398-2226 16443-1036 2- 8 .;1 30 1576-0811 161)

MR 5868 SB 77.481 35 HR 6315 SB.VAR '7.8' 3 HR 6771 VIS 80.4"' 30
A Ser 76.3-76.5 78.147 30 19 Dre 76. 3-6.3 78.6.- 30 '2 ph '9.4-79.4 80.':' 30
15416.0740 3- 79.360 30 16555.6517 2' 80.060 30 08026-0933 i (062) 81.468 30

79.529 30 60.4". 30
80.160 30 HD 154225 SP 80.157 30 81.'00 30 6'

80.477 30 '40 3090 80.479 30 .8
80.485 25 16590-4013 80.482 30 HR 6775 NSAS 77.481 35
81.470 30 80.485 25 99 Her 75.7-76.5 '9.363 30 -,
81.473 30 80.723 30 18032-3033 5- (163) 79.529 30

8C.4'7 30

MR 914 VAR 76.299 35 HR 6388 SB 77.487 35 810.425 30
I. Her 8D 155410 80.5-80.5 '8.6i5 30 1.,6
IS493-4244 17063-4054 ( (153) 79.363 30 81.4 . 30

79.529 30

MR 5954 S8 77.481 35 80.05' 30 HR 682 OC,SB.VAB 8C.48. 30 -
49 Lib 76.3-76.5 79.360 30 80.47' 30 H Sqr H '8.-78.'

15547-1614 3 80.485 25 t1641
81.468 30

343 5982 76.299 35 C1.470 30 HR 6902 SP 78.b.5 30
u Nor 8,.4. 3 3C HO 169689 79.363 30
15597-4619 08208-759 8C.4" 30 16

HD 156026 76.299 35 8C. '20 30
MR 5983 53 77.487 35 -26 12036 80.468 30
H3 144208 76.3-79.5 78.150 30 17100-2625 81.69a 30
15597-3654 2" 78.611 30

79,529 30 HR 6410 SR BC 4" " 3, HR 6988 Ocx,S 80.48; 30
80.160 30 6 Her 78.4-79.5 80.4'q 30 HD 171856
80.477 30 17109-245' 2 11S4, 80.482 10 18319-2129 (165)
80.725 30 8C '20 J0
81.470 30 H 4"3 ' HD 172806 SP 80.482 37

81.473 30 9 G 3 3777

H88 6005 53 77.48' 35 HR 6469 sB 8'2 3 10 ;83!'356
KDO144889 80.47' 30 HD 15'482 80.58. .5 80".2 3 H I'2865 VIS 80.479 30
16030.2205 81.470 30 i71854004 6 17 -30 32'l 77.5-79.4 80.71 10

81.4'7 30 .5'4 1 1 (166) 80. '26 30
81.468 30

N 6023 SB.VAR 16.299 35 81.698 I
* Her
16056.451 2

U
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TABLE I (Continued)

76 '06. SB 78.615 30 HP 371 AS.VAR 18.618 30 HR 7614 SB 80.482 30

8St 76.3-79.5 79.363 30 6 Aq. Aa 76.4-61.4 80.477 30 61 Sgr
18419-040 i (167) 80.720 30 19205-025, 4 (180) 80.480 30 9523-1545

81.471 30 80.485 25
81.703 30 80.720 30 HR 7635 HY 80.728 30

81.474 30 'y Sge
HD 174C.t-. - OP 80.482 30 19533 1913

"61 173 HR 7405 SR8 80.'28 7c
18433-6.5, a V u1 HR '653 SB,VAR 76.668 35

19245.2428 NT Vul 76.4-76.4 77.487 35

MR 707 C.VAR 80.482 30 19570-2729 1. 78.618 30

H 1741:0 80.723 30 HR 7418 8.48 ,t 79.529 30

i.8437-91 1168) 81.471 30 0' Cyg 81.474 3( 79.773 30

19267-2745 181) 80.480 30
HR 708 SB 76.668 35 80.728 30

*D 174208 77.482 35 HD 184360 VIS 77.482 35 81.468 30
8443-0.'2 (169) 80.482 30 *20 4179 80.482 30 81.474 30

81.473 30 19289-2012 (182)81.703 30

HR 713, SR 77.487 35 HR 7441 SVIS 76.449 35 HR 7658 OC,S0 8.703 30

:13 He, A '9.0 '9.5 77.733 35 Cy
9  

76.3-81.7 36,664 35 HD 290009
2552'S-Zr> ." ,I ( 77.736 70 9309"2915 1? (183) 80.48030 19578-2253

78.538 30 80.482 30
r. 79.532 30 80.713 30 HR 7678 S,VAR 77.487 35

80.720 30 80.726 10 HD 190603 78.615 30

80.726 25 20007-3156 (192) 79.530 30

81.468 30 HR 7466 VI 76.668 35 79.773 30
81.698 30 WRH 23 Aa 76.5-79.8 80.480 3Q 80.480 30

80.1 301
19332-2907 4 (184) 81.468 30 8.468 30

MR 7135 SR 76.668 35 81.700 30 81.703 30
MD 1755:5 77.482 35 81.703 30
18506-021 79.363 30 HR 7476 OCVAR 80.723 30

80.482 30 54 Sgr A HD 190916 SB 77.48 35

80.720 30 19350-2631 (85) ;35 3953 79.532 30

81.473 30 20022"3530 (193) 80.480 30
8 1.698 30 HR 7478 S 81.468 30 83.46 30

0 Cyg 76.3-81.7 1 .03 30
M4 7155 .c 78.538 30 19354-2955 !4 (186) H0 191566-7 P 8.485 30

*D 1758D
HR 7479 80.728 3035 3994 80.723 30
a Sqe 20055-3511 (194)

(4 7164 .X0 81.703 30 19356-1747 (187)
RD 176::) HD 191766 SP 81.703 30
:8536 .54. HR 7488 80.728 30 '29 3926

S- Sge 20065-2959
HR 716' SB.VAR 80.725 30 19366-1715 (188)

-
T  

FF Aql HR 7735 SB,VISAS 76.668 35
38538-114 (:72) HD 186745-6 5P,58 80.48230 31Cyq 76.4-81.5 80.723 30

*23 3760 81.700 30 20105-4626 9 (195) 81.474 30
o9412-2342

HR 7176 58 76.668 35 HR 7751 S3,VAR 77.487 35
f AqI A 77.482 35 HR 7536 S8RVAR 76.668 35 32 Cy9 76.5-79.5 78.538 30
.8551-145t 00.SB 79.363 30 6 S

e  
75.6-81.5 80.482 30 20124-4724 2- (196) 78.610 30

80.720 30 19429-1817 14 (189) 80.717 30 79.773 30
81.473 30 80.728 25 80.480 30

8 0.723 30
HR 7195 00 78.538 30 80.726 30HD 704 8 0HD 187299 SB 78.615 30 80.326 25
HG 176704 81.70330 '243889 80.717 30 81.468 30

. 18563-2459 (173) 19442+2446 81.468 30 81.703 30

R H 7205 0C 80.723 30 HR 7546 VIS 80.717 30 HR 7770 S8 76.668 35 1.
KD 176903 AGC 11 AD 75.6-81.7 35 Cyg 77.487 35
8572-1920 (174) 19445-1853 15 (190) 20148-3440 79.773 30

80.480 30
iMR 7209 VISS8',HY 80.723 30 MR 7573 SP 76.668 35 80.713 30
14 Aql 77 .578.7 81.47330 HD 187982 76.4-76.4 77.482 35 81.468 30
18576-035: 3 (15) 19478*2444 1. 78.615 30 81.703 30

340 176973 81.473 30 79.529 30
80.482 30 HD 193410-1 SP 81.698 30-18 3921 78.6-78.6 80.726 30 '29 3989

:8536.185' 1 (176) 81.468 30 20151.2911 "(
3-0 17829: o 81.703 30 81.700 30 35MR 7774 S9,VAR 76.668 35

-19 53:" HR 7574 SEVAR 77.487 35 HD 193472 78.615 30 4
: .9029-19C' 9 S9 78.615 30 20153-1314 79.530 30

SR 7261 viI 81.473 30 19479-1825 81.468 30 79.773 30
81.474 30 80.480 30__ 3M 178550 76.3-81.4 80.723 30

:9039-195 5 (177) a1.7 7
HD 188262-3 SP 80.482 30 81.41 30

4D 17943-4 SP 80.720 30 .16 4053-3 3"01480 19492-1631 HP 7775 Oc 70.535830
-3' 33 81.468 30 HD 193452 80.485 30
.9263-3"3P 81.697 30 20152-1506 (197) 80.723 30 -HR 3599 VIS 38.618 30

HP '333 08 76.668 35 HD 188405 80.5-81.5 HD 194121 Oc 80.482 30
.e Aql 78.7-79.5 80.723 30 19500-000 3 (191) -14 5734
:9:52-053t 2- (178) 81.471 30 20186-1426 (198)

HD 188507 SB 76.668 35
Ka 7342 OC.S2.VAR 76.668 35 *22 3854 77.487 35 HR 7806 80.728 30
w Sqr 79.532 30 19504-2210 80.480 30 39 Cyg
1060-,6'4 (179) 81.468 30 20199-3152

81.703 30
K- :8":: P SP 80.482 30 HD 194558 VIS 80.723 30

-' -. 4:82 HR 7609 SB.VAR 80.725 30 .39 4172 79.8-79.8
S6"2 S$e 20212-3950 1- (199)
19515-1622

HD 188827 O0 81.703 30

-15 5513
19519-1543
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HR 1850 SoB . 77.4687 35 HD 201270-1 SP 80.483 30 MR 8383 5B.AS.VAR 77.487 35
C ep 6.3-76. 78.618 30 45 34 0 81.703 30 v Cep 75.7-79.5 79.773 J0

12!29"6239 7* 9.773 30 21.1334516 21538-6309 6- (221) 80.720 30 "

8 0 4 8 0 3 0 
#

80.723 30 MR oils so 76-858 35 HR 8454 80.729 30

f Cy 9 77.407 35 N' Peg

WR 7852 so 80. 728 30 21087,2949 79.530 30 22055-3241

e De 1 
79. 773 30

n0284-1058 80.483, 30 MR 8465 Sa 80.729 30
w80.20 30 Cep

Ir. I81 SBV 80-72a 30 80. 726 30 22074"5743 f222)

207!6-1420 MR 8116 VIS.SB 77 .635 67 HD 210B45 Oc 80.483 30

HD 20112S '58. -12 6209

MR 7895 SP,SB 80.723 30 2.088"15 34 i 3 1 209! 22001-1225 f223)

HD ',96753-4 .

2 342-232C HR 8.23 NS. SB.V: S PC .728 3C HR 8494 S8.VAR 80. 729 30-.

6 Eq f558. Cep

77 302211 -563

'R 1921 SP 80 .4773 21096"093b ,3C 21453
49 Cyg A H9RK-F9A5 80N8I 30
2R3'3'35 5 .203 80.717 30 HR 8133 SS8Sp 7..53. 3A SV 8498 80.719 30

810 68 30 a equ 'b.4-6.' 78.79 3 7 1-3
8.774 30 2108"04P5 4" 16

I  
80.'20 38 221)168

3
0.720

81.698 30 81.47 30 0'3

81.03 3 HR 858 Sb 78.65 30
HS0,22AR 80,.28 30 7Aqr A.2 79.N

De; HD 202466 13 209) 2201516 2202 .180.,

2. .3 8-1443 D 24 28.6-78.6 81.701 30

21109-0938 2. 212)

HR 79 0 80.483 30 HR 8540 DC 81.701 30

13 5690 
MR 8137 OC. 5BI 78.615 30 HO 2 a2320

'2464610 320 Cap 80.483 30 2

-4 ,1 1 8481 6 8 ,21123-1824 f; 1I, 80 723 30 H 8B , q 3

D 9848:.699 30 HR 91'9 O 80.729 30

0 4 !6 6 H 14C B 14 1 S b 8 5 .- 2 3 [ c 0 _

H0291152 a .y
9  

50 4' 'S.44"
21135"3859

HR 7939 SB 79.530 30 H 854i 80. 29 30"

20 V 7023 '0 24 H80'89 30 87.893

204058045 ' 81.47 30 U Cy
9  

22260-4058 8
8 ', 474 3C 211 38 -34 29 , 4

81698 3C 3P 8e3q so 80.7129 30

H2 42'969 K-5 0.4'2 3- 
80.a20 30

HR 7942 8 .28 30 WRH Z 0 2262"4

20415-3021 21.
l  

HP 85802 $8 76,859 3 5

H A8 V: S HR 8' R . 8VAR .98 35 HD 2.3408 79.773 30

HR 7948 SB 8C33'28 3C2! 83.34 Cyq b.984.4 3'2680.8 76 80.485 30

80.283020054 9 42 22464 84 3 10 80.717 30
8446 10 8.20 30

234203 2 9c70 .'2 3.

HR 7949 SB " '3 3c 81-' 3 3"17 1 3

e Cy 9 
A H3 HR 8o3 $ 8.'29 30 HD 24608 V0S 80.485 30

20422-3336 ' , 8C .480 ' 3 P.9 "4 3 ' !60 1 8.6-81 .5 80 .4 85 30

8C '28 3C 211'5"1923 22344 43,17 1 (2 25% 80.723 10

4 79 0 B 8 4 1 3CHD 204971 Oc 81. 701 )0 MR 8629 Oc .,V; S 80.485 30

e8 7950 08 80.480 30 -02 6026 K-. 004 76.6-81.7 80.726 30

•.eqr 21269-1243 22356-0404 11 f226)

22423-0952
HR 8242 SP 80.483 3C HR 832 MY 80.729 30

HD 09628' T' 80.48
C 

3: HO 2000045 80.'20 30 . .ac
"38 4235 8.t 9 4 81:. 20 30 28291-52; 22361"4345

2C442"385s . 204

HR 8264 SB.c 76.859 35 HR 8650 B 80.485 25

MR 797) 08.VA 77.487 35 Aqr 75.7-78.' 78.615 30 17 eg 70.8-80.5 80.718 30
55 Cyg A '8.615 30 21324-08018 4 f20') 79.773 30 22383-2942 12 (227) 80.720 30

204554545 f205) 79.532 30 80.485 30 81.474 30

'9.773 30 80. 78 30
90.480 30 HR 8665 08 80.729 30

0.7 1 3 HR 82'9 8.VAR '7.48' 35 Peq A
81.471 30 0Cep 8 .483 30 2241'-1139

20352-6039 80.'20 30
HA 800 S8HVAO 1.471 30 HD 215708 CC 79.773 30

8W Vul 81.698 30 HR 8295 Dc 80.'03 30 -03 5505 80.723 30
0501-209 44 Car 22420-0314 1228)

m,"21 31t,- 4c.,

fD 1993 8 9 sP 81.'03 10 HR 8684 80.'29 30

8 14 448 H 8308 I.s 80. 26 25 3 e q

,2057"14b Peg .,40'2414

RD 199)94 80.'26 30 ,: 2-. 4) OH 80.483 30
. 45 332' H2 208.' , 4H . , 80. '20 3C"

205 7,4648 4 
5
R0' .8C. .009 90.23 36

8HR 803 B 0.4'' 1R 90 0P.S 81.474 30

MD 20245 6 6 I6., HP - < r .W .az 81.698 30

9 20570 280' 2rt' 9 P,41  
2 22 4809

98.1 8 4 O 80. '20 30
HD 2? HO8 , P H; 2093 ,',,$ .oo 03

20583 2 20647' 0
HR 845 VAR R 80.'29 30

HR 8; oS . HR 8305 ' 0 77V487 So 8 2 30

p 3' ' 5 F. 5 "6,6-81.7 '8.608 30 ,

2058' 2015 4 20' 2042 004 4 (220' RO.'23 30 O0'4'271 ''2 0

MR 8086 VAR '5.'18 H 9D 20820) SP 90.483 10 HR P'0 O02

60 Cy'4  a 'HD4 5 S0 48) 2j2'

"%' 2.24"38L 4 . '9.5 303 2049R"%11, 23122-2456
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. TABLE I (Continued) NOTES TO TABLE I

HR 8832 AS,VAR 76.857 35 1) ADS 548A.
HI 219134 76.9-76.9 76.860 35
23085-S637 1. 70.615 30 2, This syste has been only emrginally resolved over 2 years

79.773 30 of spcOle intertero etry. The last resolved measuresments

ao.718 30 in 1980.5 and 80.7 gave separations of 0".037 and 0'.045,
80.723 30 respectively.

HD 219512 SP 80.718 30 3' ADS 721A.

v34 488o3 80.723 30
23112.3451 4) ADS 949A.

HR 8$858 C,S? 81.701 32 5' The BSC notes that this oblect is probably single. S

02 Aqr
23127-0944 ,6 ADS 995A.

MR 8879 OC 81.701 32 . Component A of a wide visual double is a spectroscopic

H. 220035 brary of period 4.5 years. The pair was resolved once

23155-0627 by hoeh. , et l l9'91. .ith a separation of 0".055.

HR 8880 VAR,S8 80.729 3C 8 ADS 25C7'. Pieiades member."" • Peg
231572312 9) ADS 15CA. Pleiades member.

HR 8893 VIS 8C.'28 32 .. .,cc .tato.r measurenents give a vector separation 0".01.
66 Peg 76.9-79.8 80.23 32
23180-1146 4- (232) 81.698 3C ,i ' ADS :630A.

HR 8905 HY &C.029 3C .2 A visual occultation neasure.ent gave a vector separation

U Peg o 0. ' 4. "
23204-2251

13) Ar occultation ir 1973.0 gave a vector separation - 0'.030

HD 221600 OC 82.703 30 fcr this pa:r tevans 1982).

-05 6011
23283-0457 '14, T,:s o''ect was resolved ln 1982.7 at 0'.056, a separation

c C'.C12 is predicted by spectroscopic analysis.

HR 8940 SPVAR 78.625 32
71 Peg 76.9-76.9 79.530 30 :5 T I BSC notes a compas.ior at 2" separation, with AM 5.
23285.2157 2" 80.718 3

80.723 30 It, The system closed from 0".C76 in 1979.8 to 0'.032 in 80.7,
81.698 30 ohen reopened to 2 .096 ty 81.5. An occultation in 1977.7

gave a vector separation of C".0213 (Evans 1982).

HD 221914 AS 76.857 35
.17 4946 ,' 3ADS 2062A was found by ocoultat:on to be triple. with Us
23310 1753 o .0>06 and 2.2. and A's of C.8 and 1.8. respectively.

We have observed h;s system for more than 5 years; it was

HR 8954 OCSB '6.85' 35 -resolved rom :976.c to 197-.1.
16 Pat 76.922 3"
23313-0133 233: 78.539 3C :t, ADS 20PO0 X . P -- v a separation of 2*.8 and a am

8.615 32 71 2.', so would be extremely d;IL ,: to observe by the

79.'73 3' speckle technique.
82.715 3C
82,7CI 3L 1q Dcu:at;or vector separation - 0".05; member of Hyades

moving groJi and spectroscopic binary of period 3.3 years.
HR 8961 S8,VAh h8.539 32
0 And 76.9-76.9 '8615 32 2C Tr..s probable Hyades member was observed in a 1968.6

23327-4555 3- '9.530 32 cci..tatcr to have a vector separation of 0".2.
'9. 1'0 3C
82. o3 C . 7. Th.s eccentric, highly ioo2ined system (e • 0.73, i - 95o)

has a period - 4.15 years and is only resolvable over part
HD 22361' 80.72b 3 of its ortit. The pa:r was resolved as late as 1978.6,
"01 4786 but unresolved in ]979.8.
23460*014.

'22 Th:s 14.6-year spectroscopic binary (e . 0.72, i - 88"
HR 9038 NS,SB '9.7'3 3.: os resolved by Labeyrie et al (1974) at 0=.193 in 1973.8,
HO 223;78 8C.723 3G but rapidly closed to under 0.033 by 76.0. It was again
234 6.7459 (2341 resolved in 77.7 and has increased in separation to 0°.216

R s7.1 3at its last observation.HR 90'1 SP,SR 79.615 32

o CaS B '9.773 32 (23) Algol. Sonnesu's (1979) orbit predicts separations of
23539"5512 (235, 8G.7.8 32 C".04, and 0'.042 at .hese two respective dates.

HD 224661 OC 81.703 12 (24; A visual occultation in 1975.59 gave a vector separation
-06 6335 of C'.03.
23545-062?

'25) ADS 2368.

HD 224945 DC 81.7C3 32
-03 5750 26) Short period spectroscopic triple system.
23569-0319An- 27J ADS 2552k: vector separation - 0-.010 in 1973.0 (Evans

2982,.

28, This 2.63-year period spectroscopic binary has a vector

Binary star identification codes are as o.ows: separation of 0".011.

AS - astrometric bipary (29, A 1977.2 occultatior gave a vector separation of 0".035
HT - Hyades member and known or suspeted t.rary (Evans 1982).
,S - nearby star

'' OC = occultation binary '32, Tis 2.5-year astromstric binary ea resolved in 1975.6
OL * overluminous star ( a - 0'.08). but has been unresolved since that time.
S * spectroscopitc bnary or variable radio. velocity Speckle observations are incompatible with the astrometric

aP spectru binary orbit of var do remp (1974) and probably roer to a 3rd
VAR - star of variable vagntude omponer of the System.

. VlS - visual binary
S31 ADS 2661A. The vector separation in a 1977.1 visal

occultation as 0.3,

132, Pleiades member; vector separation * 0'.0062.

P. 33) Electra. This Pleiades member had a vector separation of

2>.01C and A Am of 3.4 iv 1972 (Evans 1982).

xx
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(14) Plesiades a.lbt. (71) ADS 5012A.

(I) ?fh specttOSoptC Pari.d for this Pleiades binary is 3.59 172) This pair Fas resolved Ifte 1976.9 to 781. brt uIrasolved

yearS; otor s.pa-a- ti 1969 v" 0".010 (Evans 1982). in 19 79.8

fb1 Pleiades flter: -ct-t SepartiOn C',C.}/ (73) ADS 5107A.

(74) Vector spaoton is 0 .S.

(75) A grasing visual orcoItaton gave a vector separation of
I') Pecadeter a u.5.a occd.arcvr I tve ec o r 0".020 in 195.8

separatior o :7

* lc A '. t ov:..ar ion gavecovectror separar c o ".299 (76) A visual o: tat on - 1973,9 gane a vector sepsration of
Evans 1951' 0,1.

1 9. vector sparat-ons o! C') C' A":' and ('.CCX acre 7. . 1ra7ing :s.a occvtf omn in 19".3 yielded a vector
* enasured cc .9'l.b. '1 7 sod '2 2 respeor cce~y bisons separarcon :7.?'0

- -.951 .9'.

'A- ADS h9giA s a- ocri.aicn double,. .th separation 0'.045

0) PIeades s.aer; v..av;e' r9'.3.

79. ADS 9983A a A.1-yot spectrcscopic binary, s yet

c.l cntor separation ' . 2"9) in 19t1. Evas .98.". Jvrenc~vcd 77 spense .nrerferoery. Ocoltasion data
nave cart hoe, Quest 0' etc the 55 character of this pair.

142) The A coxpenent of ADS :96 vas nesced once in :98.. 1
.

o i

sitS pa 0"71. &cI t or measureetts trade .9'7.C 8! 3 This pais *an nrgina..- resolved C0'.C38, in 1908. and

(Evans 1982) ooiob:e to ;.ve a s.para con p : 0",,3. nresI'ved - 79.

-'% '43' ADS 2999A. saae Ai Vectc: separ;cr - C' .3 1i' . !nOm a grazing visual
N% cco.tat or 1

44) ADS 106A_ Agra- ss ccatc -A'? ava
* vector separtion :7 C' C) 'nept~narc s' 4 7cr I82' ADS b2EA.

* '% the visU4a AS pat

'45) Separatioe ced c8' o -Aiisu uc :satcon r 1955.2 gave a vector separation of

aasira$sants by Eva'S .382 act 0.3cr and Ic '.382
184) A visa l. occ,tanion *n 1974.9 gave a vector separation of

'46 ADS 3C'lA 5$ a C.8-year sctrsscnc; c.'any c! nepratcr . 2
:2.39, sct atr joes.ec ti s;er .c .. trrerryer:(.

'85c Vector sepanation C'.C. from a isual occultation
4t1 ADS 1293C. measunement in 1971.).

4l 8ectot sepa .'- 0. 'b Suspc!ed cc,•.ativ d-uble, of vector separation 0.01_1

(White .go
49, he pr-ear? s a" c'rc.a or Vt-b-c :7 separat.- '.C4

and Acim.9 8' B 25.7. Frnser measvres from i951 to 1959 aere all less

tan C'.1 !:7c-i"s pa.r.

Separationr of 2 86, ADS r:5A

I Ae.'S.) v-a. ocr-tar -c' Save aIIeI.'t car'.o7 ADS n8.:

%2 1 ADcoc: sepa.ac, ftoe avua: ccuitatcon of this pair

" eer: separa9CS.s tin ." .
55 i ertot set pa-r. 7 .

9i etrr. -'1922' suspected this object to be double in his

c vectot sa tv.C '" 224 ," .4'S ,(Evans ,g; .ntentenoeetr.r observatcvns vvth the Mt. Wilson 100-inch 3
* 5' ihis pait - neso. 'a' -' 6 HA -0;. vqec 5:4 eco epatar7 -

-98.
97' ADS .2'. 7rc OS nctes tsar this object is a rapidly

moc; .ray tegerty unre so vd.

oclIo sesre'5t Ev's- -nd EVja1 :092
Peterson et a. (298 a-V Evas '982 ,96 T.5 Pa- -as vescved by Finser a eyepiece interfero-'treretr .' 955 rinser 28''). Visual occultation measure-

-91 ADS )2e4a ne-Os give avornor separation of o'.:.

a '4 nertt sePara' on-' 5- 91 J..reo.vd by EFosen I :9'''o - 954 .3 '9 0'108)

'41' ADS 65A is ;yar Se. a An a 0'.14. 98 ADS -29.A .s a spectroscrpic binary,. vhrs 4a a sl

pa r O p- 2'
" 

'. A naher largee of 2,1 sagnitudes512 A visa, ccz.'atc:' ;ave a ve-cnot seyanat.r¢ 0rtraces to;s al e pact V*.7tfccl' O rbserve. hoverr

i 56.
ISA '. t IF-Ct1 ' 'v.1.-se paa :'[Dr-'[ 11th , I'Ll 2Evans 24821. chilea-

- ) Vector separr 0'o -. .o . 'CYe1.0h <F ann 1992 ' - ;taa..( , .s~al ocrn.'ar .- o' ;9'S" .' e.

64 ADS 1'-l 7. "es V -ot-Icy n -
1 9
'0 - gt4 cot-ectural'

ovrcis pte ict that t.s Iiarr s.ov d be CaSi:( resoed. .2 D.pl,-; 'ca s.Ipvrtad by vent.> cn 1922. bt - as yer
ulson 19(4- deterav-ed a separarcor of 0".C9 in 29)8.9 unr-frteV nr porte -rat) etceetry '

,55 Vil~cc oc-cltat sor *.as$rcet~ts gcoe a vector separttc- .1.o, Au"6. i-

'5 A-t e-. ... 5. ai, -pt.,~c p,;ic AMnt ada co~ati.f and occ_- 1;-*

'44J ADS IO0A is a tplo $y$te. .tasl ved oat most (7 .t5 V s.c rO ver sepatt on C'pCC .up"r _ psis'.
* .2-yaar O v]?rbit It sas last teso Ivod .' '9'9.8 - ' a -spa e

, 

to Werr - - :012i''
D.2CYaCt.' d-1t .'

a, 4' this ob:ect is a susected '.sa. t'n.re :t se arae-- -- - - - - - - - --

C'- TheID nvtak.nscn. ~o'eorse' *ar c- . e e-tsa.

t~sropored dupi.' , .' 1 1~ee 's-a a -e . I, I rut rescled by cc

58 'no real It yof th;cs c" la r-: t 9t'e 55 ~ -' '.e e c sc- 94 SC 1. 0' 29'. A'

sapra rWs' r 4

* ~ ~ of I 1 5 meade.ai ;crtaest co '

a Sum~~D-ac) Tttt srtp.r-slr: t. '
i te

2 9
'- g

U
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(109. rho IDS lists a single obneruat Lor of this ub)ect. made in 1145) Av usa0cut o ic 1977.6 q-sector Sepr-t-i of
1843.wic foun.!*,d a seaato ofO4 The obfecf as (03
atr ob -we to he Isinl y Burham.

:III 41 1".0: in !91 .1 
1 6 . ADS 9979 .

Vaota p. , ,:,:187 ) ADS 10054A6.

OefcSp ratr 0'>0120i .9'4.4 (Ecn 1 982).
(112 A nimas 1ocultatig qr ave a -etrcr separatior of 0'.1 ic RT119 7.

1~ 09115 ThTpaLsrsed cowed to1ne

This P :1 we. - ,_I~e at c- ots I'L19. . and , 0"opened 4 tac u to h> 1 Sc ' Ir U , S.

. If A osua ooltat in 97. oo.na byc rot seprai ofa14 ADS 8319B.s a 0 . 1 e ' . -eP ., .0T.0Sh

116 octrehera'o b- -(>01 .u * * tSO ThC pai tas dbpe acu 4 and lcad bc miit of ew l.

11'>ADS8198 Ts 105nots rhr ce or~r p1ca1l Arl i-as resollad o in191 5 and e 81-.ot. siol-ii onf63

I~~~~~38ya peio spctoco) orSS 1crA,; thi system.sp-trcpl irrit 0

118 Vectnir Separatin or. 0.014 ,.9C . 2 Ti ry tIS
117 AS 6:8 Th I.5'c. t~-ii.--rit bblyhihl Tis system.wa mrially UeSe int 1905. 76

(119) hector sepa-ati:or frmaC! .cc.ra~nr17. a

0.1. ( 154) ADS 10424 -as reocdr 1978.4, Sir urrewulued Sy 79.5.

120) $Isa occitror ganverr set. parator of 0'.6 fcr 155) This Sys ten underwent a large charge in ang le between the
thi Pair years 1980.5 08* 85?7 p 4 . 120 and 815(813l

P. 0 .065). and nay have gore through closest apyroa.ch a
1;211 ADS 8930A is a .1-year SS and menber of the Coma cluster, thi time.

* 122' ADS 8119A 1 .561 Spectroscopic tryple sysnem. atn 1.2-year and 3. 76-day
period s.

1 23 This pa was resolved i- 1-'h p.'.1 t nt C
al i1'S' Sirhas ti, ws er neciedS c 157: ADS 1060' -as listeds theoD 05a igei 95' and 15

anerferomerc. Ait a pnrsc ria eido lhh umerus osrca cn htamen 1911 and 1955 didS
A6. years, this pai shod become fesOlb baI again Ln 0t he resolce t snaS wr 0>1 separation.

nea ftuore .
158: Tn: s system was re soloed once in 1975.6 by Blasit et a)

12 V ector separa tior '.01 ( 19'
7
a )

125, Thes Str weersle oe. 994ip >5iS159) hector sepa ration -0' .1. froe a cisual occultation.
ora t .1 l-h( S" rac tee Iceoe sic that

:me. Th ISystem is noted noce acia-1e1radial voelry 160) Thes s tars -ere fi'rst ce......d " i9'.3 wih ' .110'
Ash and Bigs 1_972 and -as S..Speoced of being binany hy the caie uneole for ouch S yeaS I~ a eaa

Mecr' 192.rcIf0>9 
a esrd ;n 1981.5. ,;her~g ly

1 si ev is oust twice the yrel i irar"y or btal pen od
lot Ar s,;he tim of the lastrescuec ocsera. icr :r l9(9.4. of 940 days deemie myOe ra 180

this Sste ha. 8, and wapaydly closing. lAD105A

12ADS 88918 is listed in the 500 as ar astrosenric binary of 16 2'AS16 A not in C the Sedsa follows: 'omponent
period 17 yers and a .213, and Also as a spectroscopic 8 i notes6n AD 1107, A nrasindlte:dutl
binary of period 0. ers searton 52. if rl.n 1 ,1d t1

128)TS~ Plrads emoe isa 49-tar 8..61) ADS 1107". The AB pair separatin- 2hss reA
(129) Separations in 1980.02 and! 80.h were C'.D53. of 3. mantds so is no ,tecI. Aae c fa

teen una. to resoce the astrhtnmetrbc~. copnio .f one of
%1 30 ) ADS 9106. This pair was resolned once in l15.4 y'wrorgar theI compnnents eIthmre

ert aI 1 . with P . 0 0t9. 0 t cee I II, eso.oed 6 etrSprt '11 h ,
sor' 1 9: 16 ccultat- iotinairy. ercsprto 001 h nfn

this binary is 2. magnitudes, so thi isadifct
:31i This pair. after S1einguresoliedl from 1976.6 t ".l ctjert roo1ser b Sy scrl Inrfomty

steadily~~~~~~ 1o.ras1 A0 seaa~-t 00i 98 hr 't)Aisual occulta tion in 1925.4 gave avector separat ion ofL
csed In no mrgi reou rm180S to 815. 0v13 ~ ~~~~~~ 132' ADS 93380..16 AD117.Tisytmcoefrm01to005din

the years 1977.5 t794. Th 90-year orbit of Baiwe
(15)predictsa closes t aparn seaato of 00

131 AS 9inA :19718.8, hut speckle. :esuemrt Isugges that closest
(133,ADS ~t2Aapproach occurred in about 1980.2.

Si 34l) ADS 940ts 167 This pair is a 2.3-year period spectroscopic binary.

.a. IfS) ADS 9411(A. 168: Aecisual ocuta non measwurement :n 1976,6 gaveacecror

136) A0S 94138. Sp

ADS944A.169. ADS 117190 isa. 2.4-yea pericd Specrroscopic binary.

18ADS 9509. Althoogh ges196) orbit sapys that this 1'1'0) ADS 118208 has a spectroscoyic period of .' years.
4 ytmi eonte0c oto 1n crhb thI rdce' A ui5ua ocultaticn gace a vctor separaton _f (2.1.L .10' t ,d,~ '

sepa- finin 191.47 is 07'.c, f cr ewample),"rhpsmnr
ha sn.ce beer resoloed Sy specwle :-rtefetetny; ih the l721 ADS 11884A is a O.9-year period S.The rad'w. neloc nydocen timies it has Seen observe! .5mm 191h.0, may 'ayo ieclo 17yas

19) ectfor Sep ration -( 0.041 .9'.6 Evans 1982). 1')' ector IIIpa...a tintI>

14) D 944 heDOlst hisaabce ayd9yocn 114' hector separation -0.1. from Ais-a! o.----ti otter
system P. t spnio 0i -- 9. Spel mesreet cain maein 1'

h ave as yet Seen unable to reSclne -t.s S ystem.

141) ADS 9688 cse in frm19,hn 65was,,nnesnlned ir angles sctteed ditac 0>DS T'e 5
itI ad asresolved a _~ r t(94 Asnf1815tanf 2.79

142' ADS "t',AAS49'j

1' ADS 12096. The USC' lists! ti s : as I !c 118). AD (i3. Saler l9-2: fnnd a sepaaioCcf -! I- fo a!.,.Fre 19'cpitdte Seta '
this:r hut, sofrseke'etctry has no been 00eight occasin from 19S0 to f, l9) pot sObswwar :

fro 197 f to '86 weare als nber eslwtepi

seaatreso 0>1. while the omect was oIsud 'o bc
sigl r 19I49 an 90.
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(178) This pale i g highly eccentric spectroscopic coary. of '211' r.te in 5C *Separatioi 0".08. NAY be ele stat.*.
period 0.1 yers -1.e -r:$ Spfett~ue comos, ite. Vft "Che¢ for 4.pli-

(179) Vector separaion - 0*.01!: period for the S5 •;3 days. -!). I;r i444). S- 91e.. .

21 ' dS s$t. separation.s of 0*.5 1 I|9@al0. n 1
(180) The I5C lists the A component of 6 kql .s . ].4-yeal ' ii:.-:. l~ • ' oeI .eI$sae httei

• strometric binary, with 4 - 0".058. The psi. has be- i-7 ;
t
y 1. d outful t ee

resolved only once by specsle: p 0.132 in 1O'9.5
14cil et• 99.Ovl0 15) ri rdcs ') ;- se~pa-tior , +.t=l a iu 1~l Ciilttoh.

that all these observations should be resolved

'181) ADS 125403 - Albiro.

(182) ADS 12594. The IDS reports a separation of .,4 for
1920.83). .1h the note Chandon suspects" 21

. 

f ore in I'S Cheosed !cr dpl;c-.. ,- 444). Single.'.

(183) This system dipa above and belos our limit of resolution 21r C 14e50 This is l:sted in -he I$ as a rapidly moving

over a period of -3 to 4 years. The stars were unresolved 7..r .n:es,'lued on ruo.ervjs ocoasions Tha BSC gives a
from 1916.3 to 16.4 and again in 9.8. but barely resolved 5.2ca:c- .'f 0.7 a-I a yerd of 0(..la3s. ".
trot 1977.5 to 19.4 and after 81.5, The spec:coscop;:c
period is 4.7 years. - -" vect.r *epra,.' ct tn t ar : "' The stare

were marginally reson1 in 19'.5 i- .013). but
(184) ADS 12696. .. hereise unresolved by speckle inolerferawtry. railure

185) A vis- I c-- resolve these two stars may be due :;- :at to their
ocultation obse to aacto: se part:ot t a oo 2 to 4 .Of 0".1. ire%,etmtda ~ t2 q .. ~s

(186) This pair a unresolved Iro. 190r.l to ''.'. and only
marin y resolved frye 1918.5 to 81. The spectrospc - 219 sictor separation %P 19-. was 7".062 vons 1902).
period is 1.2 years.

72+ ''5 bi"er has a hl;gh.l e.;ip ical appareh I orb,,t. _Th:1 8 7 ) A D S 1 2 7 6 6 A .
i 9 6 6 ' n

4$DOrars vere resolved in 1976.6 and 51.5 :.>'096 and 0".O67

(188) Pleiwdes member. -ega ration. resp.oticsly but unreselned is 1976.9. An
:i:.itat n vecr separation of

(189) This system has a very eccentr:c apprent orb!, of per;od

10.2 years. and is r bl ov part of ..a or.. . 22i -'2.s 2- .4-year srctrosop. c and af....etri. binary has

(190) ADS 129'3 was marginally resolved :n ;981.5 and 81.4 -. n- e - ".
a large angular change . eth inter:. Speckle ovsera. 220.1 st. feil des gr-ip.
tons indicate that modtIicanions are needed to raser's
(93' orbital eleents. ;: c separat- - .04 ir 9'0.9 t[.a'$ 198.-

(191: ADS 13104. These star, have steedi.ly decreased ih separa '2.; CS 15864A.
tion for over 150 years, according tc observar;os dai-

9
as far bark as 1826 in the ADS and 13S. Otter reavl, ; 22- IDS 16138 This ,6hlf: n-lined syste r fC Year.
minimua hepara foe in about eid-1978. they opene-d . tO . F5

° 

-derwe't a quad-nt change i. 487 becoming
" about 0.1 by wid-1

9

Il. :ewy'hnar.,r irresolvAble. These observar one, as eill as
(192) ADS 1315A.e resolved neasure ts of 19 a. . are i

( D .reasonable agreemen.t: with he ort nf lester :19621.

1193) ADS 13374A. 226 The ccc.: 0: sate .- l 6, predicts a olosest approach

1194) ADS 13429A. Ia • i' :r lofl. Speckle eaSreePeta on either
. ~s+ of rhs dane MJ'b06 in 19'9.8. 0" 00 in fl.t)
g DO i .n e 

0
t,) . cset approach anuall yr.:cured it about

. '195) . 'i5ra onaye 5nroed from :, 4 t I, .ad 199.5. then earginally resolced ih .981.5 and SI. Tre 1981a- O ; icntae' augs (tOssbl or noponent r -

' 'su-gqe - posilAm for this eclipsing syse is 2.6 saq.:udes and
Wilson's :1950, 1955) observations are cnsidered nuSpe- 2." *:" 1611.A was res.ilned - 9'5.8. unreso:ed from 1976.4

(196) Vatrible and spertroscopic periods are 3.. years. i-- e .c.teeets et in poor grm 9. t $C.% aSpackl

a 1.1-year period lso possible. .9i.l otital suiricn, which predicts t"at the pair is

(197) ADS 1317A is the S cOeponent of A wulriple syste. won -en resclvable Or' ewisring telescopes.
88 ?7 . SC had a separation of -0".22 i lO'.t 'tn 22E Vector SePratic' 0.[39 :0 1915.9 it.eas 1982:.
occultaion data of Radick and Li'en 198 and toans 1982.:

AS have a separatior on C'.9, but 4 Ac of 4 a.:q 229 AZS 16392A,
speckle observations virtually ;mr>Siblel Coeponent A
an occultation binary of visual hector separa; O 0'.,
in i9o6.g. 211 0 m)raa:nq , sual occolnat1 in 1j-9'6.5 ia;ea vector

sepanr ton of U .12. -,

(1981 A visual occultation measurement g.yes a vectoc separa.:ot

of 0.05. '231 ADS 16483A

1199) ADS 13833. The ADS lists a separation Of 0.25 in 1886.8, 232 , S .6l5 . 1-er-eroer:c doubte.
opening to 0.34 iv 1906.34. Sy 1993 the stars had closed
to 0".1 and the ID lists the ar l am single or round Iron 233 Vector Separa' cc .. 01.M
1953 to 1960.

Mi; CS l'062A
(200) ADS 141598A. The As components fore a visua. pair of

0 - Z ".5 and Am. 2.3. The DS says that component A 15 a ,235 XCS ,n
1
40V

coeposite spectrum bnary found single by WR. ;t was
resoloed it 0".24 by 'oehlin et . . 19_9i in :979.5.

The a component is a spectroscopic binary.
\tI' XIIer. I.'Sa, ailt I Ill-fitly I r . I .I 9S1 Itj Ps 1, P 93. 2 21

-(201) ADO 1a25gA.
(202) ADS 142096. \h'rrill. I. \V 1922 %ji. 1. 56,.-13

(203) ADS 14274A. \lraR. I I.. B lis I) I . Sv'rhrt, II J .(i l.ipto. 
(( 0) aS 1 +a91.5'1-.\9 N 13. 7T(1,

(204) ADS l,314AS. The IOS notes that the pair appeared 5irq+e I ),,ahl. \ jt. .. 1 R3. 222.
in 1960.

I','rrrr. I) M.. liari,. H I+. Iuliff,. E.dtii \lfi. I) Ir01 k/
1205, ADS 14310A.

(206) ADS 14565. This gain wan resolved a0 '.226 ,., '6.6. ah 1e
'the SC Ists a separartiot of 0".110. A oto ir the 120 Ir.k. I. -41I t.t,. I) PHI. .\1 85. (ol.

Says: To. croe after 1992. Mo certa:- change :n arle" Iiti hrk. l I. Inl I) 1 i2. \3 J 87. 17( T

1207) This system has a highly eccent nt tirnt .at" Vtflk)(it (l .. vI Ii.krslrrlrr S S ly1t, , inc 110,.l ft t
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Summary. - Photoelectric UBV comparison sequences have been established in the fields of two violently variable
BL Lacertae objects : B2 1308 + 326 and 1418 + 54 (= OQ 530). The sequences will provide accurate standards with
which to calibrate the photographic photometry of eech of these objects.

Key words photometry - BL Lacertae objects.

1. Introduction, these objects suggested that calibrated comparison stars
in the fields of each of these objects would be very useful

The optical variability of BL Lacertae objects provides a in studies of the trends in their long term variability. We

clue to the nature of the physical process which is report here the comparison sequences which were

producing the extreme luminosities observed for these measured in the fields of each of these objects.

objects. The long term nature of the optical variability 2 Observations and results.
can most effectively be studied by continuous photo-
graphic monitoring programs using telescopes of modest The photoelectric photometry was obtained at Kitt Peak
aperture. In order to aid the accurate photographic National Observatory from April 1981 through June
photometry for members of this class of violently 1983. The observations were made using either the
variable objects, the fields of the objects of interest must 0.9 meter telescope or the 1.3 meter telescope. The
be calibrated photometrically. The fields of two violently automated filter photometer equipped with a standard

P variable BL Lacertae objects were selected to be cali- three color (UBV) filter set was used with a refrigerated
brated : B2 1308 + 326 and 1418 + 54 (= OQ 530). 1P21 photomultiplier tube and pulse counting system for

B2 1308 + 326 has exhibited several major outbursts the observations which were made with the 0.9 meter
. in recent years (e.g. Moore et al., 1980 ; Puschell et al., telescope. The Mark 2 computer photometer equipped

1979). The total range observed for this object exceeds with a IP21 photomultiplier tube and standard UBV.P
5 mag and rapid changes of the order of 0.5 magnitude filters was used for the observations made with the
on the time scale of a few days have been observed on 1.3 meter telescope. The extinction was determined each
several occasions. The BL Lacertae object 1418 + 54 has night, and the transformation to the standard UBV
been found to have a history of large amplitude system was made using the equational standard start of
variations with a total range exceeding 4.8 mag (Miller, Landolt (1973). The standard error for each observations
1978). However, no major outbursts have been reported is less than 0.01 mag in V and less than 0.22 mag in each
for this object recently. color unless the V-magnitude and the colors are followed

Tvdby a colon. Then the errors are 0.02 mag and 0.044 mag:.The history of violent variability observed for both of in V and each of the colors respectively.
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TABLE I. - Comparison stars.

Star V B-V Up

52 1308 + 326

A 13.02 0.52 -0.05
12.70 0.66 0.25

C 13.50 0.71 0.32
D 13.85 0.67 0.40
2 16.74: 0.57: 0.02:

4 7 14.33 0.39 0.06
G 16.44: 0.62: -0.14:

1418 + 54

A 9.27 0.5S 0.05
B 12.61 0.88 0.56
BC 14.2) 0.62 0.13
D 13.66 0.55 -0.03
a 15.89 0.80: 1.14:
IF 10:55 0.40 -0.02

•G 14.94 0.53 -0.02
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field of B2 1308 + 326. The positions of the sources are
indicated by the fine pairs and the sequence stars by letters. The
chart is 50 arc minutes across and is oriented with north at the
top and east to the left.
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1418 + 54

FIGURE 2. - Finding chart for the comparison sequence in the
field of 1418 + 54 (- OQ 530). The position of the sources is
indicated by the line pairs and the sequence stars by letters. The

. chart is 50 arc minutes across and is oriented with north at the
top and east to the left.



THE CALIBRATION OF INTERFEROMETRICALLY DETERMINED PROPERTIES OF
BINARY STARS

Harold A. McAlister

Department of Physics and Astronomy
Georgia State University

ABSTRACT. With the advent of speckle interferometry, high angular
resolution has begun to play a routine role in the study of binary
stars. Speckle and other interferometric techniques not only bring

4 enhanced resolution to this classic and fundamental field but provide
an equally important gain in observational accuracy. These methods
also offer the potential for performing accurate differential
photometry for binary stars of very small angular separation. This
paper reviews the achievements of modern interferometric techniques in
measuring stellar masses and luminosities and discusses the special
calibration problems encountered in binary star interferometry. The
future possibilities for very high angular resolution studies of close
binaries are also described.

1. INTRODUCTION

Interferometry has been applied intermittently to the examination
and measurement of close visual binaries (where the word "visual" is
used here in the context of direct resolution by any means) since
Anderson and Merrill used Michelson interferometry at Mt. Wilson during
1919-21 primarily for resolving Capella (Merrill 1922). It was not
until speckle interferometry was first proposed by A. Labeyrie (1970)
and subsequently demonstrated by Labeyrie and his collaborators (Gezari
et al. 1972) that an interferometric technique of exceptional accuracy
was routinely applied to a wide sample of binary stars. Visual

- interferometry, particularly as developed and pursued by W. S. Finsen
' at Johannesburg (Finsen 1971), provided a gain in resolution while

" maintaining the same level of accuracy as micrometry. A photoelectric
version of Michelson interferometry provided promising initial results
(Wickes and Dicke 1973), but no sustained effort using that approach
followed upon the initial success. For a complete listing of modern

interferometric approaches to binary star astrometry, the reader is
directed to the tatalog of McAlister and Hartkopf (1984), hereafter

referred to as MH.
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Speckle interferometry employing photon detecting cameras at 4-

meter class telescopes is capable of resolving 15th magnitude binaries
with separations down to 0'025. Most of the speckle results have so
far been for objects brighter than 8th magnitude, and there is much
useful work to be done in this regime, but it is likely that further
speckle programs will push resolution toward a significantly fainter
limit and give greater emphasis on employing analysis procedures
capable of extracting differential photometric information from speckle
pictures. The potential in this latter area has already been
demonstrated, and a great deal of very useful information is likely to ..

follow in the coming few years as close visual pairs are resolved
photometrically as well as spatially.

Relatively few in number but important results have come from long

baseline optical interferometry to date. As has been pointed out many
times, the principal reason for the short supply of accurately known
stellar masses and luminosities is not due to any paucity of binary
stars. It is instead the result of the inability of any one technique
to determine all the necesary parameters and the shortage of systems
amenable to study by more than one technique. Where speckle
interferometry using single telescopes has increased the overlap
between visual and spectroscopic binaries, long baseline interferometry
will subject virtually every spectroscopic binary to direct resolution.

Interferometric measurements of binary stars can be expected to
make substantial contributions to the calibration of stellar masses and
luminosities. When long baseline instruments are fully functional, we
can look forward to direct measurements of the diameters of the
individual components of binaries and hence to major contributions in
calibrating emergent fluxes and effective temperatures of stars of
known mass. Obtaining such complete and fundamentally important data
for stars should serve as strong motivation to the few groups around
the world who are working in the extremely challenging area of long
baseline optical interferometry.

2. INTERFEROMETRICALLY DETERMINED MASSES AND LUMINOSITIES

The contributions to the empirical mass-luminosity relation made
from combining interferometric and spectroscopic observations are shown
in Figure 1 in which are also plotted the points considered to be
reliable by Popper C1980). The values for aVirginis were determined
with the intensity interferometer at Narrabri (Herbison-Evans et al
1971) which concurrently determined the angular diameter of aVir A.
The orbital solution of aAurigae by Merrill (1922), which has been
only slightly modified by extensive modern measurements (McAlister
1981), and its combination with spectroscopic data is discussed by
Batten et al (1978). Speckle interferometry has been responsible for
the remaining additions to the mass-luminosity relation in Figure 1
with specific references to the individual studies available from MH.
Popper (1980) considered only the analyses of aAur, aVir and 12 Per

-.. I
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-4 1O0rj.Ac MASS-LUMINOSITY RELATION

.~. 9 ~irA(Popper'1980)

17Ori Aa
2 - 7Ori Abo -;

U aVir B0 -.PerA
*: r-?erA

0- *- aAurA

g PrB 
Mv +2 I 7 Cep Per BP Per C

17C ?A I7CepAb
94 AqriA

*0 Per B

94 Aqr B~X DraA

+6-e

+8-

x x

0 +10-

*Detached Sp./Ec. System

+14 - o Resolved Spectroscopic Binary

* x Visual binary

+16 K

+1.2 +0.8 +0.4 0.0 -0.4 -0.8 -1.2 -1.6

FIG. 1. Points added to the empirical mass-luminosity relation by
* interterometry are shown plotted against reliable other determinations

as given by Popper (1980). Complete references to the individual
anal\-ses can be found in the catalog of McAlister and Hartkopf (1984).
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to be sufficiently free from significant future revisions to be
considered reliable. Analyses too recent to be included in Popper's U
review for XDra and 0 Cyg yielded formal errors in the masses of less
than 10%. It is possible that the spectroscopic mass ratio for X Dra

may be revised (F. C. Fekel, private communication) thus affecting the

conclusion that the components are excessively luminous for their

masses. The mass ratio for 0 Cyg should be less of a problem since the

components are of similar luminosity and the velocities are relatively
free of blending effects. In this case, however, the system always has

a separation less than 0?04 and is frequently unresolved. The

residuals to the six existing speckle measurements of OCyg are no

greater than 0002 and it seems unlikely that the orbital elements will

change appreciably as further observations are accumulated.

Interferometric techniques capable of 0'025 resolution are likely

to continue to yield new masses and luminosities as spectroscopic

binaries with long period orbits receive sufficient coverage of their

relative visual orbits. Such systems often need modern spectroscopic

observations, particularly to determine mass ratios, and small velocity

amplitudes make this a challenging task. Of the 118 binaries newly

resolved by interferometry which are listed in Table I (see MH for a

complete list of references ), 39 are spectroscopic systems of which 11
are double-lined. It is probable and certainly highly desirable that

-. the fraction of spectroscopic binaries in this sample could be
increased or that at least the mass ratios determined for systems
exhibiting high eccentricity as they undergo periastron passage.
Parallaxes forthcoming from the HIPPARCOS mission would then fill in
the missing information for mass determinations.

As of early 1984, there were 3363 measurements of 824 systems
derived from accurate interferometric observations with an additional
1863 negative examinations for duplicity (see MH). The mean measured
separation is 0"32 while the median is 0"21. Thirty eight percent of
the measurements are of separations no larger than 0.16 and thus could
not be generally provided by any other technique in standard usage.
The remaining measurements have accuracies significantly improved over
those obtained by other techniques for binary star astrometry. More
than 90 percent of these data are from speckle interferometry with the
majority being for systems in the northern hemisphere. Although the
existing programs of binary star interferometry seem to be healthy and
likely to continue, the field is by no means overcrowded. A program
resident in the southern hemisphere would be especially welcome.

Ua
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FABLE T.

4

4

Binary St.irs First Directly Resolved by Interferometry

MR 1 4 Type Nmi C1 > MK Type

FIR' . I ' 148 599'o 1 . "o 0).1 601V

lip.3 - .,5 00 ulII-IV HD 1 461 0.12 G5

HR 4 - ;. j Kolb * 69V HR 6084 3, 03.7 B8Vp

HA Y8 ,. I I 5V HR 6148 e Her 0.09 G8111

H '4) let ,.0b 4011 NR 6168 1 Her 0.00 B9V
• "."NHD 1- i .3 05 HR 6237 - 0.05 F2V

. HA 40 ', C.., .. 10 590 . OI-111 HD 155095 - 0.13 B8

HR 64'5 Per ).0)4 08111 HR 6388 - 0.04 K3111
HR 649 cet 0.06 0611-!!! HR 6396 . Pra 0.05 86111

HR 763 31 Art 0.08 FV NR 6410 'Her 0.10 A31V

HR 788 12 Per 0.05 F9V MR 6469 - 0.06 F9V

HR 793 ,, Art 0.05 AOV HR 6485 0 Her 0.29 B9I!!

HR 825 - 0.19 4518 HR 6560 - 0.16 A5V . G5111
HMR 838 41 Art 0.30 08N HR 6588 1 Her 0.16 B31V
R 854 I Per 0.05 04111 * AV HD 163640 - 0.09 A2

HR 915 Per 0.22 G8III * A2V MR 6697 - 0.10 G2V

HR 936 Per 0.07 B8V HR 6742 W Sgr 0.12 F81b

HR 1010 g Met 0.05 0,2V HR 6779 , Her 0.06 89V

HR 1084 Eni 0.05 K2V HD 167570 17 Sgr 0.27 A3 * G5
H 1129 - 0.06 wi01 k3V HR 6927 Dra 0.06 F7V

HR 1252 36 Tau 0.04 GOI II A V HD 171347 - 0.16 A2

AMR 1331 51 Tau 0.09 FON HR 7059 5 Aq1 0. 13 A2V

HR )346 , Tau 0.40 KO11I HD 175452 - 0.12 A2 * G5
HD 283571 1 Tau 0.04 - HR 72 I Lyr 0.08 B61V
HR Ia 9 T- 15 K0111 HR 7377 8q1 0.13 F31V

HN I 97 T Tau 0.17 3V NR 7417 ti CYg 0.42 K0111 * B9V

NR 151'3 6 r1 0.33 A3V HD 188867 - 0.08 KO

HR 1708 1 Aur 0.05 G5111 •GOIII H 7441 9 Cyg 0.04 O * F5
HR 1788 0n Or 0.05 BIV HR 7478 8 Cyg 0.00 G8111 - G8111
HR 1808 115 Tau 0.09 RV HR 7536 Sge 0.05 M21 . AOV
HR N 87H 6 37 0r1 0.05 BOI1 HD 187321 - 0.00 A . GO
HO ? 04-5 - 0.10 4 * 0 HD 190429 - 0.12 Oe

HR 2001 - 0.16 A4V HR 7735 31 Cyg 0.03 K211 * B3V

- HR 2012 1?2 Tau 0.04 75!!! HR 7744 23 Vul 0.20 K3111

HR i30 64 Or - 0.05 B8111 HR 7776 S Cap 0.06 KOII-!!! B8V
HD 01600 0.10 59 HD 196088 - 0.05 A) . G

HR 2304 - 0.04 A2V 148 7906 D Del 0.14 B91
FIR 4 2 3 Aur 0.06 B9 8R 7921 49 Cyg 0.?4 G811b
, 0R o', 40 -e .08 B51!! NR 7922 - 0.11 B6I1

HD 12822-3 - 0.16 FSO A H 7963 Cyg 0.03 B61V

FIR 236 63 em 0.04 F50 V F5V HR 7990 w Aqr 0.04 A3

MR 06 65 3e. 0.04 K2111 K K0111 MR 8047 59 Cyg 0.21 Ble

FIR 28b6 8 7-n 3.13 IV 8R 8059 12 Aqr 0.05 74,1!

HR 3'09 03 C - 0.04 A2p HR 8119 1 Cep 0.05 BO;I

FIR 348,0 Vel 0.62 AIN R 8164 - 9.10 HIb * 82V

NR 309 19 Leo 0.13 A7V HR 8238 H Cep 0.18 B1I!!

., 046 388 0.08 MVe HR 826 1 Aqr C.03 A7V
i8 4360 '3 Leo 0.04 K31! HR 8417 3 Cep 0.05 A31
84HR44 - 0.17 KOIII HR 8485 - 0.52 K31I

08 4600 Vr 0.12 A21V HR 8558 . Aqr 0.06 F61V
HR 47 9

,  
CVn 0.11 0OV HR 8572 5 Lac 0.11 KY711 * AV

FIR 4900 . a 0.05 6Op FR 8650 Peg 000 01!-!!! * F

q6j V8l 0.49 ATIV . A, H 215318 - 0.15 F9 - A5

NFAD 1126,06 - 0.05 F5 * A HR 8708 74 Aqr 0.07 B01
H R 15 P",) 70.07 A7! 8R 8762 And 0. 3 9 1 A.'
HR 5 72 0.04 F3V NR 8866 94 Aqr 0.13 CIV
HD 136406 0.36 KO 1R 9003 And 0.28 'lp 1 D 84

. HR 5747 CrB 0.05 AI! 8R 9064 Peg 0.19 MIII

• , 6
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3. THE ACCURACY OF INTERFEROMETRY U

The effects of systematic errors in angular separation
measurements on mass and distance determinations for spectroscopic
binaries resolved by interferometry depend upon the specific manner in
which the data from the two complementary techinques are combined. The
propagation of a relative scale error into the errors for the masses
with a factor of three increase from Kepler's Third Law does not
usually occur since the interferometry is most often used to solve for
the *nclination factor in the spectroscopically determined values for
Msinsi. The error in the distance determination would be linearly
related to a scale error, and thus the luminosities would have relative
errors sensitive to scale errors by a factor of two.

Interferometric measurements are of potentially very high accuracy
and hence deserve high weight in the solution of a binary star orbit.
With the current sample of several thousand measurements, it is
possible to judge the level of accuracy of the data within and among
the various groups of observers employing interferometric techniques.
An earlier discussion of this topic (McAlister 1978) concluded that
there is little evidence for significant systematic errors in speckle
observations when compared to orbits of high quality. This has also
been indicated more recently by Worley (1983) who found average
residuals for 170 speckle observations from orbits of high quality of

<PAO> = + 0."001 ± 0.'007

<AP> = -O"0O9 + (3'.15

It is interesting to note that the dispersion is twice as large in the
separations as it is in the position angles. In both cases the
dispersions are significantly larger than the mean differences. As
will be seen later, this unfortunately does not imply that such orbits
should be used for calibration purposes. Furthermore, comparison of
speckle and micrometer measurements obtained nearly simultaneously
shows no significant systematic difference at the limit of accuracy set
by the micrometry. For 31 pairs of observations in the sense (visual-
speckle) Worley (1983) found

<A( > = + 0.34 4± 3:06
<Ap > = - 0"021 + 0'042

for < p > = O"38 _ 0"19 .

The dispersion in the diffences represents about 11 percent of the
average separation and is probably inherent in the micrometer measures
of such close pairs. Speckle interferometry should be routinely
capable of measuring such separations to better than 1 percent
accuracy, as speckle results are essentially derived from measuring the
separation of two Airy disks having diameters on the order of 0'03. A
level of 1 percent accuracy for binaries with separations of 0.4
essentially requires the centroiding on an Airy disk to an accuracy of

U.
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about 10 percent. There is really little excuse for doing much poorer
than this.

To assess the internal accuracy of interferometric measurements it
is most profitable to examine the results for systems which have been
extensively observed by various groups. Unfortunately such systems are
rare. One binary star which has received a great deal of attention by
interferometrists is Cephei for which 42 measurements have been made
between 1971 and 1981 by five different groups using at least six

. different telescopes. During that time span, 3Cep closed in separation
from about d:25 to 0"17 while remaining nearly fixed in position angle.

* Figure 2 is a representation of these measurements in Cartesian
S.coordinates. The solid line in Figure 2 is a linear fit to the

-' GSU/KPNO 4-meter observations (filled circles) while the dashed line is
an extrapolation ignoring elliptical motion back to the early French
speckle results. In this straightforward attempt to compensate for
orbital motion, the 18 GSU/KPNO 4-meter measurements show dispersions
in angular separation of +0"0026 and in position angle of +0.55. The 7
GSU/KPNO 2.1-meter measurements show a degradation in accuracy with
dispersions of +0.0094 and +2.2. While the 4-meter speckle
observations approach a 1 percent level of accuracy, the 2.1-meter
results emphasize the advantage of using the largest possible
telescopes for speckle interferometry, not just to achieve the highest
resolution but also to obtain the greatest accuracy.

The system comprising the star OVirginis has been extensively

observed in the course of the GSU speckle program but very little by
other observers. A linear fit to 19 GSU/KPNO 4-meter measurements
shows dispersions of +0'"0048 and +0°53 and are again at the 1 percent
level for this system which has an average separation of 0.495.

U
It is seen that speckle interferometry can (and indeed should)

achieve an internal accuracy of 1 percent. Although a perusal of the
data in MH shows scattered indications of systematic differences among
the observers, there does not yet exist sufficient overlap in the data
to bring all interferometric results on a "system" that appears to be
free of systematic error. The effects of these errors on the
calibration of stellar masses and luminosities are certainly no worse
(and perhaps considerably better if the consumer scrutinizes the data
carefully) than the complementary spectroscopic, micrometer and
astrometric material that joins with the interferometric results to
yield fundamental astrophysical parameters.

a,

4. CALIBRATION OF SPECKLE INTERFEROMETRIC OBSERVATIONS

: .4.1 Background

This section will concentrate primarily on observations of binary
* stars by speckle interferometry although discussions of standard starsl and standard orbits pertain to any high angular resolution technique.
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1 Cephei
*,o GSU

x CERGA /

+ IC
o UEN

o%o SAO/USSR

* / / ,.

o 14 /

1981.5 OO1

* II I I I I I i •

0"l12 o18

FIG. 2. Speckle interferometric measurements ot the binary star

B Cep are shown for the interval 1971-82 during which time the ;epar-

ation closed from 0'.26 to 0.'17 with little change in position angle.
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more likely to be widely applied to high angular resolution

measurements than other techniques, particularly long baseline optical

interferometry, and there is a significant body of data from speckle

work which can be used as a solid basis for this discussion. Reviews

of speckle interferometry are given by Bates (1982), Dainty (1975),
Worden (1977), Labeyrie (1978) and McAlister (1983).

Speckle pictures (or interferograms as some prefer to call them)
are obtained during short time exposures which freeze the instantaneous
effects of atmospheric turbulence. Speckle interferometry is
essentially an examination of the spatial frequencies present in a

speckle picture with the frequency cutoff determined by the aperture of
the telescope. This permits the method to make diffraction limited
measurements of spatial structure. If in one dimension O(x) is the
instantaneous object intensity, then the instantaneous image intensity
will be given by

I(x') f O(x)P(x'-x)dx

where P(x') is the instantaneous point spread function induced by
atmospheric and telescopic effects. Taking the Fourier transform of

J, this equation utilizes the convolution theorem to deconvolve the
atmospheric and instrumental effects to obtain

3 i(u) = o(u)T(u)

where i(u) and o(u) are Fourier transforms of the image and object
intensities and T(u) is the instantaneous transfer function and is the
Fourier transform of the point spread function. The squared modulus of
T(u) is the modulation transfer function (MTF) and it is the average
value of the MTF which is normally utilized in speckle interferometry

q where the power spectrum

W(u) = <li(u) i2> =to(u)12<lT(u)1 2 >

is calculated or determined in an analog fashion from a series of
" speckle pictures of an object.

An alternate and entirely equivalent processing procedure
operating in the spatial rather than spatial frequency domain utilizes
the average autocorrelation of the instantaneous image intensities

c(x) = <fI(x') I(x'-x)dx'>

Dai, ty (1974) describes the effects of the transfer
function on C(x) and shows that atmospheric seeing completely dominates
over telescope aberrations under typical conditions. Figure 3
summarizes the analysis approaches of speckle interferometry to the
special problem of binary star astrometry and Figure 14 shows a single
speckle picture of aAur with a composite autocorrelation of many such

,N
p'
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O(.]FIG. 3. A summary of the origin

* of speckle patterns and the anal-
ysis of speckle data for binary

~ stars using either power spectrum
Kf 4) or autocorrelation analysis is

W I "W sp"R

Wt.

SCf.

FIG, 4. A speckle picture of a Aur obtained with the GSU ICCD speckle
camera at the KPNO 4-meter telescope in January 1984 is shown on the
left where the picture is approximately 1" across. Individual pairs of
speckles clearly show the O.?05 binary nature of the star oriented in
the north-south direction. The picture on the right is the output from
the hardwired digital vector-autocorrelator in use at GSU to reduce .
speckle data.
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pictures produced by a hardwired vector autocorrelator at GSU.

4.2 Atmospheric Effects

The atmosphere limits the applicability and accuracy of binary
-61 star speckle interferometry by the effect of non-isoplanicity and by

introducing a major seeing component into W(u) or C(x). The limits of
isoplanicity are under normal circumstances sufficient to permitK separation measurements of up to several arcseconds - well into the
realm of standard micrometer and photographic techniques - although the

detailed influence of the transition from isoplanicity to non-
isoplancity (which is equivalent to considering the transition from
very high correlation to very low correlation between the speckle
images of the components of a binary) has by no means been thoroughly
studied. It is expected that loss of complete isoplanicity decreases
the precision with which separations can be measured and may introduce
systematic errors into differential photometry, but these effects enter
at separations larger than those normally measured by speckle
interferometry.

Atmospheric seeing effects are definitely of concern, however, and
must be considered in the measurement of binary star separations,
stellar angular diameters and differential photometric properties.
Figure 5 is a representation of the analysis of a sequence of digital
speckle pictures of the binary star ADS 4241 taken with the GSU ICCD
speckle camera (McAlister et al 1982) at the KPNO 4-meter telescope in
January 1984. ADS 4241 has an approximate angular separation at that
epoch of 0725. In Figure 5, the practiced eye can perhaps pick out the
double speckled structure in the picture which is about 15 x 1!3 in
size. Figure 5(b) is an integrated vector autocorrelogram of about 10
seconds of a stream of pictures of ADS 4241 recorded at 30 pictures per
second. Contours show the overall structure of the seeing component
which dominates the autocorrelogram as well as the two spikes

indicative of the double star geometry at position angles of about 1500
and 3300. A first approach at compensating for the seeing component is
shown in Figure 5(c) which is the result of rotating the
autocorrelogram 900 in position angle and subtracting it from the
unrotated original version. This procedure would adequately subtract
out the seeing component if the autocorrelogram were perfectly axially

symmetric about the zero spatial component. Unfortunately, this is
essentially never the case due to telescope aberrations, atmospheric

%'  dispersion, detector effects, etc., but this "rotation" algorithm is
useful in locating the binary star spikes which are often small effects
on the overall seeing slope. The radial profiles in Figure 5 (d)
represent cuts through the autocorrelogram of 5(b) where the central
profile passes through an estimate of the coordinates of the double

4 star spike and the upper and lower profiles are cut in
counterclockwise and clockwise directions at 300 intervals from the
spike. The central profile clearly shows the asymetry of the spike
resting on the sloping background of the seeing component. In order to
compensate for seeing, third order polynomial fits to the top and

W N NN
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FIG 5. A single speckle picture in shown in (a) of the 0.25 binary
ADS 4241 taken with the GSU speckle camera at the KPNO 4-nxeter telescope
in January 1984. The integrated autocorrelogram is shown in (b) and
indicates the broaid seeing induced component. The result of approxi-
matcly orrecting for seeing by rotating the autocorrelogram by 90'
and subtract ing it from the original is shown in (c). Radial prof iles
through the doubl1e star spike in the auxt oror relog ram andl through the
ad jacent regions are shown in (d ) ;ind (e) hefore aind after i more
pr iise see ing cor rer t itoi
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bottom profiles over a radial range encompassing the radial location

of the spike in 5(d) were used to subtract out the sloping background
by interpolating the coefficients of the polynomials to every point in
the autocorrelogram between the two outer radial cuts. Figure 5(e)
shows the resulting seeing corrected profiles which have been rescaled
in intensity. In this case, the r.m.s. fluctuations in the background
are at a level of 50 units in the relative intensity scale while the
intensity of the binary star spike is approximately 2800 units.
Centroiding the tops of the spikes in 5(d) and 5(e) shows a 5 percent

'1. increase in the separations deduced from the seeing corrected spike in

comparison to the uncorrected spike with little effect on the position
angle. This is precisely as would be expected and shows that failure

to correct for atmospheric seeing effects in speckle interferometry can
easily lead to systematic errors in separation measurements that could
propagate to 15 percent errors in mass determinations.

One should ideally compensate for seeing effects by observing a S.

nearby single star as close in time as possible to the program star
observation. In practice this tends rarely to produce satisfactory

compensation because of non-stationary seeing conditions and variations
in the instrumental response and in the analysis of the separate data

sets. This is more of a problem where the goal is to measure angular
diameters or extended structures where the precise shape of the seeing
corrected autocorrelogram is needed than in the case of binary star
measurement where the background is only to be flattened. Seeing

similarly affects measurements of fringe spacings made from power
spectra. The systematic effect on the final separation measurement is,

however, significantly reduced because the fringe spacing is a
differential measure from a set of fringes which all tend to be shifted
toward the central fringe by similar amounts, at least to first order.
(McAlister 1978).

4.3 Angular Scale Determination

In transforming the linear measurement from an autocorrelogram or
power spectrum of speckle data to an angular separation on the sky with
an accuracy of 1 percent or better is somewhat of a challenge. Few

* large telescopes have had their focal lengths determined with this
accuracy and so a laboratory measurement of the magnification of a
speckle camera system is usually insufficient.

A very effective way of measuring the scale in the focal plane of
the speckle camera is to turn the telescope into a Michelson

interferometer by placing a double slit mask over the entrance
aperture. This may be cumbersome for telescopes of large aperture, and
it is possible to select an intermediate pupil at which such a mask can
be placed. The projection effects of extrapolating this mask onto the
entrance pupil require a knowledge of the focal length of the telescope
and the location of the mask in the beam. This procedure was followed
for the 4-meter telescope on Kitt Peak (McAlister 1977) and allowed a

scale and orientation calibration with limiting accuracies of t0.6

.2
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percent in angular separation and 1.0:2 in position angle. The double

slit calibration mask has been used during more than 25 observing runs
on that telescope with two speckle camera systems and has permitted us
to establish what we believe to be a very uniform geometric
calibration for our series of binary star speckle measures.

4.4 Calibration Standard Stars

A purely internal scale calibration procedure is ideally desirable
but is occasionally not practicable. This is particularly the case
where itinerant instruments are used at remote telescopes on a visiting
basis, a circumstance which is now almost standard practice. This
brings up the question of standard stars or standard orbits. It seems
a pity when one uses techniques with potential high accuracy of angular

measure to flip through a catalog, pick out a convenient binary star
and adopt its published separation as a scale calibration. This can
result (and has!) in scale errors of 50 percent or worse.

Choosing binary star orbits, even those which can be judged as
definitive on the basis of orbital coverage, as standards for scale
determination can also be treacherous. Comparison of the "Fourth
Catalog of Orbits of Visual Binary Stars" (Worley and Heintz 1983) with
the catalog of interferometric measurements (MH) shows 21 systems

having definitive orbits which have received modern attention from

interferometry. Table II contains a summary of the residuals to seven
of these orbits for which there are more than a handful of
interferometric measurements. If we consider only the GSU/KPNO

measurements, which probably have the most uniform internal
calibration, then it is seen that three of the orbits in Table 2 (ADS
1598, 9617, 11060) yield average residuals insignificantly differing
from their dispersions and within 2 percent of the average separations

of the systems. The remaining four orbits (ADS 1123, 6650, 8804,
14073) show statistically significant systematic residuals ranging from

-6.7 to +8.8 percent of the average separations observed. In every
case there is no indication of any significant systematic problems with
position angles. This result does not contradict the conclusion of
Worley (1983) quoted in Section 3 since the average percentage residual
in the separations for the orbits in Table II is only +0.8 percent.
Although there is no overall systematic trend between interferometric

measurements and orbital ephemerides, there are strong differences when
one considers orbits on an individual basis. Unfortunately, the latter
procedure is what one follows in selecting orbits for calibration
purposes. To further complicate matters, it can be expected that the
degree of agreement with a particular orbit may vary with mean anomaly.

One orbit which perhaps can be used for calibration purposes is
that of aAur as shown in Figure 6 (McAlister 1981). Residuals to that
orbit for 56 observations using four different interferometric

techniques by seven different observing teams are

p
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TABLE II. Average Residuals of Speckle Observations

to Definitive Orbits

<ftp> <

ADS All (N) <P> All (N)
GSU (N) ftp/p GSU (N)

1123 +0.1025±0O.013(14) 0'.296 +0?5±2?1
+0.026±0.009(9) +8.8% -0.2±1.5 I

1598 -0.005±0.008(11) 0.665 -0.5±1.3 3J
7-0.003±0.004(10) -0.5% -0.2±0.9

6650 -0.044±0.015(14) 0.852 -0.9±1.6
-0.046±0.007(8) -5.4% -0.5±0.7 4

Ir..
8804 +0.032±0.019(25) 0.389 +1.0±1.6

+0.033±0.006(19) +8.5% +1.2±0.5

.09617 -0.005±0.010(12) 0.453 +1.0±1.5
-0.008±0.006(10) -1.8% +0.8±0.9

11060 +0.004±0.005(20) 0.343 +0.1±0.8
+.0.003±0.003(16) +0.9% +0.1±0.7

14073 -0.036±0.012(27) 0.569 -1.0±2.9
-0'.'038±0'.'005 (18) -6.7% -0'?1±0?9

8 ~ 12
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<,do> - 0!06 t 2!14
<Ap> = + 0"0001 t 0"0021

and the internal error of the calculated semimajor axis is +0.0001.
Further thought shows that even this orbit is not well suited to
calibration since only the largest telescopes can resolve it in the
first place and then measure it with an accuracy of ±0.002 which is
already about 4 percent of the average separation of 0:'055. An
accuracy of 1 percent is beyond reach if Capella is the only source of
calibration. It must be concluded, therefore, that there are presently
no binary star orbits which can be used unequivocally for calibrating
angular scale to an accuracy of 1 percent.

As an alternative to standard orbits, it has been suggested

(McAlister and Hartkopf 1983) that all interferometric observers adopt
a set of standard stars for binary star interferometry. This list is
reproduced here in Table III. Extensive observation of these objects
will eventually lead to standard orbits in some cases. It will more
generally define a set of slowly moving systems, such as 0 Virginis,
whose geometry can be frequently measured by (hopefully) several groups
employing independent scale calibration. These objects, which are
distributed all over the sky, can thus serve as tie-in stars to a
system of accurate absolute angular calibration.

4.5 Photometric Calibration

Interferometric techniques offer the potential for performing I

photometry of the individual components of close visual binaries. This
is extremely important since no other technique, except for the highly
restricted method of lunar occulations, can obtain this information
over the separation regime accessible to interferometry. Several
approaches have been tried for speckle interferometry using actual data
(Hege et al 1983, Cocke et al 1983, Bagnuolo 1983, Weigelt and
Wirnitzer 1983, and Baguolo and McAlister 1983) and all rely upon the
ability to perform accurate intensity calibration of speckle pictures.
With the increasing use of solid state detectors in speckle cameras,
such calibration is certainly feasible. Although "speckle photometry"
is still in a developmental stage, there is every reason to believe
that accurate photometry will be forthcoming for the components of
binary systems once generally considered to be beyond the reach of

photometric resolution.

5. POTENTIAL FROM VERY HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION INTERFEROMETRY

% While interferometry using single telescope apertures has

definitely enhanced the potential of binary star astrometry, the

application of long baseline interferometry will quite literally

revolutionize the field. Simple inspection of Kepler's Third Law shows

that, for a given distance, an increase in limiting resolution from

0:'025 as in the case of speckle interferometery at a 4-meter telescope

.0
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to the 0.0002 limit as an example for an interferometer with a 300-

meter baseline results in a gain in sensitivity to shorter periods by a

factor of (0.025/0.0002) 3 / 2 1400. Where speckle interferometry now
resolves systems having periods of years, a long baseline -
interferometer will resolve binaries having periods of hours! A two 4:0

solar mass binary at a distance of 100 pc could be resolved as long as
the period exceeded 18 hours corresponding to a semi-major axis of only
0.020 A.U. A system of the same total mass could be resolved from a I
distance of 1000 pc with a period as short as 23 days.

Observations of double-lined spectroscopic binaries offer the most
promising returns from very-high angular resolution interferometry of
binary stars. Distances determined for these objects are independent

of the effects of interstellar extinction (and can in fact be used as a
probe of the interstellar medium) and can potentially penetrate to
distances well beyond the effective limit for trigonometric parallaxes
while preserving the directness and uniqueness of a simple geometric
technique. Single-lined spectroscopic binaries do not so easily yield

a complete set of orbital and physical parameters since the linear
scale of the relative orbit is not obtainable from the radial
velocities of just one component. If the trigonometric parallax is
known and the apparent orbit is determined interferometrically then the

resulting mass sum can be combined with the spectroscopically
determined mass function to give the individual masses. The HIPPARCOS
astrometry satellite should eventuall, provide parallaxes of great
value in this application.

By determining spectroscopic parallaxes for the objects included U
in the "Seventh Catalogue of the Orbital Elements of Spectroscopic
Binary Systems" of Batten et al.(1978), Halbwachs (1981) calculated the

expected angular separations at nodal passages. Of the 978 mrember
systems in the catalogue, 683 binaries or 70% of the entire sample are
predicted to have nodal separations exceeding 0.0002 and would thus be
good candidates for resolution by an interferometer having a baseline

of 300 meters. Conservatively considering only double-lined systems as
prime candidates due to their anticipated small magnitude differences
and limiting the program to objects north of declination -200, we find

a sample of 180 double-lined spectroscopic binaries likely to be
resolved by a 300 meter baseline interferometer. Of these, 102 systems
are predicted to have separations greater than 0.'0010 and are almost
certain to be resolved. Figure 7 presents a histogram of this last
sample as a function of the MK spectral types available for the objects
compared to the distribution currently available for the mass-
luminosity relation. Important aspects of Figure 7 are the new large
numbers of early type main sequence components as well as the
substantial collection of evolved stars for which masses, luminosities

and in many cases effective temperatures could become available.
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_.4.* FIG. 7. The distribution of MK spectral types among the components of
biraries considered by Popper (1980) as having reliably determined

masses is shown in the upper histogram. The lower histogram shows the
distribution of the components of double-lined spectroscopic binaries
from the catalog of Batten et al (1978) which can be expected to have

angular separations exceeding 0'.'0010 and thus be excellent Candidates

for long baseline optical interferometry.
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Part VII.

DISCUSSION

EVANS: Dr. Davis has emphasized the limitations of the occultation
method and while, I agree with him, I feel I must emphasize what has
been achieved so far. It has produced the major proportion of measured
angular diameters. In some favorable cases, such as Alpha Tauri, where
the repeatability of occulation observations has produced some twenty
results; the mean value is uncertain by less than half a percent. The
observed values range down, for later types, well below those values
accessible to the speckle interferonetrists. The observations do not
require large telescopes, complicated equipment or large amounts of timeI so that even amateurs with relatively small telescopes can contribute.
The possibility of multicolor observations on the same occasion is of
value in the detection of possible variations with wavelength. As to
errors: these are proportionally greater the smaller the star observed,
but one needs to approach published values with reserve since methods of
reduction vary quite widely. The quotation of the formal errors of a
multiparameter fit usually give an unduly optimistic view of the
situation. One should try a variety of trial diameters near the result
of a multiparameter fit and assess critica-lly the range over which
diameter values might be acceptable. In certain cases there is no well
defined best fit.

The occultation program has a future in the detection of close
binaries, which in favorable cases are much closer than those accessible
by speckle interferometry. Magnitude and color differences can be
obtained from single observations and in some cases the ambiguity of
quadrant of the speckle results can be removed. If numerous
observations of the same system on the same or different occasions are
available, conventional data for the separation and position angle can

-~ be derived and orbital elements improved or even derived. It is notable
that the histogram of separations for A-type binaries differs from that

W given Dr. McAlister. For example, for the brighter A-type stars where
observational selection is less severe, the numbers increase quite
sharply for separations starting at the point where his begin to fall
off.
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FRACASSINI: As regards the discovery of double stars by means of
interferometry, I will ask something about the problem of Alpha Lyrae.
In one of the first publications of the Narrabri researchers, Prof.
Hanbury-Brown mentioned the problem of Alpha Lyrae, whose effective V
temperature, derived from angular diameter measures, is lower than that
of Alpha Canis Majoris in spite of its earlier spectral type. In this
connection Prof. Hanbury Brown mentioned the hypothesis by Petrie of I
the duplicity of Alpha Lyrae. That is not a trivial problem for the
researchers of the Department of Physics at the University of Milan and
their colleagues of Brera-Merate Observatory who have proposed Alpha
Lyrae as a standard for the calibration of angular diameter
determinations and, as I. N. Glushneva will say in her paper, this star
is carefully studied by the researchers at the Sternberg State
observatory in Moscow. Is there any news about this problem?

McALISTER: We have observed Alpha Lyrae on several occasions with our
speckle camera and find no evidence of a companion. Our detectibility
would be restricted to separations in excess of about 0.03 arcseconds
and a magnitude difference less than about two magnitudes. Within these
constraints, then Alpha Lyrae appears to be single to us.

BATTEN: High-dispersion observations of Alpha Lyrae at Victoria reveal 4
no sign of variation in the radial velocity.

POPPER: I was disappointed that you did not discuss the application of
your technique to the determination of color indices and magnitude
differences (as described in your abstract) in binaries with good
orbits. This information is often lacking so that fundamental
properties of the components are not well known (but see K. D. Rakos,
Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. 47, 221). At this time, this use of speckle
observations could be of equal or greater importance than the
astrometric results.

McALISTER: I did not say much about photometric determination from
speckle interferometry because at the present time there are very few
solid results available for demonstration. There are several very
promising algorithms for extracting differential photometry from speckle
data, as mentioned in my paper, and I believe that this potential may
even be more important than the accurate astrometry speckle is
providing. One member of our speckle group is devoting a major part of

his time to implementing these algorithms and we aim, ultimately, at
providing a catalogue of magnitude differences and color indices for
binaries with separations of a few arcseconds down to about 0.03
arcseconds.

POPPER: Perhaps the most interesting result thus far from your work is
for Chi Dra. The revised orbit, combined with published radial
velocities, leads to a mass for the F7 V primary considerably less than
one solar mass. No other late F star with well-determined properties
has such a low mass. A critical observation is the radial velocity
separation of the components. A very preliminary result by Tomkin and
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Fekel at McDonald Observatory shows that the spectral lines of the
components are not clearly resolved except possibly at maximum
separation. An underestimate of the separation by 1 or 2 km/s could
remove much of the discrepancy in the mass of the primary, which has
been interpreted as a consequence of a non-standard chemical
composition. We await the results of further observations by Tomkin and
Fekel.

McALISTER: I am glad to hear that a revised mass ratio for Chi Dra may
be forthcoming. That, coupled with the more recent speckle results,
will certainly warrant a re-analysis of this now puzzling system and may
indeed show that it is not anomalous as it now appears.

% STRAND: What is the limiting magnitude with the CCD system?
McALISTER: 15 th mag.

STRAND: I believe that you will be able to obtain measures of G 107-70,
d the close binary with white dwarf components, for which we now have a

very precise orbit except for the value of the semi-major axis, which is
of the order of 0.6" from 61-inch plates. With a parallax known to 1%,
combined with a speckle interferometric measurement of separation, the
system will give masses with a precision of a few percent.

McALISTER: We have not yet made a deliberate attempt to measure veg
faint binaries, but I do recall that we have very nice results on a 15
magnitude system, which I believe is Ross 29. I do not remember if GL
107-70 is on our program, but I will certainly see that it is added if
it is not already there.

GARRISON: I would like to second what was said by Dr. Popper about
. providing photometric information and to encourage you to extend your

* work to overlap with some the area-scanner work in the region of
separations of 1 - 5 seconds of arc.

Chris Corbally at Toronto (now at the Vatican Observatory)
~- finished a thesis last year in which he studied MK types for close

visual binaries with separations of 1 - 5 seconds. The only photometric
data available for comparison with his types are from the area scanner
work of Hurly and of Rakos. Unfortunately there is little overlap

- between these two sources and they disagree with each other in those few
stars. We can get good MK types for stars as close as 1" in good
seeing, so this is important for studies of stellar evolution theories.

HEINTZ: The inclination usually is (along with the eccentricity) the
element least reliably defined in astrometric (unresolved) orbits. I
have a photographic series on Chi Draconis which I expect to complete
shortly.
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HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION
MEASUREMENTS OF
STELLAR PROPERTIES

Harold A. McAlister

Department of Physics and Astronomy, Georgia State University, Atlanta,
Georgia 30303

I. INTRODUCTION

The technological advances of the 1970s have given us the means to widely
exploit techniques for high angular resolution astronomy that have been
with us in some cases for a century or more. This review describes the
scientific progress made thus far in applying high angular resolution in the
visible and infrared regions to the fundamental determination of the
properties of stars and outlines the future scientific potential of the very
high angular resolution to be obtained from multiple telescope inter-
ferometers. If we define high angular resolution simply as the extraction of
spatial information on scales smaller than the seeing limit, then we must
recognize the impressive results of the visual binary star observers who
routinely measure angular separations at or below the Rayleigh limit,
probably through the mental processing of speckle phenomena. For the
purposes of this review, high angular resolution is defined in the context of
interferometric or occultation observations employing impersonal data .-. ...

,.' acquisition and analysis. It should be emphasized that the accuracy of a
high angular resolution measurement is as important as the resolution itself

J" and sometimes leads to a significant extension in the effective resolving
-" power of a method.

Many fine reviews have appeared in recent years that elucidate the details
of the techniques for high angular resolution astronomy. While this review
concentrates on scentific results, it is worthwhile to present a selection of
these technical descriptions. General discussions of interferometric tech-
niques have been given by Labeyrie (114, 115), while Worden (235), Bates
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(23), and Dainty (47) have concentrated on speckle interferometry and
speckle imaging methods. The monograph on intensity interferometry by
Hanbury Brown (90) is the definitive treatment of that approach. Tango &
Twiss (202) have discussed the theoretical basis for a modem Michelson
interferometer employing two telescopes, and Davis (51) has given the
design details of a prototype long-baseline interferometer now being tested
at the University of Sydney. Shao & Staelin (I 93)have described their long-
baseline facility aimed at high-precision astrometry. The critically import-
ant effects of atmospheric turbulence in optical astronomy have been -
discussed by Roddier (184) and Woolf (232). IAU Colloquium No. 50 on
"High Angular Resolution Stellar Interferometry" had numerous contri-
butions from all areas of interferometry; references to specific papers are
given throughout this review. There have been no recent reviews of lunar
occultation methods, and the early formative contributions of Nather &
Evans (166) and Evans (65) still serve as foundationa for lunar occultation
work. The IAU joint discussion on photoelectric occultation observations ...

published in Volume 2 of Highlights in Astronomy gives a broad review of
the field at its inception.

* : 2. HIGH ANGULAR RESOLUTION V
MEASUREMENTS OF BINARY STARS

2.1 General Comments
Binary stars remain the sole fundamental source for the determination of
stellar masses, and there presently exists an enormous body of obser-
vational data pertaining to these objects and accumulated by a variety of
mostly classical techniques. In the Washington Double Star Catalog
(available from the Strasbourg and Greenbelt data centers) and the
companion Observations Catalog of visual binary stars (both of which are
maintained by C. E. Worley at the US Naval Observatory), there are
currently some 400,000 measurements of 73,610 binary systems (C. E.
Worley, private communication). Almost 80% of these observations are
from visual micrometry. From this impressive collection there have been
928 determinations of orbits for 847 systems as reported in the orbit catalog
of Heintz & Worley (102); 180 of these orbits are classified as being of good

.,....,. ,, ,.+ ,.. or definitive quality. The catalog of spectroscopic binaries of Batten et al. .. ' .. :
(25) lists 978 orbit determinations, of which nearly one third are for double-
lined systems and one fourth are considered as being of good or definitive
quality. Only a handful of these objects have been resolved as visual
binaries. The radial velocity bibliography of Abt & Biggs (1) lists a
significantly larger number of stars shown or suspected to have variable
radial velocity, with duplicity as one possible explanation. Such objects are
good candidates for attempted resolution by nonclassical methods.

it s
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Popper (172) has critically reviewed the current status ofour knowledge
of stellar masses. Hisdiscussion emphasizes the long-standing problems in
double-star astronomy that no single technique is capable of deriving a
complete dynamical description of a binary star system and that the
selection effects inherent in the various observational techniques permit
only a small fraction of systems to be amenable to complementary
approaches. This is most strikingly the case among thc visual binaries that
require parallaxes and mass ratios; the former properties are usually
derived from long-focus astrometry, while the latter are normally found
from astrometry or spectroscopy in the case of highly eccentric visual
orbits. Popper (172) finds only 14 visual systems whose individual
components have mass determinations with accuracies better than 15%.
This tremendous discrepancy between potential and accomplishment in
masses derived from visual binaries is entirely due to the extreme difficulty
in determining parallaxes and mass ratios for these systems by classical

ti means. Many authors look toward space astrometry and advances in
ground-based spectroscopic teilhniques for a solution to this impasse. No
doubt much progress can be made in this area, but it is likely that the vast
majority of visual binary discoveries will contribute to our knowledge of the
statistical frequency of these objects, rather than to the collection of

.. , fundamental astrophysical data.
High-resolution observations of binary stars are most valuable where

ir they can immediately provide the complementary information needed for
explicit mass determination. The most clear-cut example of this is in the
case of the direct resolution of double-lined spectroscopic binaries. Here
angular scale information combines with spectroscopically determined
linear scale information to yield the value of the orbital inclination
otherwise missing from the spectroscopic analysis. A direct measurement of
the distance to the double-lined binary also falls out of the solution. Thus, if
we assume the availability of a magnitude difference, the individual
absolute magnitudes as well as the individual masses can be determined for
double-lined spectroscopic binaries. In order for the resolution of single-
lined systems to yield complete mass and luminosity data, an independently
determined parallax must be available. The potential for the resolution of
spectroscopic binaries by interferometric techniques has been discussed by

. McAlister (128) and by Halbwachs (89). By calculating expected angular
separations of spectroscopic binaries at nodal passages in order to alleviate
the effects of the unknown inclination, these authors produced lists of
spectroscopic systems approachable at various limiting resolutions. The
effectiveness of this procedure is shown by the subsequent resolution by
speckle interferometry of 7 of the 13 double-lined and 13 of the 59 single-
lined candidate stars given by McAlister (128).

High-resolution observations of close visual binaries are of secondary

72..
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importance compared with the resolution of spectroscopic binaries, but Re,

they are of primary importance to visual double-star astronomy because of
the significant gain in accuracy compared with micrometer results and
because of the more complete orbital coverage available by high-resolution
techniques. Examples of visual binaries that have been followed through
periastron passage or through previously unresolved orbital segments by
speckle interferometry are ADS 4229, ADS 6825, ADS 10531, and ADS
12473, for which interferometric observations an given in the catalog of
McAlister & Hartkopf(144). The analysis of the evolved system ADS I11579
by Batten et al. (24) incorporates speckle observations obtained at
previously unresolved mean anomalies. Modem interferometric obser-
vations are providing the means for significantly improving the quality of
orbit determinations for dose, rapidly moving vianl binaries.

In addition to high angular resolution, interferometric and lunar
occultation techniques have the important capability for providing dif-
ferential photometric measurements within binary star systems, thus
yielding individual colors as well as masses. In this context, it is worth
quoting Popper (172): "Masses are of little interest, however, without
knowledge of other fundamental properties of the stars, which are usually
determinable if the masses are." It is likely that an increased emphasis on
accurate dilferential photometry from high-resolution techniques will make
at least as important a contribution to binary star astronomy and the
determination oF fundamental stellar quantities as will the high resolution
itself.

2.2 Interferometric Measurements of Binary Stars

It has not commonly -been noted [Heintz (101)] that it was Karl
*, Schwarzchild who iui 1895 [Schwarzschild (190)] made the first measure-

ments of binary stars employing the then radically new technique of
Michelson interferometry only four years after Michelson himself
measured the angular diameters of the Galilean satellites of Jupiter
[Michelson (162)]. The technique languished until 1919, when Anderson (5)
and Merrill (161) employed Anderson's version of Michelson inter-
ferometry to resolve the spectroscopic system comprising Capella. Finsen
(80) traced the subsequent intermittent use of the technique, pointing out
the irony of its application with generally small apertures. He also warned
the consumer against taking all published results at face value (77; see also
209, 210). A monumental series of visual interferometer results was
obtained by Finsen with an "eyepiece interferometer" of his own design and
construction and used at the 26-inch refractor in Johannesburg during a 15-
year period (78, 79). Finsen's program yielded some 6000 measures of

-southern binary stars, including more than 70 previously unresolved
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systems culled from his survey of over 8000 stars to a limiting magnitude of
V = +6.5 (extended to +7.5 for high proper motion objects) in the
declination zone + 20 to 75. Finsen's work is by far themost productive
program of interferometry carried out in any area of astronomical research.
Other, more brief programs of visual binary star interferometry were
conducted at the Lick Observatory (36-inch) during 1939-1941 by Jeffers
(106) at Catania (13-inch) during 1922-1923 by Maggini (126), and at the
Flower Observatory (18-inch) during 1934-1935 and 1949-1954 by Wilson
(230, 231).

A photoelectric modernization of the Anderson-Finsen version of the
Michelson interferometer was devised and demonstrated by Wickes &
Dicke (227, 228). This approach offers the significant improvements over '-

visual interferometry of being impersonal and yielding magnitude dif-
ferences. The instrument was applied to a small number of field visual
binaries (including the first direct resolution of the systems a Del A and the
Population 11 stary Cas) and several Hyades binaries (225,226), but its use
was discontinued after this promising beginning. A modified version of the
Wickes-Dicke interferometer has been developed by Tokovinin (203), who
calls the device a "phase-grating stellar interferometer." Tokovinin (204,

Z 205) has subsequently initiated a productive program of binary star
interferometry using telescopes with apertures ranging from 0.6 to 2.6 m.
Tokovinin's instrument has the potential for extracting magnitude dif-
ferences, although the photometric results are not yet considered reliable.
The initial results from this program, which include three newly resolved ,6

bright B stars (196), appear to be in excellent agreement with speckle
observations taken at similar epochs (206).

Michelson interferometry of binary stars employing two widely sep-
arated apertures has been successfully carried out only by Kulagin (11),
who built a special periscopic instrument at Pulkovo, and by Blazit et al.
(33) and Koechlin et al. (110), who used the two-telescope interferometer at
CERGA (113, 115). Both instruments produced observations of the Capella
system; indeed, the Pulkovo instrument was apparently discontinued after
observing Capella through only one revolution. The CERGA inter-
ferometer has resolved the disks of the individual components of Capella as
well. The intensity interferometer at Narrabri (90) was used to resolve the
binary systems y2 Vel [Hanbury Brown et al. (92)] and a Vir [Herbison-
Evans et al. (103)]. Twiss & Tango (208) described a 1.87-m baseline
Michelson interferometer to be dedicated to binary star observations and
capable of 0.015-arcsec resolution, but the project was unfortunately

M discontinued. Davis (49) considered the general application of long-baseline
interferometry to binary star astrometry in which magnitude differences as
well as angular diameters for one or both components can be determined in
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addition to the measurement of orbital motion. The Narrabri study of a Vir
is to date the only such application of long-baseline interferometry in which
masses, luminosities, and emergent fluxes have been directly measured, but
similar binary star studies will be a major scientific goal for the on-going
long-baseline program at the University of Sydney and the recently
initiated Georgia State University effort.

Since the mid-1970s, speckle interferometry has become the major
interferometric technique applied to binary stars. Following the invention
of speckle interferometry by Labeyrie (I 12), Gezari et al. (85) demonstrated
its applicability to binary stars with measurements from the 5-m Hale
telescope of the angular separations of Capella and the newly resolved
system P Cep. These observations were rediscussed in a second paper from
this group [Labyrie ct al. (116)] in which six additional spectroscopic
binaries, including the astrometric companion to Algol, were resolved for V
the first time. Following these pioneering efforts, speckle programs
primarily directed toward binary stars were initiated in England at Imperial
College (164, 165). in France at CERGA (32, 39a), and in the United States
at Georgia State University (131, 145), where the quoted references indicate
the initial and most recent results from these three groups. In addition to
their normal program of observations, the English group has also published
specific discussions of their results for the binary nature of the central star in
the Red Rectangle, HD 44179 (160), and a preliminary survey for duplicity
among Southern Hemisphere reference stars provisionally chosen to link
the astrometric reference frames of the HIPPARCOS satellite and Space
Telescope (7). The French group now collaborates with Soviet astronomers
(10, 11), following the first applications of speckle interferometry on the 6-m
telescope by Balega & Tikhonov (9) and Dudinov et al. (55). The speckle
group at Georgia State University (GSU) has published a large number of
negative results in a separate series of three papers, the latest being that of
Hartkopf & McAlister (96).

Other groups that have contributed speckle measurements of binary
stars, although not specifically as their primary scientific goal, are in West
Germany at the University of Erlangen-Nurnberg (215, 219) and in the
United States at the Steward Observatory (98, 99).

A catalog of interferometric measurements of binary stars has been
compiled by McAlister & Hartkopf(144) and includes all modern results as
well as the 1919-1921 Mount Wilson observations. The catalog contains
references to 46 source publications, and it is thus unnecessary to repeat I%

that complete listing here. It omits the extensive series of visual inter-
ferometer measurements by W. S. Finsen, as they can be found in an orderly
series of papers in the Union Observatory (later Republic Observatory)
Circulars. Thus the following discussion does not consider Finsen's results
or the results of others using visual interferometry at small telescopes and
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thus inevitably achieving considerably lower resolution and accuracy than
(he modern techniques.

At the end of 1983, there were 3363 measurements of 824 binary stars
obtained by "modern" interferometric methods and 1863 negative exami-
nations for duplicity. The great majority of these results are from speckle
interferometry. The mean measured angular separation in this sample is
0.32 arcsec, while the median is 0.21 arcsec; 20% of the measurements are
for systems having separations of less than 0.1 arcsec. Some 120 systems
were directly resolved, in the sense of explicitly measuring angular

Nseparation and true position angle, for the first time. Of these, 10 are double-
lined and 28 are single-lined spectroscopic binaries, while another 21 show
composite spectra and are at least potential candidates for detailed radial
velocity studies.

1%7" The high accuracy of interferometric results is of considerable import-
ance and justifies observing visual binaries with separations in the range of
0.3 to 1.0 arcsc interferometrically rather than by visual micrometry.
Investigations have shown (132, 142) that accuracies approaching ±1
milliarcsec are routinely attainable by speckle interferometry, provided
that careful calibration data are secured at the telescope. Indeed, accuracies
an order of magnitude better than this are being approached for the wide
binaries on the GSU/Lowell Observatory planet search program (143), in
which high accuracy is the primary observational goal. At a 4-m aperture

N€ telescope, speckles are approximately 0.030 arcsec in diameter, and
separation measurements reaching ± I milliarcsec accuracy require a
precision of only 3% in centroiding autocorrelation peaks. It is an
injudicious use of large-telescope time to produce results of lower quality. It
may be noted that computers of orbital elements of visual binary stars
generally do not take advantage of the enhanced accuracy of inter-
ferometric measurements, as shown by the relatively large residuals these
data are often permitted to have. Orbit computers should still approach
these observations conservatively, as there are a variety of telescope sizes
and calibration procedures behind the observations, but there is now
sufficient coverage in many cases so that a judgment of accuracy can be
made. In order to improve the accuracy of interferometric measures of
binary stars and to permit greater intercomparison of results from different
observers, a list of "standard" binaries has been suggested by McAlister &
Hartkopf (142). The calibration of interferometric observations of binaries
for instrumental and atmospheric effects has been discussed by McAlister
(140).

Infrared speckle interferometry carried out by means of one-dimensional
scans is beginning to provide results for cool companions to stars. A
particularly interesting program for the detection of low-mass astrometric
companions of nearby stars is being carried out at Kitt Peak (KPNO) and
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Steward observatories by D. W. McCarthy. McCarthy et al. (155) report a
detection of the astrometric companion to C Aqr B at the K and L
photometric bands and deduce a color temperature of 1440 ± 200 K for this
previously unseen star. Weigelt (216) had previously reported a companion
to C Aqr A seen by him at visible wavelengths by means of speckle
holography. This object was not detected by McCarthy et al. (155), nor is it
reported in five other visible speckle observations (144). Other direct IR
detections of low-mass companions have been given by McCarthy (148)
and Lippincott et al. (123). A program of infrared speckle interferometry
from Mauna Kea has led to the discovery of a stellar companion to T Tauri
by Dyck et al. (59) that is responsible for the infrared excess previously
thought to be due to an optically thick dust shell surrounding the presumed
single star. Subsequent observations at 2- and 6-cm wavelengths using the
VLA (189) have confirmed the duplicity of T Tauri and removed the

quadrant ambiguity from the speckle data.
Beckers (29) has suggested a variation of Labeyrie's speckle inter-

ferometry in which speckle frames are simultaneously recorded in a narrow
spectral feature and in the adjacent continuum. Beckers' "differential
speckle interferometry" then takes advantage of the inherent precision of
speckle methods in order to measure small shifts in the relative locations of
corresponding speckles seen in and out of the absorption features arising
from Doppler-shifted "photocenters." The method has the potential for
indirectly resolving spectroscopic binaries down to submilliarcsecond
separations and for measuring true rotational velocities and linear
diameters of stars. A demonstration of the potential of Beckers' method has
been given by Aime et al. (3).

The technique of "speckle holography," originally suggested by Bates et
al. (21), has been applied to multiple star systems by Weigelt (212,214,218).
This method, which relies on the presence of an additional point source
within the isoplanatic patch to essentially deconvolve the atmospheric and
instrumental point spread function, is of limited astronomical use because
of the rarity of triple systems in which all three stars are separately resolved
and lie in the same isoplanatic patch. A generally more applicable variation
of speckle holography called "speckle masking" has been suggested by
Weigelt (213, 218) and demonstrated by Weigelt & Wirnitzer (219). This
computation-intensive approach has the important capability of
diffraction-limited imagery of binary stars in which quadrant ambiguities
are eliminated and true intensity ratios are obtainable.

2.3 Occultation Measurements of Binary Stars

The historical background of the application of lunar occultations to
binary star astronomy has been summarized elsewhere (166). For many
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decades, visual observations were made in attempts to see multiple
disappearances or fadings - useful indicators of possible duplicity (6)-but
the modern use of photoelectric detectors and high-speed data recording
provided the means for obtaining quantitative measures from these events.
The pioneering efforts of D. S. Evans and R. E. Nather (65, 166) are largely
responsible for bringing to occultation work the status of a powerful and
reliable tool for high angular resolution astronomy. For the study of binary
stars, the method has obvious advantages and disadvantages, the latter
primarily due to the unique and fleeting circumstances surrounding each,a"

event. The advantages of unsurpassed resolution achieved with small
telescopes by means of straightforward equipment contrast remarkably
with interferometric methods that have effective resolution limits for single

6 letelescopes an order of magnitude less than the occultation method. Lunar
occultations offer their greatest contribution to binary star astronomy
through the systematic survey for new binaries, which can be followed up at
will by other techniques (as speckle interferometry has done for some 25
occultation binaries), and by providing a means for measuring differential
magnitudes and colors with astrophysically useful accuracies. Not-
withstanding the limitation to only about 10% of the sky, the greatest
drawback of occultation studies is the restriction of measuring only the
component of separation projected perpendicular to the local lunar limb-
the so-called vector separation-rather than the true angular separation of
a binary star. The combined efforts of several occultation observing groups
occasionally overcome this limitation through the triangulation of vector
separations obtained along different projection angles.

r. Active occultation programs giving emphasis to all binary star oppor-
tunities have been carried out at the following observatories (where, again,
only the first and most recent summary publications are referenced):
McDonald Observatory (66, 74), Fick Observatory (62, 63), Prairie
Observatory (173-175), Cloudcroft Observatory (176, 178), Lowell
Observatory (see, for example, 223), and KPNO (188). Additional photo-
electric occultation series from less extensive programs have also been
published (35, 52, 97). Numerous reports of visual occultation timings in
which duplicity has been suspected may be found in the International

._ Occultation Timing Association's Newsletter. Special attention to occul-
tations of star clusters has been given to the Hyades (see discussion below),
the Pleiades (18, 20), and Praesepe (171) clusters.

Evans (67) has presented a catalog of occultation observations that have
been obtair,-d photoelectrically prior to 1981. The catalog contains 312
vector separation measures for 224 binaries. These measures result from a
total of 3074 stars whose occultations have been observed, implying a
duplicity detection rate of 7%. For stars brighter than V + 6.7, 17% of the
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342 candidates were measured as double. Evans (67) showed that the lower

duplicity rate observed for fainter A-type stars, whose average distance is W
about three times that of the observed sample of bright A stars, coincides
with expectations if the occultation detections are complete to their limiting
resolutions and the binary frequency of A stars is uniform. It was also
pointed out that contact angle affects the detection of duplicity in a manner
that allows an estimate of the frequency of missed detections at small
contact angles when the lunar limb is effectively moving much faster than at
high contact angles.

The mean measured vector separation in the Evans catalog is 0.26 arcsec,
decreasing to 0.15 arcsec for stars of V < +6.7 mag. The internal error
estimates are typically I to 3 milliarcsec. Nearly one third of the measured
vector separations are less than 0.030 arcsec (the practical limit for speckle
interferometry), while 11% are less than 0.010 arcsec. This highest- do
resolution category is of limited astrometric use, since errors are typically
10 to 30% of the measurement. It is difficult to intercompare the
observational data in order to check for consistency between observers
because of the minimum requirement of three simultaneous measurements
for different geographic locations for an evaluation of the scatter in those
data; such a situation happens only rarely. It is possible to compare
occultation and speckle measurements of the same objects observed at
similar epochs. A comparison of 33 commonly observed binary separations
with epoch differences of less than 0.5 yr shows an average separation
measurement difference of - 0.007 + 0.045 arcsec in the sense of occultation
- speckle, where each direct speckle measurement has been projected onto
the position angle of the corresponding occultation observation. If 4
differences are dropped on the basis of being in excess of 1.5 times the
standard deviation, then the mean difference becomes -0.010+0.020
arcsec. The situation improves further if interpolation to the observed
occultation epoch is applied to the speckle data, where for 44 commonly
observed separations the mean difference becomes -0.006+0.035 arcsec,
improving to -0.008 + 0.015 arcsec when 4 large differences are omitted.
The average separation in this last comparison sample is 0.15 arcsec. There
is clearly no detectable systematic difference between occultation and
speckle measurements. The dispersion in the differences is, however.
significantly larger than the accuracies claimed for both techniques, a
situation at least partly due to intervening orbital motion.

Potentially the most important information from occultations are
magnitude differences. The Evans catalog (67) reports 269 measurements of
AB for 202 systems and 140 measurements of AR for 105 systems. The
average estimated error for the 249 AB determinations for which error
estimates are given is + 0.38 mag, with 23% of the error estimates being at
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or better than + 0.1 mag. Only 15% of the 126 AR measurements possessing
error estimates are of this quality, having an average estimated error of
+0.47 mag. If we consider only stars brighter than V = + 6.7, the average
error for 85 AB determinations with error estimates is +0.29 mag, with
nearly 50% of + 0.1 mag quality. For 56 determinations of AR, 30/ are of
this high quality, with an average error estimate of +0.28 mag. Routine

I.- gathering of Am's of the highest attainable accuracy is clearly a challenge to
occultation observers.

2.4 Some Specific Binary Systems

The following binary stars have received particular attention in the course
of applying high angular resolution techniques to objects- that are most
likely to yield fundamental parameters.

2.4.1 HR 321 L Ca) The Population II binary u Cas has long been a
challenge to binary star observers due to the large Am predicted by the

. -astrometric orbit (122). Although the angular separation of the components
is roughly 1 arcsec, the secondary contributes only about 1% of the system's
light in visible regions. McCarthy (149) has used the aavantages of infrared
speckle interferometry to increase the relative brightness of the secondary
to about 5% of that of the primary, causing a visibility modulation of about
10%. These results confirm the previous marginal resolutions at visible
wavelengths (100, 225, 228) and provide mass determinations with
uncertainties of ± 25%. The orbit is still known with too little precision toS contribute new data to the question of the primordial helium abundance.

2.4.2 HR 788 (12 Per) The mass and luminosity values determined by
V. McAlister (133) from speckle observations of this 331-day double-lined
k7- spectroscopic binary were considered by Popper (172) as belonging to a

sample of only five resolved spectroscopic binaries with well-determined
masses. Results for the two components, both of slightly earlier spectral
type than the Sun, fit the empirical mass-luminosity relation quite well.

.... 2.4.3 HR 8S54( Per) This 4.15-yr spectroscopic binary contains stars of types
G5 III and A5 V. A combined spectroscopic and speckle interferometric
analysis by McAlister (138) yielded the orbital inclination and semimajor
axis and showed that astrophysically consistent luminosity values result
from assumed masses. Explicitly determined masses and luminosities must
await an improvement in the parallax or a measurement of the mass ratio.

2.4.4 HR 915 (y Per) This 14.6-yr double-lined spectroscopic binary was
found to present a nearly edge-on orbit from speckle observations that also
directly determined the masses and luminosities for both components (139).
The astrophysical parameters suggest a spectral classification of G8 11-111

,A.
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+- B9 V rather than the previously estimated types of G8 III + A3 V. It was
also suggested that there is a chance of an atmospheric eclipse at the next
occasion of minimum angular separation (occurring in IM9).,.|"
2.4.5 HYADES BINARIES: HR 1331, HR 1391, HR 1411. AND HD 28363 High-reolution
observations of binary stars in the Hyades are of importance, particularly if

these stars are also spectroscopic binaries, in that they provide input to the "
on-going question of the cluster distance modulus and mass-luminosity

_: relation in a manner independent of the standard astrometric procedures. It
-," should be kept in mind that the significant dispersion in the individual",
.:" distances to Hyades stars must be dealt with when members are used "

individually to determine cluster parameters. As demonstrated by .:
VandenBerg & Bridges (211), theoretical models of a metallicity-dependent,.
ZAMS for the Hyades can be used with considerable sensitivity to
determine the cluster distance by means of a consistency match with the
masses of Hyades binaries. This approach currently indicates a cluster -
distance modulus of 3.42 mag, in good agreement with the result of,.
McClure (157) for the spectroscopic and eclipsing Hyades binary vB 22.
McAlister (130) combined two speckle observations of the I I -yr single-
lined spectroscopic binary HR 1331 (51 Tau) with the marginally de- L
termined spectroscopic elements and found that if one assumes a normal
mass-luminosity relation, then a cluster distance modulus of 3.25 results.
This system has been observed through more than one-half revolution by, %*j
speckle interferometry and should soon possess one of the best-determined ,.
apparent orbits of any H yades binary. H R 1391 (70 Tau) has been resolved
by both speckle and occultation observers. Its status as the most puzzling of
the Hyades binaries has been rediscussed by Evans (68), who clearly pointed l

4' 4•

out the discrepancy between the modern measurements and the visual -
interferometer results of Finsen (82). Evans concluded that an orbital
period of 11.4 yr best fits the data and that a distance modulus of 4.0 mag,*:
corresponding to the star being over 40% more distant than the cluster ;
center from the Sun, leads to internally consistent masses, luminosities, and
spectral types.-The existing magnitude difference from occultation data and.-

• .' further high-resolution measurements of the orbital geometry are crucial to ,
" a final solution to this problem. Evans (68) also discussed the status of the "
"," information gleaned from occultation and speckle observations of the
"" Hyades binaries HR 1411 (01 Tau) and HD 28363 (ADS 3248). Orbital"'ranalyses for these systems lead to preliminary values for the Hyades

distance modulus of 3.12 and 3.19. Occultation observers who have given
particular emphasis to such important Hyades events have reported theirf
results in a number of papers (26t 73, 76, 169, 170, 173, 175-177, 222)."-

2.4.6 H stne to Aur No other star has received as much attention from
interferometrists as has Capella. First resolved by Anderson (5) and Merrill
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(161) it has intermittently been observed during some 200 revolutions of its
105-day orbit by numerous groups. Orbital elements derived from 56
reliable observations between 1920 and 1979 were redetermined by
McAlister (137) independent of any input from spectroscopy [unlike the
previous solution of Finsen (81)] and probably represent the most
accurately determined set of apparent elements of any binary star. The orbit
of Capella has been considered to be the only one capable of producing
ephemerides suitable for the calibration of interferometric techniques (142).
The uncertainty in the orbital inclination now leads to an error of less than
1% in the masses and thus improves the situation from that which existed at
the time of Popper's (172) discussion. Blazit et al. (33) measured the angular
diameters of the components with the CERGA two-telescope inter-
ferometer, finding values of approximately 5 milliarcsc with considerable
unoertainty. From the geometrically determined distance of 13 pc and the
scale-dependent values of the radii given by Popper (172), one expects
angular diameters of about 3 and 5 milliarcsec for the GO III and G5 III
components of Capella. The true quadrant of the ascending node of the
orbit has been determined by Bagnuolo & McAlister (8) by applying the
"shift-and-add" algorithm of Bates & Cady (22) to a series of photographic
speckle frames.

2.4.7 HR 1798 (nori The 9.2-yr spectroscopic system associated with the BI
V primary component of the visual triple ADS 4002 has been resolved by
speckle interferometry. A preliminary analysis (129) in which the 9.2-yr pair
was assumed to be coplanar with an 8-day eclipsing system also associated
with j7 Ori A was used to derive masses for all three stars comprising q Ori A,
as well as to give a direct measure of the distance to the object and hence the
individual stellar luminosities. With a total of 40 solar masses invested in
the three stars, this preliminary result represents the most massive system
for which masses and luminosities have been determined directly without
reference to a temperature calibration.

2-4.8 HD38268 (RI136) This is the object suspected to be the central ionizing
source of the Tarantula nebula in the Large Magellanic Cloud and

r, % suggested as being supermassive in nature (40). Weigelt (217,218) examined
this object with speckle interferometry and arrived at a preliminary result
that RI 36a was at least binary, with a separation of 0.46 arcsec. Meaburn et
al. (159) reobserved the object by speckle interferometry and concluded that
it was single in nature. This conflicting situation was settled by Worley
(236), who pointed out that R. T. A. Innes and W. H. van den Bos both
reported visual measurements in the mid-1920s of a companion having a
separation of approximately 0.5 arcsec. Worley added two modern
micrometer measures confirming the duplicity, indicating little or no
orbital motion, and providing an estimated Am of approximately I mag.
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Worley did not see the more distant objects reported by van den Bos;
" rather, he noted that "the appearance under high power was one of a

complicated nebulosity with numerous condensations." At the distance of
the Large Magellanic Cloud, a binary system having a total mass of 3000
Me and presenting an angular separation of 0.5 arcsec would have an
approximate orbital period approaching I Myr. The observed lack of
orbital motion thus cannot be used to argue against the supermassive
nature of these objects.

2.4.9 H 3207 (y vei) This WC8-type star was observed with the Narrabri
intensity interferometer, and an analysis of the measured correlations by
Hanbury Brown et al. (92) in combination with spectroscopic and
photometric data yielded the distance, radius, luminosity, and emergent
flux of the Wolf-Rayet star, as well as the radius and monochromatic
emergent flux of the emission region of the star. The observations also
permitted the determination of the angular size of the semimajor axis of the
79-day spectroscopic orbit, which combined with an assumed inclination
and the spectroscopically determined a sin i to give the distance of y'2 Vel.
The interferometric observations were not sufficiently extensive to ex-
plicitly determine the orbital inclination as in the case of z Vir.

2.4.10 HR 5056 a, V,) The 4-day spectroscopic system comprising Spica
was studied using intensity interferomectry by Herbison-Evans et al. (103),
who determined not only the previously unknown geometric orbital
elements but also the angular diameter of the primary star itself. This type of
analysis, in which a complete astrophysical description of a star is deduced,
is a major scientific justification for future long-baseline interferometers.
The mass determinations for a Vir by Herbison-Evans et al. (103) are
considered by Popper (172) to be well determined, and the primary
component is the only star whose mass, luminosity, and effective tempera-
ture have been determined strictly fundamentally. Improvements in these
values would result primarily from a better determination of the spectro-
scopic orbit of the secondary and a more accurate measurement of the
magnitude difference in the system.

2.4.11 HR 594 (p sco This multiple star system has had a fascinating
history of occultations, first by Jupiter and lo (19, 105), which led to mass

and angular diameter measures for some components of the system (64),
and later by the Moon (69, 187). Through the combination of observations
obtained from six different geographic locations in 1975 and 1976. Fvans et . "

al. (70) calculated the true double-star geometry of tihe AB and AC
subsystems as well as the magnitude differences. This calculation shows the
desirability of multiple observers pursuing occultation programs. The AB

N.'
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system is a previously observed visual binary that has also been measured
by speckle interferometry, but orbital motion prevents a comparison
between the occultation and speckle results, Many speckle observations
have been accumulated for the O.l-arcsec pair CE, which also shows
significant orbital motion and for which nearly concurrent speckle and
occultation measures show good agreement.

2.4.12 vs Harrington et at. (95b) detected a very low mass companion
to the low-luminosity star VB 8 by means of an astrometric analysis of
photographic plates. A mass of a few millisuns was suggested, although
more plate material is needed in order to establish the elements of the
photocentric orbit. McCarthy et al. (I 56a) have reported a direct detection
of the companion to VB 8 by means of speckle interferometry in the near-
infrared. This is likely to be the lowest mass stellar object to be directly
detected. The temperature of VB 8B was inferred by McCarthy et al. from
the observed visibility curve, which shows a maximum depression from unit
visibility of approximately 6% at 1.6 urm and 12% at 2.2 jan. The exact
nature of VB 8B awaits higher signal-to-noise observations so that it can be
more accurately placed on the two-color diagram. McCarthy et al. were
unable to detect the astrometric companion to VB 10, found by Harrington
et al. to have a period of approximately 4.9 yr. This implies that VB 10B is
cooler and less massive than VB 8B.

2.4.13 HR 6927(z Dra( This spectroscopic/astrometric binary, with a period
of just 281 days, was first directly resolved by Labeyrie et al. (116) using
speckle interferometry. A subsequent analysis by McAlister (135) showed
that the orbital inclination was significantly greater than the astrometric
result, with a subsequent marked decrease in the masses. This system is
noteworthy for having a primary star whose mass is less than the Sun's and
yet whose luminosity appears to be significantly greater. This situation may
be partly due to line-blanketing effects, but a final conclusion concerning
the star's excess luminosity must await a spectroscopic redetermination of
the mass ratio.

2.4.14 HR 7478 (# Cyg With a period of 434 days, 0 Cyg is the only other
double-lined spectroscopic binary besides Capella to have nearly coequally
evolved giant components that have been directly resolved by high-
resolution techniques. The masses determined from speckle interferometry
and spectroscopy (139) are of sufficient accuracy to satisfy the criteria of
Popper (172) for well-determined masses.

2.4.15 HR 7776(ftcap) Evans & Fekel (71) employed in thecase of P Cap a
technique whereby vector separations and position angles from lunar
occultations of binary stars can be made to iteratively converge to a
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uniquely determined apparent orbit. They combined newly obtained radial
velocities, primarily aimed at deducing the orbital motions of the secondary
component, with the occultation results to yield masses and luminosities for
the KO II-III and 88 V components of the long-period spectroscopic
system and to set an upper limit on the mass of the short-period, probably
late G-type companion to P Cap B. Evans (68) rediscussed this analysis in
light of subsequent speckle observations and pointed out the rather large
scatter in a series of three speckle measurements by McAlister et al. (146)
taken on three consecutive nights. Although unexplained discrepancies
may exist, it should be noted that the large zenith distance and magnitude
difference of nearly 2 mag for fP Cap AB do not make this a favorable object
for speckle observation.

2.4.16 HR 5417 R cep) The A3+F7 stars comprising this 2.2-yr double- im
lined spectroscopic binary have had masses and luminosities determined
from a combined spectroscopic and speckle interferometric analysis (I 36).
Line-blending effects result in as yet only preliminary values for the masses.
but the secondary appears to be undermassive for its luminosity. Sufficient
speckle observations exist to produce a well-determined apparent orbit.

2.4.17 HR 866 (94 Aqr) Five years of speckle observations of this 6.4-yr N
single-lined spectroscopic binary were used to determine apparent orbital
elements for the first time (141). These agreed reasonably well with existing
spectroscopic elements. Acceptance of a marginally useful trigonometric
parallax yields preliminary masses and luminosities consistent with
spectral types of G5 IV and GO--G2 V. This is a prime example of the
benefits that could be gained from space astrometry with the HIPPARCOS
satellite.

3. THE DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF STELLAR

ANGULAR DIAMETERS -

3.1 General Comments -

The absolute monochromatic flux emitted at the surface of a star can be
determined fundamentally by measuring the flux received from the star and
the angular diameter of the star corrected for limb darkening. The effective
temperature can also be determined by integrating the absolute monochro-
matic flux over the spectrum. The current status of the calibration of
effective temperatures and the measurement and availability of angular
diameters was discussed in detail during IAU Symposium No. I I I on the
"Calibration of Fundamental Stellar Quantities" held in Como, Italy, in

U
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May 1984. Davis (50) has reviewed the available data for angular diameters
and showed that only for 32 stars have accuracies at the level of + 5% beer
achieved. The direct confrontation of stellar atmospheres theory with
empirically determined radiative properties of stars thus remains quite
limited.

The history of the direct measurement of stellar angular diameters
parallels that already described for interferometric observations of binary
stars and has been discussed elsewhere at length (see, for example, 53,90). At
the time when speckle interferometry was first proposed by Labeyrie (112),
only a handful of results from occultations and from the Narrabri intensity
interferometer (90) had been added to the half-century-old data from
Mount Wilson. There are presently more than 150 measured angular
diameters, with the majority derived from lunar occultation observations of
cool giant stars. Because nature has provided us with stars whose angular
diameters are all well below 0. 1 arcsec, it has been the rule for observing
programs to operate near their resolution cutoffs. Thus the press toward
higher resolution has always been particularly characteristic of efforts to
measure the angular diameters of stars. 16

Of the I l l stars tabulated by Davis (50) for which angular diameters have
been determined with accuracies of ± 20% or better, 31 have spectral types
in the range of 05 and F8 and only 10 stars are of luminosity class V. The
remaining stars lie between G8 and M8 and are all evolved objects. A
striking gap in our knowledge of stellar angular diameters exists for allluminosity classes from late-A to late-G types, where only three determi-
nations exist and only one (that for Procyon) is known with high accuracy.

Although the fundamental calibration of stellar angular diameters is tied
, to only a very limited collection of measurements, the situation is not as r

precarious as it might seem, and plans for future high angular resolution
facilities promise very significant gains in this area. The increased supply of
data for cool stars derived from occultation observations resulted in the
refinement by T. G. Barnes and D. S. Evans of the correlation between a

- visual surface brightness parameter, calculated only from the unreddened V
magnitude and the angular diameter, and the B - V index originally
discussed by Wesselink (221). The Barnes-Evans relation (13--15, 17, 167)
shows a tight correlation across all spectral and luminosity classes,
including variable stars and stars of type S and C, between this visual
surface brightness parameter and the (V - R)o color index. In their papers
describing the development of this relation, Barnes and his collaborators
have summarized the angular diameter data then available to them, and I..

they have converted the assumed limb-darkening law used by the original
sources (most often a linear limb-darkening coefficient of U = 0 or 1) to

MaryN
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those obtained from model stellar atmospheres grids (17). The Barnes- i
Evans relation has subsequently been used to determine the expansion rate
and distance of the nova V1500 Cygni (12), the distances of Cepheid
variables (16, 86), the linear radii of nearby stars (118), and the distances to
eclipsing binaries (119, 120). ',-

The indirect determination of angular diameters and effective tempera-
tures by means of comparison of observed fluxes and model stellar
atmospheres is being pursued by Blackwell and his collaborators (30,31) in
a manner similar to that originally proposed by Gray (88). This methodshows a small systematic disagreement with the Barnes-Evans relation (17)
and presently gives angular diameters about 4% larger than the Narrabri
values (50). Such methods can ultimately be considered entirely reliable
only when they can be compared with an expanded sample of fundamen-
tally determined angular diameters of high accuracy. A catalog of all
angular diameters, including those determined by indirect means, has been
published by Fracassini et al. (84).

3.2 Interferometric Measurements of Angular Diameters
Interferometric methods have furnished angular diameters for some 60
stars. These results have been derived in the optical from intensity
interferometry, Michelson (or amplitude) interferometry, speckle inter-
ferometry, and long-baseline interferometry with the CERGA two-
telescope facility. The latter instrument has also been used for infrared
measurements, as have the techniques of Michelson, speckle, and hetero-
dyne interferometry. Unlike the occultation technique, interferometric i
methods utilizing a single-aperture telescope have little potential for

*, expanding the collection of stars with measured angular diameters, and we
4 must look to long-baseline interferometry for gains in this important area.

Summary discussions of the status of interferometric measurements have
been presented by Davis (48, 50).

The program of the Narrabri intensity interferometer was directed
toward obtaining the first measurements of the angular diameters and
effective temperatures of hot stars of all luminosity classes, including main
sequence stars. Hanbury Brown (90) has extensively described the Narrabri
facility, the procedures for the acquisition and analysis of data, and the
details of the final results. Angular diameters were measured for 32 stars
brighter than B = + 2.5 in the spectral class range 05 to F8 (93). The
average measured angular diameter was 1.7 milliarcsec, with an average
accuracy of ± 0. 11 milliarcsec (or + 6.4%) and a limiting accuracy of ± 0.03
milliarcsec. Sixteen of these stars were of luminosity class V or IV, 7 were
class 11 or Ill, and 7 were class la or lb. One Wolf-Rayet star (y2 Vel) was ,.
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measured, as was one 05f star ( Pup). Effective temperatures were
empirically determined for 5 stars, the hottest being 11,250+460 K for the
B8 la star #Ori. and radii were calculated for 15 stars whose parallaxes
were either known trigonometrically or could be otherwise inferred. Nine
stars were found to show effects of multiplicity in their correlation
measurements from the intensity interferometer, and 4 of these were
r'jected from the angular diameter program on the basis of exceptionally
bright secondaries. One of these "rejects," 6 Vel, was subsequently
confirmed as a binary by speckle interferometry (201). Hanbury Brown (91)
discussed the Narrabri results from the particular points of view of accuracy
and their role in calibrating fundamental stellar propertieg. Analyses of the
limb darkening of Sirius (94), mass loss from Rigel (95), and rotation of
Altair (90) were carried out with marginally significant results; these results

C'. serve primarily to point the way to what can be done by future long-
baseline work. The Narrabri intensity interferometer was an essentially

.' unique example of a major facility in optical astronomy that had a highly
bD specific scientific goal and that was shut down after that goal was achieved.

Amplitude interferometry as originally practiced by Michelson led to
results for 7 stars (163, 168), most notably for Betelgeuse, that have errors in
the range of 10 to 20%. A version of the Michelson interferometer was

a'' developed by Currie and his collaborators, and results for 12 late-type giant
and supergiant stars have been published (45, 46). The average measured
angular diameter was 25.8 milliarcsec, with an average internal error of
+ 4.1 milliarcsec (or + 16%). Separate external errors were presented for
comparisons made with results from other techniques.

. Speckle interferometric measurements of angular diameters of cool,
evolved stars have been presented in a number of papers, usually using
either the original power spectrum analysis of Labeyrie (112), as followed by
Gezari et al. (85), Blazit et al. (32), Bonneau & Labeyrie (36), Labeyrie et al.
(1.17), Ricort et al. (179), Balega et al. (10), and Bonneau et al. (39), or the

-. speckle superposition method first applied by Lynds et al. (125) to a
reconstructed image of Betelgeuse, as has been done by McDonnell & Bates
(158), Wilkerson & Worden (229), Worden (233, 234, Welter & Worden

* (220), Christou & Worden (43), and Goldberg et al. (87).
Long-baseline interferometry employing the CERGA two-telescope

Michelson interferometer in the optical has been carried out by Blazit et al.
(33), Bonneau et al. (38), and Faucherre et al. (75). Di Benedetto & Conti (54)

'" have used this instrument for infrared measurements of angular diameters.
Other infrared observations involving stellar angular diameters are
mentioned elsewhere in this article and are based upon Michelson,
heterodyne, and speckle interferometry. Roddier & Roddier (186) have
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obtained observations of Betelgeuse using their rotation-shearing inter-
ferometer. Indeed, Betelgeuse has been the star most commonly observed a
by interferometrists as an extended source.

The degree of overlap in the results within and among the various
interferometric techniques remains quite limited; this situation has recently
been summarized by Davis (50), who concluded that aside from a few
discordant results, the agreement in the measurements is consistent with the
published error estimates. Obvious discrepancies exist between the speckle
and amplitude interferometry values for a Her and p Per (46, 109, 220, 233),
both of which have angular diameters close to the resolution limits of these
methods.

3.3 Occultation Measurements of Angular Diameters

The programs previously mentioned as being active in the discovery and*
measurement of binary stars during lunar occultations are also actively
pursuing the measurement of stellar angular diameters. Most of these
groups publish their diameter measures in the same series as their double-
star results, with the exception of the Iowa State University group, whose
first and most recent papers are those of Beavers et al. (27, 28) and which
have included 37 angular diameter determinations for 20 stars. The average
of the estimated internal errors for these measurements is + 1.4 milliarcsec
(or 26%) for an average measured diameter of 5.3 milliarcsec. The
University of Texas group has published 31 determinations for 22 stars with
average angular diameter of 7.8 milliarcsec and average estimated error of IN
+ 1.3 milliarcsec (or ± 17%). The University of Illinois series produced 8
measurements averaging 8.5 milliarcsc and + 2.6 milliarcsec (or + 30%) 5
errors, and the Cloudcroft program led to 11 measurements averaging 7.2
milliarcsec and ±0.9 milliarcsec (or ± 12%) errors. The overall average
angular diameter determined by these four major groups was 6.7 milliarc-
sec, with an average error of ± 1.4 milliarcsec representing ± 21 % of the
angular diameter. These four groups have published a total of 17 angular
diameters for 9 stars for which estimated errors are less than 10%; 8 of these
values are for Aldebaran. Ridgway (180) has extensively reviewed the
progress made in determining angular diameters from lunar occultations.

The most productive program of occultation angular diameter determi-
nations has been that of Ridgway and his collaborators, who have made
measurements in the near-infrared of cool giant stars and extremely cool
stars identified primarily as infrared sources (see 181, 183 for first and most
recent references in this series). This group has published more than 100
angular diameter measurements, with an average overall accuracy of
+ 11%. Although the majority of their results were from the 1.3-m KPNO

telescope, their experience with the 4-m telescope has shown that the
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advantages of large aperture, specifically the increased light-gathering
power and decreased scintillation, more than offset the deleterious effects of
time smearing and produce superior results for diameters in excess of 2.7
milliarcsec. Infrared measurements of cool giants offer the astrophysical
advantage of measuring the diameter closer to the flux maximum and the
logistical advantage of permitting daytime observations for a significant
increase in event opportunities.

Ridgway et al. (182) examined the then available sample of 66 measure-
ments for the 24 stars for which more than one occultation measurement
had been made in order to investigate the validity of the published error
estimates. By calculating the variance from the mean expected for each
measurement of a particular object and comparing it with the actual
difference from the mean, Ridgway et al. (182) considered the overall
statistical properties of the error estimates. They clearly showed that, except

'' for Mira-type stars, the frequency distribution of the ratio of actual to
expected deviations was a normal distribution consistent with entirely
random errors, and thus that the published error estimates are overall
reliable indicators of accuracy. Additional conclusions were that in about

"- 4% of the cases, observational effects of an unknown sort may enter into the
method, and that in some cases, especially for the Mira-type stars, temporal
surface variations on the star produce exceptionally large discrepancies.

The question of the accuracy of angular diameter measurements has been
addressed by a number of authors in the case of Aldebaran (KS III), a star
that has undergone an especially well-observed series of occultations.
Evans & Edwards (72) selected 10 measurements from the then available
sample of more than 20 and deduced an unweighted mean angular diameter
for a fully limb-darkened disk of 19.9 + 0.3 milliarcsec. They concluded that
there was no evidence for any variation in diameter over the wavelength
range 0.43-0.70 pm. Evans & Edwards (72) also stressed the absence of
abnormalities from the occultation traces of Aldebaran, which had been
noted in most of the events associated with a previous occultation of
Antares (M1.5 lab); they insisted that nonuniform stellar surface illumi-

". nation rather than lunar limb effects was responsible for those peculiarities.
Ridgway et al. (183) reexamined the Aldebaran data in light of their 14 new
measurements from 0.4 to 3.8 pn and concluded that there is evidence of a
wavelength variation of diameter that is at least as pronounced as that
predicted from theory. They adopted a weighted mean angular diameter of
20.88±0.10 milliarcsec incorporating limb-darkening effects. Most re-

'a cently, White & Kreidl (224) reported 11 observations of 6 events observed
in Str6mgren y or b bandpasses and determined a mean limb-darkened
value of 20.45 ± 0.46 milliarcsec from 21 selected measurements between 0.4
and 0.9 pm wavelengths. The occultation angular diameter for Aldebaran is p
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thus known with an accuracy at least as good as the best-determined
intensity interferometer results.

4. INTERFEROMETRIC OBSERVATIONS IN
THE INFRARED -

Speckle interferometry carried out in the visible region of the spectrum
offers a factor of 50-100 gain in resolution when a 4-m class telescope is
utilized under typical seeing conditions of 2 arcsec. In the infrared, the
diffraction limit and typical seeing conditions converge at a wavelength of
about 10 pm, and at 2.2 rm the speckle approach provides a resolution gain
by only a factor of about 10 or less at the excellent sites currently being
utilized by telescopes optimized for infrared work. In obtaining high-
resolution scans of molecular cloud sources, Dyck (56) and Dyck & Staude
(58) found that with slow scans in which system noise dominated speckle
noise, the seeing conditions on Mauna Kea permitted resolution favorably
comparable to that from speckle interferometry. As Dainty (47) has pointed
out, this loss in resolution leverage with interferometry is more than
compensated by the gain in numbers of extended cool objects available to
resolution by infrared speckle interferometry compared with the number of
objects available to visible speckle interferometry.

Technology has limited infrared speckle interferometry thus far to one-
dimensional scanning techniques, where an image is scanned over a narrow
slit at a frequency higher than the atmospheric redistribution time. Two-
dimensional infrared speckle interferometry can be expected in the future as
gains are made in detector development (195). Without employing
interferometry, Bloemhof et al. (34) applied a one-dimensional array of
detectors to 10-pm observations to directly obtain diffraction-limited scans
of the dust shells of a Ori and ,a Sco. Particular instrumental configurations
for infrared speckle interferometry along with observational and analysis
procedures have been described by Sibille et al. (194), Selby et al. (191),
Howell et al. (104), Dyck & Howell (57), McCarthy et al. (156), and Aime et
al. (2).

Other interferometric methods that have been developed in the infrared
include the incoherent spatial interferometer of Low and his colleagues
(124, 150, 152), the two-telescope heterodyne interferometer of Townes and
his colleagues (108, 197), and the use of the CERGA two-telescope
interferometer for long-baseline observations in the infrared (54). The
spatial interferometer has been used on the Steward Observatory 2.5-m
telescope, the KPNO 4-m telescope, and the Multiple Mirror Telescope .**

with its baseline of 6.9 m. Heterodyne interferometry has been carried out
using the 5.5-m baseline provided by the twin McMath auxiliary telescopes
on Kitt Peak.
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Infrared interferometry has provided new high angular resolution
information in areas spanning the entire stellar evolutionary time scale. The
protostellar objects BN, VY CMa, W3 IRS-5, OL 2591, GL 490, S140 IRS-
1, Mon R2 IRS-2&3, and the controversial object MWC 349 have had
angular diameters or upper limits to diameters determined and in some
cases shown to be double or even triple objects, as demonstrated by
McCarthy (147) in the case of Mon R2 IRS-3, or to possess core-halo-type
structures (41, 57, 83, 104, 127, 151). The object IRc2 has been resolved by
Chelli et al. (42) and shown to have a complicated structure and to be the

S"exciting source of the Kleinmann-Low nebula in Orion. Jiang et al. (107)
resolved the optically thin dust shell surrounding a luminous early B-type
star that together comprise the object NGC 2024 No. 2. The resolution of T
Tauri as a binary star by Dyck et al. (59) has already been mentioned, as has
the detection of several low-mass companions to nearby stars b) McCarthy
and collaborators. The carbon star IRC+ 10216, the brightest non-solar
system object at 5 pm, is a highly evolved object suffering extensive mass
loss. The structure of the dust shell surrounding IRC+ 10216 has been
resolved by several groups (60, 150, 151, 154, 200), with the general
conclusion that the source is highly elliptical, possibly indicative of a nearby
edge-on disk structure. The compact structure of IRC+ 10216 was first
resol ed by the lunar occultation measurements in the infrared by Toombs
et al. (207). Their results were combined with the interferometric measure-
ments of McCarthy and collaborators by Crabtree & Martin (44) to
generate a single dust component model. Interferometric results for other
evolved stars (including the Mira-type variables o Ceti, x Cyg, R Leo, and R
Cas; the highly reddened M giant NML Cyg; and supergiant stars

possessing extensive dust shells) have been published (41, 83, 104, 127, 15 1,
153, 198. 199). Allen et al. (4) and Dyck et al. (61) have resolved the dust shell
around the WC9 star Ve 2-45. Di Benedetto & Conti (54) employed the two-
telescope CERGA interferometer at 2.2 pm with baselines up to 32 m to
measure the angular diameters of 5 giant stars. Their results compare
well with existing visible wavelength interferometric and occultation

measurements.

5. FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

New ground-based facilities for very high angular resolution astronomy
employing long-baseline interferometry are currently being planned and/or
constructed by several groups (51, 113, 115, 121, 192, and unpublished plans
by the group at Georgia State University), and a variety of space-based
interferometer configurations have been proposed in a preliminary manner
to American and European space agencies (see Bull. Am. Astron. Soc.
16: 557-559). Baselines raiging from several hundred meters on the ground

m '
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up to tens of kilometers ip space imply resolutions in the range of 100 down
to a few microarcseconds. If such instruments reach their expected -
sensitivities, they will trigger a revolution in how astronomers view the
Universe. At a resolution of I microarcsec, we could resolve detail on the
surfaces of nearby stars at the level at which we can now observe the Sun.
Such dramatic improvements in what we can directly observe may well
alter the very nature of astronomical science.

The scientific possibilities for submilliarcsecond ground-based inter-

ferometry have been addressed by several authors (48, 50, 124, 134, 185),
with applications to single and double stars in the visible region and to
infrared observations of broad classes of objects. The scientific return from
thc highest-resolution space interferometry has not yet been estimated in
detail. Davis (48) has shown that a baseline of I km and a limiting sensitivity
approaching V = + 7 are sufficient to resolve significant numbers of stars
of all spectral types. Limiting accuracies in angular diameter measurements
of + 1% are needed if these values are to have the greatest astrophysical
impact. Davis (48) also described the potential for determining absolute
radii and luminosities of stars, for measuring stellar limb darkening,

rotation, winds, and emission shells, for probing interstellar extinction, for
recalibrating the Cepheid period-luminosity relation, and for searching for
structure in active galactic nuclei and quasars. Through the direct
resolution of spectroscopic binaries in which one or both component disks
are also resolvable, a complete astrophysical description (including mass,
radius, and luminosity) of a star can be obtained.

Long-baseline interferometry will break the logjam of potentially known
stellar masses. For example, 70% of the spectroscopic systems in the Batten p
et al. (25) catalog are potentially resolvable with a baseline of 300 m, with
180 double-lined systems having anticipated separations in excess of 1
milliarcsec. Such a baseline could resolve binaries with a gain in sensitivity
to orbital period of a factor of nearly 1800 over what currently can be done
with speckle interferometry, A 2 M O binary at a distance of 100 pc could be
resolved with a period as short as 13 h.

Assuming long-baseline instruments can employ large apertures in order
to reach magnitudes characteristic of the brightest extragalactic objects, we
may resolve structures of subparsec size at distances corresponding to a
redshift z = 0.1. Thus, optical measurements with resolution comparable to
radio VLBI will provide important new insights into the mechanisms
underlying the energetics of these objects. For nearby galaxies, long-
baseline optical interferometry can search for duplicity among the brightest
stars and measure the size of planetary nebulae. The discoveries to be made
from long-baseline interferometry in the infrared are perhaps the most

, unpredictable and so are among the most exciting.
,#,
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As next-generation telescopes are pushing the technological limits of
light-gathering power, it is extremely important that complementary
directions in angular resolution are also being pursued. During the coming
decade, very high angular resolution techniques promise unprecedented
gains in studying the "microscopic" properties of astronomical objects in
the Universe.
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